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Lamar State College - Port Arthur
Mission
Lamar State College - Port Arthur, a member of The Texas State University
System, is an open-access, comprehensive public two-year college offering
quality and affordable instruction leading to associate degrees and a variety of
certificates. The College embraces the premise that education is an ongoing
process that enhances career potential, broadens intellectual horizons, and
enriches life.

Core Values
•
•

•

•

•
•

Shared commitment by faculty, staff and administration to a mission
characterized by student learning, diversity, and community involvement
General education/core curriculum that develops the values and concepts
that allow the student to make a meaningful contribution in the workplace
or community
Academic and technical programs designed to fulfill our commitment to
accommodate students with diverse goals and backgrounds, using a variety
of delivery methods, on and off campus
Technical education programs that provide for the acquisition of the
knowledge, skills and behavior necessary for initial and continued
employment
Student achievement characterized by attainment of individual goals and
measured by successful accomplishments and completion of curriculum
Co-curricular opportunities that develop social, financial and civic acuity

Principles
Lamar State College - Port Arthur operates in the belief that all individuals
should be:
•
•
•
•

treated with dignity and respect;
afforded equal opportunity to acquire a complete educational experience;
given an opportunity to discover and develop their special aptitudes and
insights; and,
provided an opportunity to equip themselves for a fulfilling life and
responsible citizenship in a world characterized by change.

LAMAR STATE COLLEGE-PORT ARTHUR
Institutional Goals
2011-2012

I. Educational Opportunities
Provide educational opportunities that are flexible in scheduling, location, delivery method and content
for instructional programs

II. General Education / Core Curriculum
Offer freshman and sophomore general education/core curriculum courses, which will transfer to
traditional baccalaureate degree programs, with opportunities to acquire higher order intellectual skills in
inquiry, problem solving and critical thinking

III. Information Literacy
Provide opportunities to acquire information literacy skills, common to all disciplines that allow a student
to recognize when information is needed; to have the ability to locate and evaluate information; to
establish the authenticity, validity, and reliability of information; and to effectively use needed
information

IV. Employment Support
Provide instruction and/or support services that will improve the potential for employment and/or
occupational advancement as well as meet the needs of employers

V. Administrative and Educational Support
Provide students with personal attention in a broad range of student service activities, educational support
services for instructional programs, and provide responsible oversight of the College’s physical and
financial resources

VI. Community Involvement
Continue and enhance institutional advancement efforts targeted toward the needs of local communities,
cooperate with community agencies in economic development and community partnerships, and provide
cultural enrichment opportunities, both on and off campus
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PLANNING AND EVALUATION PROCESS
An ongoing planning, budgeting and evaluation system is a crucial foundation for the continuous
improvement process at Lamar State College-Port Arthur (LSC-PA). The planning cycle begins with
defining and periodically reviewing LSC-PA’s planning documents (Strategic Focus, the Mission, Core
Values, and Principles, and the Institutional Goals). The complete cycle involves evaluation of
institutional performance to determine how effective the institution is in fulfilling its mission and
achieving goals.
Strategic Institutional Effectiveness Plan
The LSC-PA planning process is designed to produce a five-year Strategic Institutional
Effectiveness Plan. The process, inclusive of actions by the Planning and Assessment Committee , the
President’s Council, and ultimately the Board of Regents, aids the College in examining internal as well
as external conditions affecting the institutional environment, thus contributing to the Strategic
Institutional Effectiveness Plan in a five-year planning timeframe for the College. The College’s Mission,
Core Values, and Principles are reviewed every three to five years. The Mission, together with
Institutional Goals and the strategic focus outlined in the Strategic Institutional Effectiveness Plan,
establish the foundation for the continued process of quality improvement in programs, services, and
facilities.
Mission, Core Values and Principles
Institutional Goals
The Planning and Assessment Committee, with review and approval by the President,
periodically examines the mission, accompanying core values and principles, as well as the institutional
goals. Once the Committee approves the mission and establishes goals for a five-year-period, the
President’s Council continues with the review. The President’s Council has the task of setting an overall
focus for the institution by concentrating on facilities, finances, programs and services. Integration of
planning, assessment and budgeting are emphasized at this level. After this final review and approval
step at the institution level, the planning elements are presented to the Board of Regents for final
approval.
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Institutional Planning
Faculty, staff and administrators for all college units (executive services, educational/
administrative support, academic/student services and educational programs) are engaged in and
collaborate for a systematic and integrated planning and evaluation process. Logical, organized
quantitative and qualitative measures applied to assessment and evaluation demonstrate that data gathered
during the planning cycle are used to guide decision making and provide information about the
integration and use of instruction, methodology, and technology throughout the College. A further
extension of the plan demonstrates continued use and re-evaluation of unit plans and goals for the future,
crucial to institution success in a full realization of the mission and achieving institutional goals.
College Unit/Operational Planning
Unit planning is achieved through completion of Annual Institutional Effectiveness Plans. These
plans, inclusive of desired outcomes, strategies for achieving those outcomes, assessment methods, and
links to budget planning, are aligned with the College’s outline of strategic focus and the Institutional
Goals as the guidelines for unit plans. Ultimately, after completion of a fiscal (or academic) year, the
Institutional Effectiveness Plans are evaluated to determine whether outcomes were achieved.
As part of the planning phase, unit plans are submitted to the Vice President for Academic Affairs
and presented by designated representatives of the selected units before a planning and budget committee.
This presentation includes proposed annual plans and the anticipated impacts on the pending budget. The
presentations serve not only as “pre-assessment” of desired outcomes and budget impacts but also provide
each unit a chance to hear information about other units. These plans effect changes and impact
departmental goals and budgetary impact. The productiveness of this process can be seen not only in a
streamlining of the College units’ plans and budget requests but also in the communication impact had on
other units’ staff and faculty listening to the plans of other campus units and the sharing of ideas.
Each unit’s Institutional Effectiveness Plan is evaluated on a goal-by-goal basis each year, with
results of the evaluation serving as a foundation for the next year’s plan. Those findings are analyzed and
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the evaluation continued with statement(s) of how the results are used for continuous improvement, with
emphasis on improving any results that do not successfully meet the desired outcomes.
Educational Program Planning and Assessment
Each educational program area at LSC-PA is assigned a program assessment manager. Forms,
tables, and instructions are created for gathering and using artifacts (samples of student course work) in a
meaningful and uniform way. The faculty identifies and codifies program outcomes and program student
learning outcomes, and these outcomes are reviewed by five professionals who either work or teach in the
discipline. The program assessment managers gather the artifacts from constituent groups across campus,
including work produced by students in traditional delivery, hybrid, computer-assisted, and online
classes. Using the faculty’s success criteria to assess the artifacts, two raters score each artifact on a
faculty-designed rubric. Third raters are used to settle any outlying scores. When the artifact scoring is
completed, the Assessment Coordinator calculates the results and returns the findings to the program
assessment managers. The program coordinators in turn consult with the faculty to determine ways to
improve the programs. Those improvements are clearly identified in Assessment Summary tables and are
implemented in the following semester(s). Throughout the semester, the Assessment Coordinator
conducts faculty development activities to train the faculty at large about outcomes-based assessment.
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Findings of Program Assessment, Spring 2011
Summary: Artifacts rated for the programs assessed in the Spring 2011 generally were rated
higher than those measuring the same PSLOs in the assessment immediately prior to this one,
Fall 2010. Results from the first assessment of this two-year cycle were probably artificially
elevated due to several factors: a new set of scoring rubrics newly created and focused Program
Student Learning Outcomes, and a general unfamiliarity across campus with the fundamentals of
program assessment. Since that initial foray into program assessment, the faculty has received
development training to help them identify and create more measureable and reportable means of
assessment. The process of rating artifacts has become more familiar to the participating faculty
as well.
Methods Used: Each program has a program assessment manager who may or may not be the
department chair in the primary discipline of the program. After meeting with the campus
program assessment coordinator, the program assessment managers gathered representative
artifacts from student work. These artifacts included material from face-to-face, traditional
delivery classes, as well as from online and hybrid/blended courses. The material came from all
classifications of students, including high school scholars enrolled in co-enrollment courses.
Some programs, notably CAD and HVAC, are located at either federal or state prisons, which
limits our ability to gather certain types of artifacts.
Once the program assessment managers gathered the relevant artifacts, they submitted them to
the assessment coordinator, who scheduled and managed the artifact rating process. Most
programs collected between 20 and 40 artifacts per PSLO or subPSLO. Artifacts were
distributed to raters who are either familiar with the discipline or who share similar projects or
processes with the discipline. No rater scored his or her own artifacts. Generally, the assessment
coordinator served as a reader to break outlying scores. If the assessment coordinator’s own
artifacts were used, the Dean of Academic Programs served as outlying reader.
Once artifacts were rated, the assessment coordinator gathered them, figured mean, median,
mode, and standard deviation, and put them on a findings table. The coordinator made
superficial observations about the scores and wrote recommendations to each program
coordinator for possible action. The findings tables were returned to the program assessment
managers, who then met with the program faculty to determine what interventions were
necessary to improve scores.
Program assessment managers completed three forms: a green form, that indicates whether or
not the previous interventions were successful, and if they were not, what further action would
be taken; a blue form, that indicates what changes were to be made to improve learning; and an
orange form, that serves as a sort of summary of the meeting between the managers and the
program faculty.
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Recommendations: Recommendations for interventions for each individual program, and the
changes we implemented to enact them, are prominently featured in each program section. They
are on the blue table entitled, “Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary.”
As for the overall assessment process, we have one more round of assessment in this cycle, of
Fall 2011. The program assessment cycle ends in January 2012; the process itself, PSLOs,
ratings rubrics, and reporting structure undergo their scheduled assessments and revisions in the
Spring 2012 semester. This assessment of the assessment process is an important part of the
regular assessment cycle.
Description and Reading Instructions:
Program assessment information is presented alphabetically by program name. Within each
program section are the following components, in this order:
1.

A program overview, with general comments made by the assessment coordinator
and a graph comparing the mean scores of the program’s PSLOs from this
assessment round to the previous round(s). The Commercial Music programs
material does not include this preliminary document.

2.

A blue table, entitled “Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary,”
that identifies three Key Assessment Findings and their Related PSLOs,
summarizes assessment Results and Analysis, identifies Changes Implemented,
and gives Evidence of Improvement. These analyses, recommendations, and
implementations of change come from the program faculty.

3.

A solid blue table, entitled “2009-2011 Educational Programs Assessment
Summary,” that identifies the same information as the above table, but for the
previous assessment round.

4.

A green table, entitled “Spring 2011 Educational Programs Improvement
Summary,” that tracks the success or continuation of the interventions
implemented as a result of the previous assessment round and identified on the
“2009-2011 Education Programs Assessment Summary.”

5.

The program’s findings tables that provide the Success Criteria, the mean,
median, mode, standard deviation, and percentages of ratings for the current
round and previous rounds of assessment. The table also includes the numeric
and percentage of change from the previous assessment.

6.

The program rubric, by which program artifacts were scored.
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Associate of Arts and Associate of Arts in Teaching Findings, Spring 2011 Assessment
The Associate of Arts and Associate of Arts in Teaching programs were assessed in the Spring
2011 semester. While data shows that while students met or exceeded the success criteria of a
total mean score of 4 or higher from two raters, the artifact scores vary widely from assessment
cycle to assessment cycle.
Designing quality assignments that produce excellent artifacts is still fresh to our general faculty,
and each assessment round produces better artifacts.
Scores from Fall 2009 are generally higher than those from Fall 2010 and Spring 2011, though
peaks and valleys occur throughout the spectrum.
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Figure 1: Three-Year Comparison of PSLO Mean Scores
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Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Associate of Arts
Degree/Certificate Award: AA Degree

Assessment Summary

Key Assessment Findings
Students will improve their
ability to demonstrate
awareness of cultural differences
and similarities

1

Related PSLO
PSLO 2: Demonstrate
awareness of cultural differences
and similarities
2a; 2b; 2c
2 Key Assessment Findings
Students will demonstrate
improved technology literacy
with online and computergenerated assignments

Results and Analysis
65% of students met or
exceeded expectations for
subPSLO 2a and 2b, but 75% for
2c. Since all three are closely
linked, the committee
recommends that instructions
should try to link the three
clearly. The ENGL 2321 final
essays are used in the artifact
ratings are were selected for
improvement.

Changes Implemented
ENGL 2321 British literature, has
a relevancy component on each
exam. The instructions for Part
IV as of Fall 2011 give very
specific guidelines to improve
students ability to demonstrate
awareness of cultural differences
and similarities in all 3 PSLOs

Results and Analysis
Though ratings were high, raters
were not always clear about how
to evaluate artifacts from the Art
faculty. Committee
recommends using rubrics for
grading subjective material.

Changes Implemented
1. ARTS 1301: added a new
grading rubric for PowerPoint
presentations
2. ARTS 1303: added new
grading rubric for PowerPoint
presentations
Evidence of Improvement
1. ARTS 1301 grading rubric
2. ARTS 1303 grading rubric
3. MUSI 1306 visual guide
instructions for accessing online
material
Changes Implemented
1. ENGL 2321 British literature
added math application element
to Part IV Relevance
2. BISC 1305: Revised
instructions for online MileagePayments calculations
Evidence of Improvement
1. ENGL 2321 British Literature
Part IV instructions
2. BISC 1305 Mileage payments
calculations instructions

Related PSLO
PSLO 4: Demonstrates
technology literacy
4a; 4c
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Key Assessment Findings
Students will improve their
ability to apply problem-solving
skills in mathematical or
scientific principles needed to
complete task.
Related PSLO
PSLO 6: Applies mathematical
and scientific principles
6c.

Results and Analysis
Only 75% of students met or
exceeded expectations for
subPSLO 6c. The other two
ranked in the mid to high 80th
percentile. Focus on 6c to bring
its scores up, since they are
interrelated
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Evidence of Improvement
Support 1: Part IV Relevance for
ENGL 2321

Lamar State College-Port Arthur

2009-2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Associate of Arts
Degree/Certificate Award: AA degree

Assessment Summary
Key Assessment Program
SLOS

Results and Analysis

Students will improve ability to
distinguish if information is
based on fact or opinion.

With only an 82% rating in PSLO 3.b it was
recommended that assignment
instructions be clearer this semester and
more class time spent in discussing the
PSLO 3: Uses critical thinking
significance of recognizing the difference
skills.
3 b. Differentiates the facts from between facts and opinions. Implemented
revised instruction sheet and added
opinion as relates to situation
lecture time to this topic.

Implementation & Evidence
of Improvement
Students were able to identify
supportive information in the
informative speech as being either
fact or opinion by labeling the
analytical outlines clearly.
Support 1. SPCH 1315 Outline
instructions
Support 2. Samples of Spring 2011
SPCH 1315 student outlines
Support 3. Samples of Fall 2010
student outlines

Students will improve ability to
justify their use of logical, sound Only 74.6% of students met or exceeded
reasoning when explaining their expectations.
This score is very similar to the 2009
conclusions.
scores showing that students need further
PSLO 3: Uses critical thinking
practice at justifying their conclusions. It
skills.
3d. Uses logical, sound reasoning is recommended that course assignments
specifically ask for students to explain why
to justify conclusion
they have constructed their possible
solutions or consequences.

Added online essay using critical
thinking skills particularly asking for
justification of their conclusion for
all sections of PHIL 1301 on campus
sections and online sections.

Students will improve their
ability to demonstrate awareness
of cultural differences and
similarities
PSLO 2: Demonstrates
awareness of cultural
differences and similarities.
2a. Identifies cultural
characteristics (beliefs, values,
perspectives, or practices)

ENG 2326 Literature implemented
an online Essay that specifically
addresses the issues of PSLO 2 .
Support 5. ENG 2326 On line Essay
Instructions
Support 6. ENG 2326 Student Essay
Samples

63.3% of students met or exceeded
expectations for PSLO 2. a and 86% of
students met or exceeded expectations
for PSLO 2. b and 81.5% of students met
or exceeded expectations for PSLO 2. c.

The score of PSLO 2.a is lower than 2009
scores in this sub criterion and is still the
lowest of PSLO 2. Recommended that
course assignments have clearer
instructions to improve identification of
2b. Interprets works of human
cultural characteristics or additional
expression within cultural
assignments that are looking for multiple
context
examples of cultural characteristics and
2c. Shows awareness of one’s
increase the students’ ability to interpret
own culture in relation to others. works of human expression within cultural
contexts and to show awareness of one’s
own culture in relation to others.
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Support 4. Student Essay Exams PHIL
1301

Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Improvement Summary
Educational Program: Associate of Arts
Degree/Certificate Award: AA
Fall 2010

Improvement Tracking Summary

Problem 1: Students will
improve ability to distinguish if
information is based on fact or
opinion.
Related PSLO: PSLO 3: Uses
critical thinking skills.
3 b. Differentiates the facts from
opinion as relates to situation

Fall 2010
Problem 2: Students will improve
ability to justify their use of
logical, sound reasoning when
explaining their conclusions.
Related PSLO:
PSLO 3: Uses
critical thinking skills.
3d. Uses logical, sound reasoning
to justify conclusion

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Changes Implemented: Longer
essays or reports should be
submitted for artifacts.

Resolved? yes
Continuing? This was a
process problem that we had
to work out.

Evidence Used: artifacts of fall 2011
assessment

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Changes Implemented: longer
essays or reports should be
submitted for artifacts

Evidence Used: artifacts of fall 2011
assessment
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Change
Resolved? yes
Continuing? This was a
process problem we had to
resolve.

Fall 2010

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Problem 3: Students will improve
their ability to demonstrate
awareness of cultural differences
and similarities

Changes Implemented: Improved
instructions for Relevancy Part IV of
British literature exams

Continuing? yes

Related PSLO: PSLO 2:
Demonstrates awareness of
cultural differences and
similarities.
2a. Identifies cultural
characteristics (beliefs, values,
perspectives, or practices)
2b. Interprets works of human
expression within cultural
context
2c. Shows awareness of one’s
own culture in relation to
others.

Continuing to monitor for
progress.

Evidence Used: British Literature
exam
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Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Associate of Arts in Teaching
Degree/Certificate Award: AAT Degree

Assessment Summary

1 Key Assessment Findings

Students recognized limited
evidence in identifying cultural
diversity in educational settings.
Almost 1/3 of the artifacts for this
subPSLO were scored with a 1,
the lowest ranking.

Related PSLO

PSLO 7a: Identifies
characteristics of diverse
populations within an educational
setting.

2 Key Assessment Findings
Students will improve
identifying diverse teaching
styles.

Related PSLO

PSLO 7b: Identifies diverse
teaching styles.

3 Key Assessment Findings
Students will present
information about learning
communities/strategies in a
professional manner.

Related PSLO

PSLO 7c: Presents information
about learning
communities/strategies in
appropriate mode of expression.

Results and Analysis

Students cited only age or
gender in journal observation
seating charts, due to concerns
of privacy policies of local school
districts. The rubric indicates
that two identifications
constitute highest ratings.
Recommended to include
appropriate cultural categories
in the instructions for the
observation journals.

Results and Analysis

Changes Implemented

Fall 2011 observation
experience, journal, and report
have new instructions on
reporting broader cultural
observations. The accepted
ethnic terms are included as
guide.

Evidence of Improvement

Support 1: fall 2011 observation
experience, journal, and report
instructions.
Support 2: classroom
observation notes

Changes Implemented

The spring artifacts showed
improvement, but 17.5%
required a 3rd rater to decide
discrepancies. The Journal
entries on teaching styles do not
reveal the students’ ability to
distinguish between diverse
teaching styles if the teacher
uses only limited ones based on
subject matter or population.
Recommended alternate means
to assess this skill.

Test mapping of questions from
the current textbook of chapters
which focus on diversity in
teaching styles.

Results and Analysis

Changes Implemented

Because there were more
artifacts to examine, the score
increased dramatically, but the
raters had very little guidance in
knowing what the instructors
were expecting. There were no
specific formatting instructions
for the raters to use as a guide
to measure student success at
presenting a professional
document. Recommend scoring
with a rubric and revision of
instructions.
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Evidence of Improvement

Support 1: Test map for Exam 2
in PSYC 1300

1. fall 2011 new rubric for
journals, with expanded
instructions
2. new assignment on education
issues events in paper format.

Evidence of Improvement

Support 1: grading rubric for
journals
Support 2: journal and report
instructions
Support 3: current education
issues assignment instructions

Lamar State College-Port Arthur

2009-2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Associate of Arts in Teaching
Degree/Certificate Award: AAT degree
Assessment Summary
Key Assessment Program
SLO’s
Students will improve ability to
identify characteristics of diverse
populations within an education
setting.
PSLO 6: Analyzes learning
communities.
6a. Identifies characteristics of
diverse populations within an
education setting.

PSLO 6: Analyzes learning
communities.
6b. Identifies diverse teaching
styles.

Results and Analysis

Implementation & Evidence
of Improvement

Faculty are keeping copies of all students’
work which is a more representative
sampling of examples used in rating
assessments. Instructions for Observation
Journal entries clearly emphasize what
characteristics of diverse population
within an education setting were to be
included in the analysis since only 40% of
students met or exceeded expectations.

New instruction sheets were given
to students in EDUC 1301 & EDUC
2301 to clarify expectations of what
characteristics of diverse population
within an education setting were to
be included in the analysis.

Faculty are keeping copies of all students’
work which is a more representative
sampling of examples used in rating
assessments. Instructions for Observation
Journal entries clearly emphasize what
characteristics of diverse teaching styles
were to be included in the analysis since
60% of students met or exceeded
expectations.

New instruction sheets were given
to students in EDUC 1301 & EDUC
2301 to clarify expectations of what
characteristics of diverse teaching
styles were to be included in the
analysis.

Faculty are keeping copies of all students’
work which is a more representative
PSLO 6: Analyzes learning
sampling of examples used in rating
communities.
assessments. Instructions for Observation
6c. Presents information about Journal entries clearly emphasize how the
learning communities in
information should be presented to be in
appropriate mode of expression. the appropriate mode of expression since
70% of students met or exceeded
expectations
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Support 1. Instructions for
Observation Journals Spring 2011

Support 1. Instructions for
Observation Journals Spring 2011

New instruction sheets were given
to students in EDUC 1301 & EDUC
2301 to clarify expectations of
appropriate presentation of
Observation Journals.
Support 1. Instructions for
Observation Journals Spring 2011

Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Improvement Summary
Educational Program:
Degree/Certificate Award:
Fall 2010

Improvement Tracking Summary
Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Problem 1: Students will
improve ability to identify
characteristics of diverse
populations within an education
setting.

Changes Implemented:
Recommended to include
appropriate cultural categories in
the instructions for the observation
journals.

Continuing? yes

Related PSLO: PSLO 6:
Analyzes learning communities.
6a. Identifies characteristics of
diverse populations within an
education setting.

Evidence Used: fall 2011
observation experience, journal,
and report instructions.

Fall 2010
Problem 2: Faculty were not
keeping adequate records of
student work.

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Problem 3: Faculty were not
keeping adequate records of
student work.

Change

Changes Implemented: faculty keep Continuing? yes
adequate student work
Continuing to monitor for
progress.

Related PSLO: 6b

Fall 2010

Continuing to monitor for
progress.

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Changes Implemented: Faculty
keep adequate student work

Change
Continuing? yes
Continuing to monitor for
progress.

Related PSLO: 6c
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PSLO 1: Communicates with appropriate modes of expression to individuals or groups
Communication skills are central to the education process, and some practice in communication
skills takes place in most classes across campus.
Scores from Fall 2009 are quite a bit higher than those from Fall 2010 and Spring 2011 for
subPSLOs A, B, and C.
Students have not scored well in demonstrating thesis clarity (1A) or organizing information
(1B). Understanding the main idea and organization are at the heart of these two subPSLOs, and
these ideas need to be reinforced.
Students demonstrate use of supporting details in their writing (1C), and they express themselves
appropriately when communicating (1D).
There is a disconnect between organizing information and using supporting details. The two
should go hand-in-hand, but they do not.

5.4
5.2
5
4.8
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FALL 2010

4.6

SPRING 2011
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4.2
4
1A

1B

1C

1D

Figure 2: PSLO 1 Three-Year Comparison
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PSLO 2: Demonstrates awareness of cultural differences and similarities.
The three subPLSOs under PSLO 2 are inextricably linked, so the wide gap in scores between 2A and 2C
is puzzling. Being able to identify cultural characteristics (2A) and demonstrate an awareness between
one’s own culture and others (2C) are two faces of the same coin.
LSC-PA is a multi-cultural institution, so perhaps there is a lack of conscious recognition of differences in
culture. It is also possible that faculty avoid pointing out specific differences and similarities between
cultures in hopes of furthering intercultural harmony.
Better instruction to faculty about how to prepare usable artifacts is indicated, particularly for 2B.
5
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FALL 2009
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FALL 2010
SPRING 2011
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4
3.8
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Figure 3: PSLO 2 Three-Year Comparison
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PSLO 3: Uses critical thinking skills.
Students were fairly consistent in demonstrating critical thinking skills, though the scores can
certainly be higher.
Artifacts from subPSLOs A and B received mostly scores in the 4s, and only 60% of students met or
exceeded expectations. Artifacts from subPSLOs C and D received mostly scores in the 5s, and 80% and
85%, respectively, met or exceeded expectations. A quarter of artifacts from subPSLO A received 2s, as
did 30% from subPSLO B.
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Figure 4: PSLO 3 Three-Year Comparison
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PSLO 4: Demonstrates technology literacy
Our students demonstrate that they are technologically literate, with 90-95% of students meeting
or exceeded expectations.
Over 70% of all artifacts were scored as 6s.
Figure 5: PSLO 4 Three-Year Comparison
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Figure 6: PSLO 4 Three-Year Comparison
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PSLO 5: Transfers to a baccalaureate program
PSLO

Program

5.
Completes
degree that is
transferable to a
baccalaureate
program.

Commentary and
Use of Results for Improvement

Graduation Data
2010: 58
2009: 68
2008: 67
2007: 80
2006: 71
2010: 3
2009: 4
2008: 4
2007: 0
2006: 0

AA

AAT

AA
100
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40
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AA

2006

2007
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Figure 7: Graduation Trends for AA

AAT
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Figure 8: Graduation Trends for AAT
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2010

PSLO 6: Applies mathematical and scientific principles
This PSLO was originally part of the Associate of Science degree, and the data from Fall 2009
and Fall 2010 were mined from the AS assessments. The college discontinued the AS degree in
Fall 2010.
Students demonstrate strong proficiency using mathematical and scientific principles. At least
50% of artifacts were scored with 5s and 6s.
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Figure 9: PSLO 6 Three-Year Comparison
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AAT ONLY, PSLO 7: Analyzes learning communities
Data for the AAT degree were not gathered in Fall 2009, since it was a new program.
subPSLO 7A shows some improvement over Fall 2010, but only 55.88% of students met or
exceeded expectations. Almost one-third of the artifacts for this subPSLO was scored with a 1,
the lowest ranking possible. While that is still within the limits of the success criteria, the
number is too high.
More explicit instructions and help reporting data and preparing usable artifacts are needed.
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2
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0
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Figure 10: PSLO 7 Two-Year Comparison
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LSC-PA Academic Program Student Learning Outcomes Rubric
Name of Program: Associate of Arts & Associate of Arts in Teaching Date:
Program Student Learning Outcome: 1. Communicates with appropriate modes of
expression to individuals or groups
Competent
(2)

Developing
(1)

1. a.
Thesis and
Demonstrates purpose are
thesis clarity
clear to
audience;
matches
communication
task

Thesis and
purpose are
fairly clear to
audience;
matches
communication
task

1. b.
Organizes
information

Organizational
elements
support thesis
& purpose but
could improve
transitions &
sequencing of
ideas
Solid but less
than original
reasoning with
some
appropriate
details or
examples and
limited
documentation
if relevant

Thesis and
purpose are
vague to
audience; only
loosely relates
to
communication
task
Signs of logical
organization but
may have
abrupt shifts &
less than
effective flow of
ideas

subPSLO

Accomplished
(3)

Fully &
creatively
supports thesis
& purpose with
effective
transitions &
sequencing of
ideas
1. c. Uses
Substantial,
support
logical &
specific
development
of ideas;
details are
relevant,
original,
credible and
correctly
documented
when
appropriate
1. d. Presents Style of
ideas in
presentation is
appropriate
appropriate for
mode of
specific
expression
audience and
matches
communication
task

Style of
presentation is
fairly
appropriate for
specific
audience and
matches
communication
task
23

Obvious
support that
may be too
general, not
interpreted,
irrelevant to
thesis, or
repetitive with
little or no
relevant
documentation
Style of
presentation is
underdeveloped
for specific
audience and
loosely matches
communication
task

Lack of
Evidence
(0)

Rating

Program Student Learning Outcome: 2. Demonstrates awareness of cultural differences and
similarities
Accomplished
(3)
2. a. Identifies Identifies
cultural
multiple
characteristics cultural
(including
characteristics
beliefs,
values,
perspectives
and/or
practices)
2. b.
Interprets
Interprets
works of
works of
human
human
expression
expression
within cultural
within
context with
cultural
specific
context
details that
reveals
insights to
understanding
the value of
cultural
differences
2. c. Shows
Illuminates
awareness of with multiple
one’s own
specific
culture in
details the
relation to
understanding
others
between self
and others
subPSLO

Competent
(2)
Identifies at
least two
cultural
characteristics

Developing
(1)
Identifies one
cultural
characteristic

Interprets
works of
human
expression
within cultural
context with
generalizations
that include
some details
showing an
awareness of
cultural
differences

Interprets
works of
human
expression
within cultural
context with
description
and limited
details in a
ethnocentric
way

Articulates
with some
details the
understanding
between self
and others

Shows limited
understanding
between self
and others
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Lack of
Evidence (0)

Rating

Program Student Learning Outcome: 3. Uses critical thinking skills
Accomplished
(3)
3. a. identifies Key concepts
problem,
and terms are
argument, or identified and
issue (to
extensive
determine
information is
extent of
used
information
needed)
3.b.
Multiple and
Differentiates diverse sources
the facts from of information
opinions as
are used to
relates to
distinguish
situation
between facts
and opinions
PSLO

3. c.
Constructs
possible
solutions or
prediction of
consequences

Generates new ,
creative,
interesting ideas
as solutions or
consequences;
makes
appropriate
connections
between ideas

3. d. Uses
logical, sound
reasoning to
justify
conclusion

Able to integrate
information
from a variety of
sources to draw
appropriate
conclusion;
articulates the
use of a
recognizable
reasoning
pattern for the
justification of
conclusion

Competent
(2)
Identifies
concepts
related to
the situation
to develop
some details
of
information
Some facts
and opinion
are clearly
distinguished
but not
consistently

Developing
(1)
Unable to
formulate
clearly what
is needed to
examine the
situation and
uses limited
details
Separation
between fact
and opinion
is unclear
and
minimally
related to
situation
Provides
Ideas are
some
limited and
connected
the
ideas and a
connection
reasonable
between
solution or
ideas is
consequence vague and
solution is
obvious or
not
conclusive
Can integrate Shows
information
limited ability
from sources to integrate
and draws a
information
conclusion by from sources
using a
and draws a
reasoning
weak
pattern
conclusion by
using a
reasoning
pattern
incorrectly
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Lack of
Evidence

Rating

Program Student Learning Outcome: 4. Demonstrates technology literacy
Accomplished
(3)
4. a. Locates
Successfully
needed
implements
information
use of
using the
technological
appropriate
tool or device
technological for assigned
tool or device task
4. b. Displays Demonstrates
organizational exemplary
skills with the skills in layout
use of
or format of
technology
information
4. c. Presents Successfully
information
completes
using the
project
appropriate
utilizing a
technological word
tool or device processing
program, and
or other
necessary
software,
with a variety
of resources if
needed
subPSLO

Competent
(2)
Appropriate
tool or device
is used with
some errors
or multiple
attempts
Shows some
skill in layout
or format of
information
Displays
some skill in
presenting
information
effectively
with
technological
tools or
device but
may have
errors or
multiple
attempts

Developing
(1)
Displays
difficulty in
identifying or
using
appropriate
technology
tool or device
Shows limited
understanding
in layout or
format of
information
Limited use of
appropriate
technology
tool or device
to complete
task
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Lack of
Evidence (0)

Rating

Program Student Learning Outcome: 5. Transfers to a baccalaureate program
subPSLO
a. Exhibits
student
contact hours
completed at
LSC-PA
b. Number of
AA majors
who graduate

Accomplished
(3)

Competent
(2)

Developing
(1)

c. Number of
AA graduates
who request
transcripts
sent to other
colleges or
universities
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Lack of
Evidence (0)

Rating

Program Student Learning Outcome: 6. Applies mathematical and scientific principles.
Accomplished
(3)
6. a.
Shows ability
Identifies
to identify the
mathematical appropriate
or scientific
mathematical
principles
or scientific
needed to
principles
complete
needed to
task
complete task
independently

Competent
(2)
Shows ability
to identify the
appropriate
mathematical
or scientific
principles
needed to
complete task
with
requested
assistance or
errors
6. b. Uses
Demonstrates Demonstrates
mathematical exceptional
understanding
or scientific
understanding of the
principles
functions of
of the
needed to
the
functions of
complete
mathematical
the
task
mathematical or scientific
principles
or scientific
principles
needed to
needed to
complete task
complete task with a few
errors
6. c. Applies
Applies
Applies
problem
exceptional
problem
solving skills
problem
solving skills
in
solving skills
in
mathematical in
mathematical
or scientific
mathematical or scientific
principles
or scientific
principles
needed to
principles
needed to
complete
needed to
complete task
task
complete task with some
errors
subPSLO
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Developing
(1)
Shows limited
ability in
indentifying
the
appropriate
mathematical
or scientific
principles
needed to
complete task
Demonstrates
limited
understanding
of the
functions of
the
mathematical
or scientific
principles
needed to
complete task
Applies
limited
problem
solving skills
in
mathematical
or scientific
principles
needed to
complete task

Lack of
Evidence (0)

Rating

AAT ONLY: Program Student Learning Outcome: 7. Analyzes learning communities
PSLO
7a. Identifies
characteristic
of diverse
populations
within an
educational
setting
7b. Identifies
diverse
teaching styles
7c. Presents
information
about learning
communities
(strategies) in
appropriate
mode of
expression

Accomplished
(3)
Identifies
multiple
characteristics
of diverse
populations
within an
education
setting
Identifies
multiple
characteristics
of diverse
teaching styles
Style of
presentation is
appropriate for
the specific
task with
ample details

Competent
(2)
Identifies at
least two
characteristics
of divers
populations
within an
education
setting
Identifies at
least two
characteristics
of diverse
teaching styles
Style of
presentation is
appropriate for
the specific
task with some
details

Developing
(1)
Identifies at
least one
characteristic
of diverse
populations
within an
education
setting
Identifies at
least one
characteristic
of diverse
teaching styles
Style of
presentation is
appropriate for
the specific
task with few
details.
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Not Observed
(0)

Rating

CAD at GIST Findings, Spring 2011 Assessment
Only scores for PSLO 2 increased from the last assessment round. The remaining PSLOs
showed significant drops in scoring.
Results are lower because of the high number of artifacts that were scored as 0 – Not Observed
in the scoring rubric criteria. The artifacts were considered, because they were submitted as
evidence for the PSLOs in question. The assumption is that the artifacts should have observable
characteristics of the criteria; if the observer finds the artifact lacking, the observer must rate the
artifact with a 0 and the 0 score is averaged along with the other scores to determine the PSLO
mean score.
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2
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Figure 11: 3 of 4 PSLO Mean Scores Are Down Since Previous Assessment
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Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: CAD AT GIST UNIT
Degree/Certificate Award: CERTIFICATE

Assessment Summary

1 Key Assessment Findings
59.9% of students met or
exceeded expectations

Related PSLO

PSLO#1: Uses a computeraided drafting program to create
accurate architectural documents
to meet professional drafting
standards.

2 Key Assessment Findings
59.1% of students met or
exceeded expectations.

Related PSLO

PSLO#3: Uses problem-solving
and critical thinking skills to
design and document
solutions.

3 Key Assessment Findings
50% of students met or
exceeded expectations.

Related PSLO

PSLO#4: Participates in class
activities and group projects in a
professional manner.

Results and Analysis

Scores appear to be
significantly lower than fall. Fall
artifacts were deficient and did
not give a good picture of
student capability. Computers
were purged in December per
prison policy, so we really had
no house plans to work with as
artifacts.

Results and Analysis

Again, artifacts in fall were
deficient. Also, zeros skew the
results. In the prison, each
computer is assigned to a
student. When a student drops
or withdraws, his computer is
left empty. A zero does not
reflect a student's inadequate
work; it reflects a computer that
is unused.

Results and Analysis

Teamwork checklist in fall
represented a summary
judgment based upon teacher's
memory. New, improved
teamwork checklist gives more
complete picture of exactly what
each student did as part of the
team.
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Changes Implemented

Teacher now saves copies of
house plans as semester
progresses, giving a much
clearer picture of student
capability.

Evidence of Improvement

Sample plan

Changes Implemented

Teacher now saves copies of
final exam house plan,
representing culmination of
knowledge for the six-month
program.

Evidence of Improvement

Sample house plan.

Changes Implemented

New, improved teamwork
checklist.

Evidence of Improvement

Sample checklist

CAD at GIST Blue Sheet Fall 2010
PSLO 1: Uses a computer-aided drafting program to create accurate architectural
documents to meet professional drafting standards.

7
6
5
4

Fall 2010

3

Spring 2011

2
1
0
Mean
Figure 12: PSLO Mean Score Down 41.9%
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PSLO 2: Selects appropriate architectural components to develop buildable assemblies.

4
3.5
3
2.5
Fall 2010

2

Spring 2011

1.5
1
0.5
0
Mean
Figure 13: PSLO Mean Scores Up 11.93%
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PSLO 3: Uses problem-solving and critical thinking skills to design and document
solutions.

5
4.5
4
3.5
3
Fall 2010

2.5

Spring 2011

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Mean
Figure 14: PSLO Mean Score Down 19.5%
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PSLO 4: Participates in class activities and group projects in a professional manner.

6
5
4
Fall 2010

3

Spring 2011
2
1
0
Mean
Figure 15: PSLO Mean Score Down 32.3%
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LSC-PA Technical Program Student Learning Outcomes Rubric
Name of Program: CAD at Gist Program
PSLO

Developing (1)

Date:

Competent (2)

Accomplished
(3)
Produces
architectural
documents
which are always
accurate.

Not Observed
(0)
Produces
architectural
documents
which are
lacking in
accuracy.

1. Uses a
computer- aided
drafting program
to create
accurate
architectural
documents to
meet
professional
drafting
standards.
2. Selects
appropriate
architectural
components to
develop
buildable
assemblies.

Produces
architectural
documents
which are
sometimes
accurate.

Produces
architectural
documents
which are
usually
accurate.

Selects
architectural
components
which are
sometimes
appropriate to
building
requirements.

Selects
architectural
components
which are
usually
appropriate to
building
requirements.

Selects
architectural
components
which are always
appropriate to
building
requirements.

Displays
inability to
select
appropriate
architectural
components.

3. Uses problemsolving and
critical thinking
skills to design
and document
solutions.

Exhibits
difficulty
generating new
ideas. Lacks
ability to make
connections
between ideas.

Generates new
ideas but lacks
ability to
connect those
ideas.

Generates new,
novel and
interesting ideas.
Spontaneously
makes
connections
between ideas.

Generates no
new ideas.

4. Participates in
class activities
and group
projects in a
professional
manner.

Participates in
group projects
only when
required.

Participates in
group projects
willingly.

Initiates group
projects which
are inclusive.

Refuses to
participate in
group projects.
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Rating

Commercial Music: Performance

Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Commercial Music
Degree/Certificate Award:
AAS Commercial Music Performance

1 Key Assessment Findings

Decrease of -6.12% in mean from
fall 2010; decrease in # of student
who met or exceeded expectations
(91.67% vs 100%) for microphone
staging and set list protocol.

Related PSLO

3.b. Applies microphone, staging,
and set-list protocol for the venue
and audience.

2

Key Assessment Findings

Decrease of -9.62 in mean from fall
2010; decrease in number of
students who met or exceeded
expectations (90% vs. 100%) for
understanding of legal issues.

Related PSLO

3.d. Demonstrates an
understanding of legal issues.

3 Key Assessment Findings

Decrease of -13.89% in mean from
fall 2010; increase in the percentage
of students who met of exceeded
expectations (90% versus 83.35%).

Assessment Summary
Results and Analysis

The drop may be attributed to
• The incorporation of student
self-assessments (indirect
measures), which were issued
for the first time spring 2011.
Students were much more
critical of themselves than peer
and faculty assessments.
• The measurements were not
adequately implemented.
Faculty did not understand
what evidence we could have
used to measure, and a
disgruntled former faculty did
not adopt suggested
improvements.

•

•

•
•

Results and Analysis
This decrease may be because we
measured this outcome in more
classes than just Survey of Music
Business. Regardless of the results,
we recognize that legal issues are a
big part of the industry and will
continue to embed this topic into all
courses across the curriculum. We
also need to make legal issues a
‘real life’ issue rather than just a
topic in classes.

Results and Analysis

We had adopted a more rigorous,
department wide attendance policy
and a higher expectation of
professionalism and accountability,
which may have negatively
impacted our overall mean. Still,
the increase in % who met or
exceeded expectations rose, so we
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Changes Implemented
Rubrics for self-evaluation will
be distributed along with selfassessment surveys (Appendix
A)
All faculty have been versed on
measurement expectations.
(Appendix B).

Evidence of Improvement
Self-evaluation rubric (Appendix
A)
Meeting minutes (Appendix B)

Changes Implemented
•

•

•
•
•
•

Invite guest artists to talk to
classes about music business
and law (Appendix C)

Evidence of Improvement
Calendar of events that includes
guest speakers (Appendix C)
Changes Implemented
Adopted a department-wide
attendance policy and common
applied syllabus (Appendix D)
Adopted more rigorous audition
criteria (Appendix E)
Enforce mentor relationships
(Appendix F)
Increased visibility of faculty as
engaged performers, to better
inspire students (Appendix G)

Related PSLO
4.A. Demonstrate commitment to
the profession.

believe we are on the right track
and plan to continue.
We also implemented a plan to
‘weed out’ students who are
marginally interested in the
program, at their audition. We
found this to be effective because
students who don’t understand the
rigors of Commercial Music are less
likely to persist.
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•
•
•
•

Evidence of Improvement
Common applied syllabus with
common attendance policy (Appix
D)
Audition rubric (Appendix E)
List of students/mentors
(Appendix F)
Photo of bulletin board devoted to
faculty (and student) off-campus
performances. (Appendix G)

Commercial Music: Performance Findings, Spring 2011 Assessment
LSC-PA Academic Program Student Learning Outcomes Rubric
Commercial Music: Sound Engineer

Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Commercial Music Sound Engineer
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS Commercial Music Sound Engineer

Assessment Summary
1 Key Assessment Findings

Decrease of -39.97% in mean
from fall 2010; decrease in # of
student who met or exceeded
expectations (40% versus 93.34%)
for microphone staging and set list
protocol.

Related SLO

1.F. Applies sound technology
techniques to projects, reflecting
specific markets.

Results and Analysis

The drop may be attributed to
•
The adoption of an online,
standardized test (Logic
certification test) to assess student
outcomes, which included this
PSLO. Our students were not
prepared for the test. We need to
make sure our students are familiar
with the terms used (in some cases,
we don’t think they understand the
question.) Also, our students are
very ‘hands-on’ oriented and tend
to perform poorly on standardized
written tests.
•
Lack of critical listening exercises in
upper level audio classes.
•
Poor textbook – did not line up
with curriculum/online testing well.
• Lack of incorporation of Live Sound
class material into rehearsals and
performances.

2
Key Assessment Findings

Decrease of -8.33% in mean
from fall 2010; decrease in the
number of students who met or
exceeded expectations (90% versus
100%) for demonstration of
understanding of legal issues.

Related SLO

3.C. Demonstrates an
understanding of legal issues.

Results and Analysis

This decrease may be because we
measured this outcome in more
classes than just Survey of Music
Business. Regardless of the results,
we recognize that legal issues are a
big part of the industry and will
continue to embed this topic into all
courses across the curriculum. We
also need to make legal issues a
‘real life’ issue rather than just a
topic in classes.
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•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Changes Implemented
Go through the standardized
test ahead of time and
incorporate the terms used, and
phrasing of questions, into class
lecture.
Incorporate critical listening
into curriculum (Appendix A)
Adopt new textbook. (Appendix
B)
Scheduled Live Sound labs at
the same time as band
rehearsals. (Appendix C)

Evidence of Improvement
Appendix A: Copy of CD –
example of critical listening
exercise
Appendix B: Cover of new
textbook
Appendix C: Live Sound
schedule

Changes Implemented
Invite guest artists to talk to classes
about music business and law
(Appendix D)

Evidence of Improvement

Appendix D: Calendar of Events

3 Key Assessment Findings
Decrease of -29.17% in mean from
fall 2010; decrease in the number of
students who met or exceeded
expectations (60% versus 100%) for
demonstration of managing session
time.

Related SLO

Results and Analysis

Some of this decrease may be
attributed to a lack of session
management accountability by a
former faculty. We were also using
an inadequate process for session
sign-ups, and students weren’t
versed in appropriate session
management techniques.

1.H. Manages session time.

•
•
•

•
•
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Changes Implemented
Assigned different faculty to
oversee session management.
Creation of additional student
recording sessions. (Appendix
E)
Revised studio session sheets
(Appendix F)

Evidence of Improvement
Appendix E: Session Schedule
Appendix F: Studio Session
Sheets

Cosmetology Findings Table, Spring 2011 Assessment
Overall, mean scores for all PSLOs went up. The PSLO 1 score jumped by nearly a full point,
the PSLO 2 score went up by 1.25 points, and the score for PSLO 5 went up 1.5 points. Scores
for PSLOs 3 and 4 rose by about half a point each.
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PSLO 2
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3

PSLO 4
PSLO 5

2
1
0
Fall 2010

Spring 2011

Figure 16: All PSLO Mean Scores Up From Previous Assessment
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Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Cosmetology
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS Cosmetology Operator

Assessment Summary

1 Key Assessment Findings

Students need to improve on
professionalism while working
with customers and school
policies concerning professional
behavior.

Results and Analysis

Students should be professional
at all times. The salon software
has helped, but additional ways
to improve are needed.

Related PSLO

Evidence of Improvement

1: Show professional and
ethical behavior.

2 Key Assessment Findings
Scores need to improve on
State Board exam.

Related PSLO

2: Practice all sanitary and safety
measures that protect individual
and public health.

3 Key Assessment Findings
Students lack in workforce
behavior.

Changes Implemented

In addition to continued use of
the salon software, we
reinforced the need for
professional behavior.

Customer surveys with more
detailed questions about
professionalism.

Results and Analysis

Students’ skills improved by
watching the pre-taped video of
State Board procedures.
Improvement was shown in the
practical passing rate.
Findings showed that the video
helped, but we need additional
help for the written portion of
the State Board

Results and Analysis

Booking appointments and
keeping track of customer
services improve by using
Shortcuts Salon Software.

Related PSLO

Changes Implemented

Continue to have students view
video of practical State Board
Exam; purchase of online
practice written exam.

Evidence of Improvement

Milady’s online Licensing
Preparation document

Changes Implemented

Install new front desk software.

Evidence of Improvement

PO for Shortcuts Salon Software.
Added clients to advisory
committee.

4: Demonstrate appropriate
workforce behavior.
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Lamar State College-Port Arthur

2009-2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Cosmetology
Degree/Certificate Award: Certificate

Key Assessment PSLO
Data indicated a deficiency in
professional and ethical behavior
suitable for salon standards

Assessment Summary
Results and Analysis

Implementation & Evidence of
Improvement

PSLO #1 Show professional and
ethical behavior

Purchased specialized salon
software to train students in the
areas of telephone skills,
interpersonal communication with
clients, and appointment
scheduling.

Implementation: Students went
through extensive training for the
software. Students rotated working
reception desk for one week each.

Data indicated a deficiency in
sanitary and safety measures that
protect individual and public
health

Contracted a professional video
crew to tape instructors performing
the correct safety and sanitation
procedures that are required by law.

Implementation: Students are given
access to view the video at their
convenience as many times as
needed.

PSLO #2 Practice all sanitary and
safety measures that protect
individual and public health
Data indicated a deficiency in
workforce behaviors

PSLO #4 Demonstrate appropriate
workforce behaviors

Documentation: Letter from
Shortcuts Salon and Spa Software

Documentation: DVD Label. IEC
Simulations taped and provided
video free of charge.
Purchased specialized salon
software to train students in the
areas of interpersonal
communications with clients and
appointment scheduling.

Implementation: Students receive
extensive training on salon software.
Students assigned to work at the
reception desk for one week
rotations.
Documentation: Letter from
Shortcuts Salon and Spa Software
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Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Improvement Summary
Educational Program: Cosmetology
Degree/Certificate Award: Certificate
Fall 2010

Improvement Tracking Summary

Problem 1: Data indicated a
deficiency in professional and
ethical behavior suitable for
salon standards

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Changes Implemented: The
software used to resolve the
original problem turned out to be
problematic in itself.

Continuing? yes

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Changed software to SalonBiz.

Related PSLO: PSLO #1 Show
professional and ethical behavior

Fall 2010
Problem 2: Data indicated a
deficiency in sanitary and safety
measures that protect individual
and public health

Changes Implemented: Videos
were made available.

Continuing? yes
Continuing to monitor for
progress.

Related PSLO: PSLO #2 Practice
all sanitary and safety measures
that protect individual and public
health

Fall 2010

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Problem 3: Data indicated a
deficiency in workforce
behaviors

Changes Implemented: The
software used to resolve the
original problem turned out to be
problematic in itself.

Continuing? yes

Related PSLO: PSLO #4
Demonstrate appropriate
workforce behaviors
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Changed software to SalonBiz.

PSLO 1: Shows professional and ethical behavior

PSLO 1
6
5
4
3

PSLO 1

2
1
0
Fall 2010

Spring 2011
Figure 17: PSLO 1 Mean Score Up by 15.45%

PSLO 2: Practices all sanitary and safety measures that protect individual and public
health

PSLO 2
7
6
5
4
PSLO 2

3
2
1
0
Fall 2010

Spring 2011
Figure 18: PLSO 2 Mean Score Up by 15.84%
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PSLO 3: Demonstrates proficiency in all cosmetology skills

PSLO 3
5.9
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.5
PSLO 3

5.4
5.3
5.2
5.1
5
Fall 2010

Spring 2011

Figure 19: PSLO 3 Mean Score Up By 9.2%

PSLO 4: Demonstrates appropriate workforce behaviors

PSLO 4
5.2
5.1
5
4.9
4.8
4.7
PSLO 4

4.6
4.5
4.4
4.3
4.2
4.1
Fall 2010

Spring 2011

Figure 20: PSLO 4 Mean Score Up By 10.35%
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PSLO 5: Prepares to pass the State Board requirements

PSLO 5
7
6
5
4
PSLO 5

3
2
1
0
Fall 2010

Spring 2011
Figure 21: PSLO 5 Mean Score Up By 25.38%

Recommendation: Provide numbers of students who take State Boards, numbers who don’t pass,
numbers who pass on second or subsequent try.
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LSC-PA Program Student Learning Outcomes Rubric
Program: Cosmetology

1. Show
professional and
ethical behavior

Accomplished
(3)
Always shows
professional and
ethical behavior

2. Practice all
sanitary and
safety measures
that protect
individual and
public health

Always practices
sanitary and
safety measures
to protect
individual and
public health

3. Demonstrate
proficiency in
all cosmetology
skills

Proficient in all
cosmetology
skills

4. Demonstrate
appropriate
workforce
behaviors
5. Prepare to
pass the State
Board
requirements

Prepared for
successful
employment

PSLO

Prepared to
successfully pass
the State Board

Date:
Competent
(2)
Usually shows
professional
and ethical
behavior
Usually follows
all the sanitary
and safety
measures to
insure
individual and
public health
Ability to
perform most
of the
cosmetology
skills
Almost ready
for employment

Developing
(1)
Sometimes
shows
professional and
ethical behavior
Sometimes
follows all the
sanitary and
safety measures
to insure
individual and
public health
Ability to
perform some of
the cosmetology
skills

Almost
prepared to
pass the State
Board

Somewhat
prepared to pass
the State Board
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Somewhat
prepared for
employment

Not
Observed (0)

Rating

Esthetics Findings, Spring 2011 Assessment
Esthetics mean scores are higher than from the previous assessment round in Fall 2010, in one
case by almost 30%.
Most artifacts in all PSLOs were ranked as 5s or 6s, indicating a high level of comprehension of
the SLOs at both the course and program level.
PSLOs 2, 3, and 5 show improvement rates of almost 10%, while PSLO 4 shows an
improvement rate of 29.1%.
PSLOs 3, 4, and 5 were targeted for improvement in the last assessment round; the
improvements were made and student scores reflect the intervention.

7
6
5
PSLO 1
4

PSLO 2
PSLO 3

3

PSLO 4
PSLO 5

2
1
0
Fall 2010

Spring 2011

Figure 22: All PSLO Mean Scores Up From Previous Assessment
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Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Esthetician
Degree/Certificate Award: Certificate

1 Key Assessment Findings
Students need more practice in
esthetic skills

Assessment Summary
Results and Analysis

Students are still lacking in
certain skills.

Related PSLO

Key Assessment Findings

Students lacked in workforce
behaviors

Copy of some of the video
covers.

Results and Analysis
Booking appointments and
keeping track of customer’s
services improved by using
Shortcuts Salon Software.

Related PSLO

Practical scores improved but we
are still lacking in the written
portion.

Related PSLO

#5 Prepares to pass the State
Board

Changes Implemented
I recommend continued use of
the software and purchase the
yearly maintenance.
I also recommend including
some of our school’s customers
on our Advisory Committee for
their input in our students’ salon
behavior.

Evidence of Improvement

Copy of the yearly software
agreement.

# 4 Demonstrate appropriate
workforce behaviors

3 Key Assessment Findings

Students have the opportunity
to view over 25 various videos
on esthetic skills.

Evidence of Improvement

# 3 Demonstrates proficiency in
all esthetic skills

2

Changes Implemented

Names of clients added to
Advisory Committee

Results and Analysis

We are weak in the written area
of the State Board Exam. The
student may only take the
practical portion of the state
exam after the written is taken
and passed. So we need to
strengthen the passing rate of
the written exam.
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Changes Implemented

Continue to view the pre-taped
video of the practical skills.

Evidence of Improvement

Purchase Milady’s online
Licensing Preparation with
written test questions similar to
the ones on the State Board
exam

Esthetics

Lamar State College-Port Arthur

2009-2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Esthetics
Degree/Certificate Award: Certificate

Key Assessment PSLO
Data indicated a deficiency in
esthetics skills
PSLO #3 Demonstrate proficiency
in all esthetic skills
Data indicated a deficiency in
appropriate workforce behaviors.
PSLO #4 Demonstrate appropriate
workforce behaviors

Data indicated a deficiency in state
board passing requirements.
PSLO # 5 Prepare to pass the State
Board requirements.

Assessment Summary
Results and Analysis

Implementation &
Evidence of Improvement

Contracted a professional video
crew to tape instructors performing
the correct facial procedures.

Implementation: Students are given
access to view the video as many
times as needed.

Purchased specialized salon
software to train students in the
areas of interpersonal
communications with clients and
appointment scheduling.

Documentation: DVD label. IEC
Simulations taped and provided video
free of charge.
Implementation: Students receive
extensive training on salon software.
Students assigned to work at the
reception desk for one week
rotations.

Contracted a professional video
crew to tape instructors performing
the correct facial procedures as
required by the state licensing
board.
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Documentation: Letter from
Shortcuts Salon and Spa Software
Implementation: Students are given
access to view the video as many
times as needed.
Documentation: DVD label. IEC
Simulations taped and provided video
free of charge.

Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Improvement Summary
Educational Program: Esthetics
Degree/Certificate Award: Certificate
Fall 2010

Improvement Tracking Summary

Problem 1: Data indicated a
deficiency in professional and
ethical behavior suitable for
salon standards

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Changes Implemented: The
software used to resolve the
original problem turned out to be
problematic in itself.

Continuing? yes

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Changed software to SalonBiz.

Related PSLO: PSLO #1 Show
professional and ethical behavior

Fall 2010
Problem 2: Data indicated a
deficiency in sanitary and safety
measures that protect individual
and public health

Changes Implemented: Videos
were made available.

Continuing? yes
Continuing to monitor for
progress.

Related PSLO: PSLO #2 Practice
all sanitary and safety measures
that protect individual and public
health

Fall 2010

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Problem 3: Data indicated a
deficiency in workforce
behaviors

Changes Implemented: The
software used to resolve the
original problem turned out to be
problematic in itself.

Continuing? yes

Related PSLO: PSLO #4
Demonstrate appropriate
workforce behaviors
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Changed software to SalonBiz.

PSLO 1: Shows professional and ethical behavior.

5.65
5.6
5.55
5.5
5.45

Fall 20110

5.4

Spring 2011

5.35
5.3
5.25
5.2
Mean
Figure 23: PSLO Mean Score Up 4.13%

PSLO 2: Practices all sanitary and safety measures that protect individual and public
health.
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.5
5.4

Fall 2010

5.3

Spring 2011

5.2
5.1
5
4.9
Mean
Figure 24: PSLO Mean Score Up 9.16%
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PSLO 3: Demonstrates proficiency in all esthetics skills.

5.6
5.5
5.4
5.3
5.2
5.1

Fall 2010

5

Spring 2011

4.9
4.8
4.7
4.6
4.5
Mean
Figure 25: PSLO Mean Score Up 10.43%

PSLO 4: Demonstrates appropriate workforce behavior.
6
5
4
Fall 2010

3

Spring 2011
2
1
0
Mean
Figure 26: PSLO Mean Score Up 29.1%
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PSLO 5: Prepares to pass the State Board requirements.

5.4
5.3
5.2
5.1
5

Fall 2010

4.9

Spring 2011

4.8
4.7
4.6
4.5
Mean
Figure 27: PSLO Mean Score Up 8.33%
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LSC-PA Program Student Learning Outcomes Rubric
Program: Esthetics
PSLO
1. Show
professional and
ethical behavior

Date:
Accomplished
(3)
Always shows
professional and
ethical behavior

Competent (2)
Usually shows
professional
and ethical
behavior

2. Practice all
safety and
sanitary
measures that
protect individual
and public health

Always practices
safety and
sanitation
measures to
protect
individual and
public health

Usually follows
the safety and
sanitation
measures to
protect
individual and
public health

3. Demonstrate
proficiency in all
esthetic skills

Proficient in all
skills of esthetics

Able to perform
most of the
esthetic skills

4. Demonstrate
appropriate
workforce
behaviors
5. Prepare to pass
the State Board
requirements

Prepared for
successful
employment

Almost ready
for
employment

Prepared to pass
the State Board

Almost ready to
pass the State
Board
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Developing(1)
Sometimes
shows
professional
and ethical
behavior
Sometimes
follows the
safety and
sanitation
measures to
protect
individual and
public health
Able to
perform some
of the esthetic
skills
Somewhat
prepared for
employment
Somewhat
prepared to
pass the State
Board

Not
Observed (0)

Rating

HVAC at Stiles Finding, Spring 2011 Assessment
Scores of all PSLOs have gone up since the last assessment.
Artifacts for PSLOs 1, 3, and 4 do not show a range of achievement; they show primarily the
highest level of success for the PSLO criteria.
7
6
5
PSLO 1

4

PSLO 2

3

PSLO 3
PSLO 4

2
1
0
Fall 2010

Spring 2011

Figure 28: All PSLO Mean Scores Up From Previous Assessment
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Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: HVAC AT STILES
Degree/Certificate Award: CERTIFICATE

Assessment Summary

1 Key Assessment Findings

100% of students scored
100 on environmental safety
test.

Results and Analysis
Excellent performance on
test indicates students are
well prepared.

Related PSLO
PSLO#1: Demonstrates
environmental safety
practices.

2 Key Assessment Findings

Slight drop in percentage
of students who met or
exceeded expectations.

Evidence of Improvement
Copy of suggestions for
alleviating test anxiety.

Results and Analysis
More precise checklist
showed individual areas of
weakness. Students need
practice on a variety of air
conditioning systems.

Changes Implemented
Commercial grade
compressor delivered to unit
so students can practice on
commercial as well as
residential compressors.
Evidence of Improvement
Delivery of commercial
compressor.

Results and Analysis
More detailed teamwork
checklist gave effective
picture of teamwork
function.

Changes Implemented
Better documentation of
team participation.

Related PSLO
PSLO#2: Troubleshoots,
services, and repairs air
conditioning, heating, and
refrigeration systems.

3 Key Assessment Findings
Almost all students
functioned effectively in a
team.

Changes Implemented
Students were given
instruction on how to alleviate
test anxiety.

Related PSLO
PSLO#4: Works effectively
as a team member.

Evidence of Improvement
Copy of detailed teamwork
checklist.
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HVAC at STILES Blue Sheet Fall 2010

Lamar State College-Port Arthur

2009-2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: HVAC at Stiles
Degree/Certificate Award: Certificate Award

Assessment Summary
Key Assessment
Program SLO’s
Students will learn
environmental safety practices.

Results and Analysis
We now save all environmental safety
tests.

PSLO #1 Demonstrates
environmental safety practices
Students will troubleshoot,
service, and repair air
conditioning, heating, and
refrigeration systems.

Implementation &
Evidence
of Improvement
We have distributed to students
some guidelines for coping with test
anxiety.
Supporting document HVAC PSLO#1
2011

We now save all final exams for Module
Two.

We have implemented checklist
showing exactly which
procedures/instruments the
individual student has mastered.

PSLO #2 Troubleshoots, services,
and repairs air conditioning,
heating, and refrigeration
systems.

Supporting document HVAC
Individual Tasks Checklist. PSLO #2
2011

Students will perform technician We now save all shop safety tests.
duties safely.

Instructor has installed videos on
shop safety which each student will
view and master.

PSLO #3 Performs technician
duties safely.

Supporting document HVAC PSLO #3
2011

Students will work effectively as
a team member.
PSLO #4 Works effectively as a
team member.

Supporting document HVAC PSLO #4 2010 We have implemented checklist
showing exactly which procedures
the student mastered as part of a
team.
Supporting document HVAC Group
Projects Checklist PSLO #4 2011
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Spring 2011 Educational Programs Improvement Summary
Educational Program: HVAC AT STILES
Degree/Certificate Award: CERTIFICATE
Fall 2010

Improvement Tracking Summary
Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Problem 1: Knowledge of
environmental safety is
imperative in HVAC.

Changes Implemented: Teacher
obtained DVD's on environmental
safety for use in classroom.

Resolved? Resolved.

Related PSLO: Demonstrates
environmental safety
practices.

Evidence Used: Environmental
Safety Test.

New PSLO Mean: 100%
Change in PSLO Mean:
33.33%

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Changes Implemented: Detailed
checklist of individual projects
accomplished.

Resolved? Resolved

Evidence Used: Detailed checklist
of individual projects
accomplished.

New PSLO Mean:
83.48%
Change in PSLO Mean:
2.98%

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

PSLO Mean: 66.67%

Fall 2010
Problem 2: Inadequate
documentation of individual
projects accomplished.

Related PSLO: Troubleshoots,
services, and repairs air
conditioning, heating, and
refrigeration systems.
PSLO Mean: 80.5%

Fall 2010
Problem 3: Shop safety is of
paramount importance in
HVAC.
Related PSLO: Performs
technician duties safely

Changes Implemented: Rigorous
shop safety test.

Resolved? Resolved

Evidence Used: Shop safety
test
New PSLO Mean: 100%
Change in PSLO Mean:
33.33%

PSLO Mean: 66.67%
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PSLO 1: Demonstrates environmental safety practices.

7
6
5
4

Fall 2010

3

Spring 2011

2
1
0
Mean
Figure 29: PSLO Mean Score Up 33.33%

PSLO 2: Troubleshoots, services, and repairs air conditioning, heating, and refrigeration
systems.

5.15
5.1
5.05
5
4.95

Fall 2010

4.9

Spring 2011

4.85
4.8
4.75
4.7
Mean
Figure 30: PSLO Mean Score Up 2.98%
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PSLO 3: Performs technician duties safely.

7
6
5
4

Fall 2010

3

Spring 2011

2
1
0
Mean
Figure 31: PSLO Mean Score Up 33.33%

PSLO 4: Works effectively as a team member.

6
5
4
Fall 2010

3

Spring 2011
2
1
0
Mean
Figure 32: PSLO Mean Score Up 19.87%
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LSC-PA Technical Program Student Learning Outcomes Rubric
Program: HVAC at Stiles
PSLO
1. Demonstrates
environmental
safety practices.

2. Troubleshoots,
services, and
repairs air
conditioning,
heating, and
refrigeration
systems.
3. Performs
technician duties
safely.
4. Works
effectively as a
team member.

Date:

Developing
(1)
Demonstrates
difficulty
understanding
safe levels of
handling
refrigerants.
Repairs HVAC
systems that have
been previously
diagnosed.

Competent
(2)
Performs at an
acceptable level
in safe handling
of refrigerants.

Accomplished
(3)
Performs at a
superior level in
safe handling of
refrigerants.

Not Observed
(0)
Lacks
understanding of
safe handling of
refrigerants.

Identifies,
diagnoses, and
repairs HVAC
systems at an
acceptable
level.

Identifies,
diagnoses, and
repairs HVAC
systems at a
superior level.

Displays inability
to repair HVAC
systems.

Follows some
safety rules in
HVAC lab when
reminded.

Follows most
safety rules in
HVAC lab.

Consistently
follows all safety
rules in HVAC lab.

Ignores safety
rules in HVAC lab.

Participates in
team efforts only
when required.

Participates in
team efforts
willingly.

Initiates team
efforts which are
inclusive.

Refuses to
participate in
team efforts.
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Rating

Instrumentation Findings, Spring 2011 Assessment
Only the score for PSLO 3 showed improvement over the last assessment round. PSLO 1
dropped by almost 6%. PSLO 2 dropped by 24.1%, and PSLO 4 dropped by 19.17%.
70% of artifacts for PSLO 2 were rated at 4 or lower, as compared to Fall 2010 in which 75% of
artifacts were scored with 5 or 6.
Similarly, 70% of artifacts for PSLO 4 were rated at 4 or lower; in Fall 2010 75% of artifacts
were rated 5 or 6.
6
5
4
PSLO 1
PSLO 2

3

PSLO 3
PSLO 4

2
1
0
Fall 2010

Spring 2011

Figure 33: All But PSLO 3 Scored Lower Than Previous Assessment
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Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program:
Degree/Certificate Award:

Assessment Summary

1 Key Assessment Findings
Drop of 24.1%

Results and Analysis
Shows an increase in lack of
knowledge on analyzing flow
& Temperature results

Related PSLO
PSLO 2

2 Key Assessment Findings
Drop of about 24%

PSLO 4

Evidence of Improvement
Informal observation of
improvement

Results and Analysis
Shows a lack of knowledge in
analyzing level and gas
measurements

Related PSLO

3 Key Assessment Findings
Drop of 6%

Changes Implemented
Revised lecture and labs

Changes Implemented
Focused on using new
analyzer trainer with handson activity

Evidence of Improvement
Improvement on homework
and lab activities

Results and Analysis
Shows difficulty identifying
control panel indicators and
calibration tools

Related PSLO
PSLO 1

Changes Implemented
Showed videos of control
room and indicators, set up
workbenches for using
calibration tools
Evidence of Improvement
Showed improvement at
workbenches using calibration
tools.
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Instrumentation

Lamar State College-Port Arthur
2009-2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Instrumentation
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS Degree
Assessment Summary
Key Assessment Program
SLO’s
The students need to
improve the analyzing of
gas measurements to
determine proper
operating parameters.
PSLO #3 Analyze level and
gas measurements to
determine proper
operating parameters of
specific process and
electrical equipment
The students need to
improve their training of
the panel board
instruments and how they
work.

PSLO #1 Identify control
panel indicators,
calibration tools, electrical
parts, and how they work.
The students need to
improve on their
knowledge of safety
procedures.

Results and Analysis

Implementation & Evidence
of Improvement

The students needed more
training in Chromatography

We authorized the creation of
a training video
Evidence: Purchase Order of
training video

The students need more hands
on exposure to panel board
instruments.

We purchased an analyzer
trainer with panel board
instruments.
Evidence: Purchase Order of
analyzer equipment

The students require more
training on safety procedures.

We added additional an video
lab with a focus on safety
training using the lockout /tag
out of electrical and process
equipment.
Evidence: Video lab exam with
student grades.

PSLO #4 Implement
standard safety
procedures as required in
industry
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Spring 2011 Educational Programs Improvement Summary
Educational Program: Instrumentation
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS Instrumentation
Fall 2010

Improvement Tracking Summary

Problem 1: students need to
improve the analyzing of gas
measurements to determine
proper operating parameters.

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Changes Implemented: Used
training video on chromatography

Continuing? yes
Successful, but continuing to
monitor results

New PSLO Mean: 4.99
Change in PSLO Mean:
+.35

Related PSLO: PSLO 3

PSLO Mean: 4.55

Fall 2010
Problem 2: The students need to
improve their training of the
panel board instruments and
how they work.

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Changes Implemented: hands-on
labs; purchased $1900 worth of
panel board switches

Change
Continuing? yes
Continuing to monitor results

Related PSLO: PSLO 1
Evidence Used: lab using panel
board switches
PSLO Mean: 4.9

Fall 2010
Problem 3: The students need to
improve on their knowledge of
safety procedures.

Related PSLO: PSLO 4

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Changes Implemented: Our focus
was on safety video and hands on
line opening of pressurized pipes.

Evidence Used: used pipe demo
trainer

PSLO Mean: 5.25
67

New PSLO Mean: 4.55
Change in PSLO Mean: -.35

Change
Continuing? yes
Continuing to monitor for
results

New PSLO Mean: 4.1
Change in PSLO Mean: -1.15

PSLO 1: Identifies control panel indicators, calibration tools, electrical parts, and how they
work.

5
4.9
4.8
4.7
Fall 2010
4.6

Spring 2011

4.5
4.4
4.3
Mean
Figure 34: PSLO Mean Score Down 5.87%

PSLO 2: Analyzes temperature and flow results to determine proper operating parameters
of specific process computerized and electronic equipment.
6
5
4
Fall 2010

3

Spring 2011
2
1
0
Mean
Figure 35: PSLO Mean Score Down 24.17%
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PSLO 3: Analyzes level and gas measurements to determine proper operating parameters
of specific process and electrical equipment.

5
4.9
4.8
4.7
Fall 2010
4.6

Spring 2011

4.5
4.4
4.3
Mean
Figure 36: PSLO Mean Score Up 5.87%

PSLO 4: Demonstrates standard safety procedures as required in industry.
6
5
4
Fall 2010

3

Spring 2011
2
1
0
Mean
Figure 37: PSLO Mean Score Down 19.17%
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LSC-PA Technical Program Student Learning Outcomes Rubric
Program: Instrumentation

1. Identify
control panel
indicators,
calibration tools,
electrical parts
and how they
work.
2. Analyze
temperature
and flow results
to determine
proper
operating
parameters of
specific process
computerized
and electronic
equipment

Accomplished
(3)
Able to identify
all control panel
indicators,
calibration tools,
electrical parts
and how they
work.
Able to correctly
analyze
temperature
and flow results
to determine
proper
operating
parameters of
specific process
computerized
equipment

3. Analyze level
and gas
measurements
to determine
proper
operating
parameters of
specific process
and electrical
equipment

Able to level and
gas
measurements
to determine
proper
operating
parameters of
specific process
and electrical
equipment

4. Demonstrate
standard safety
procedures as
required in
industry

Understands
and implements
all standard
safety
procedures as
required in
industry

PSLO

Date:
Competent
(2)
Able to identify
most control
panel indicators,
calibration tools,
electrical parts
and how they
work.
Usually able to
correctly
analyze
temperature
and flow results
to determine
proper
operating
parameters of
specific process
computerized
equipment
Usually able to
analyze level
and gas
measurements
to determine
proper
operating
parameters of
specific process
and electrical
equipment
Usually
understands and
implements
most standard
safety
procedures as
required in
industry
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Developing
(1)
Able to identify
some control
panel indicators,
calibration tools,
electrical parts
and how they
work.
Sometimes able
to correctly
analyze
temperature
and flow results
to determine
proper
operating
parameters of
specific process
computerized
equipment
Sometimes able
to analyze level
and gas
measurements
to determine
proper
operating
parameters of
specific process
and electrical
equipment
Sometimes
understands and
implements
some standard
safety
procedures as
required in
industry

Not Observed
(0)
Not enough
information
to assess

Not enough
information
to assess

Not enough
information
to assess

Not enough
information
to assess

Rating

Medical Office Administration Findings, Spring 2011 Assessment
PSLO 1 scores increased by 11.63%, but scores for artifacts in all of the remaining PSLOs
decreased.
Further intervention in PSLOs 2, 3, and 4 is indicated.
6
5
4
Series 1
Series 2

3

Series 3
Series 4

2
1
0
Fall 2010

Spring 2011

Figure 38: 3 of 4 PSLO Mean Scores Down From Previous Assessment
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Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Medical Office Administration
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS Degree

Assessment Summary

1 Key Assessment Findings

Students will illustrate better
medical ethics an office
procedure skills.

Results and Analysis

Students need more skill in
office procedures and
appropriate office ethics.

Related PSLO

Evidence of Improvement

Copy of textbook cover and 1st
page of table of contents.

2: Demonstrates appropriate
etiquette, ethics, office
procedures, and professionalism
in the healthcare setting.

2 Key Assessment Findings

Students will improve their
skill in using medical practice
management program software.

Copy of practice set cover and 1st
page of table of contents.

Results and Analysis

Students need more skill in using
medical practice management
program software.

Related PSLO

Students will increase their
understanding of the current
changes in medical insurance
and medical coding.

Changes Implemented

Modified the curriculum to
include more practice in using
medical practice management
program software.

Evidence of Improvement

Copy of textbook and 1st page of
table of contents.

3: Uses specialized medical
computer applications.

3 Key Assessment Findings

Changes Implemented

Modified the curriculum to
include a practice set and
textbook that emphasize medical
office procedures and ethics.

Results and Analysis

Students need more practice in
using current medical coding
textbooks and understanding
current changes in medical
insurance.

Related PSLO

Changes Implemented

Modified the curriculum by
implementing updated medical
coding and medical insurance
textbooks.

Evidence of Improvement

4: Applies current trends in
medical insurance, HIPAA
guidelines, and coding systems.

Copy of current coding textbooks
(ICD-9-CM and CPT).
Copy of medical insurance
textbook & 1st page of table of
contents.
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Medical Office Administration Blue Sheet Fall 2010

Lamar State College-Port Arthur

2009-2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Medical Office Administration
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS

Assessment Summary
Key Assessment
Program SLO’s
Students will acquire an
understanding of electronic
health records and improve
their skills in using medical
software.

Results and Analysis

Implementation &
Evidence
of Improvement

Students need more capability in
understanding and using electronic
health records in a healthcare setting.

Modified the curriculum to include a
course in electronic health records.

Students need more skill in creating
resumes and in interviewing for a
position in the healthcare industry.

Added a resume generator software
program to the internship course.

Students need more in-depth
coverage on the rules and regulations
of HIPAA.

Added a HIPAA textbook to the
capstone course.

Evidence: Copy of textbook cover &
assignments

PSLO 3: Use specialized medical
computer applications.
Students will improve their
resume and interviewing skills.
PSLO 2: Demonstrate
appropriate etiquette, ethics,
office procedures, and
professionalism in the
healthcare setting.
Students will increase their
understanding of the Health
Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA).
PSLO 4: Apply current trends in
medical insurance, HIPAA
guidelines, and coding systems.
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Evidence: Copy of website

Evidence: Copy of textbook cover and
assignments

Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Improvement Summary
Educational Program: Medical Office Administration
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS Degree
Fall 2010

Improvement Tracking Summary

Problem 1: Students will acquire
an understanding of electronic
health records and improve their
skills in using medical software.

Related PSLO: 3

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Changes Implemented: Modified
the curriculum to include a course
in electronic health records.

Resolved? X
This problem was resolved.
Another portion of the PSLO is
now being addressed.

Evidence Used: Copy of textbook
cover & assignments

New PSLO Mean: 4.15
Change in PSLO Mean: -07

PSLO Mean: 4.85

Fall 2010
Problem 2: Students will improve
their resume and interviewing
skills.

Related PSLO: 2

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Changes Implemented: Added a
resume generator software
program to the internship course.

Change
Resolved? X
Another portion of the PSLO is
now being addressed.

Evidence Used: Copy of website
New PSLO Mean: 4.25
Change in PSLO Mean: -0.95

PSLO Mean: 5.2

Fall 2010
Problem 3: Students need more
in-depth coverage on the rules
and regulations of HIPAA.
Related PSLO: 4

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Changes Implemented: Added a
HIPAA textbook to the capstone
course.
Evidence Used: Copy of textbook
cover and assignments.

PSLO Mean: 4.25
74

Change
Resolved? X
Another portion of the PSLO is
now being addressed.

New PSLO Mean: 3.95
Change in PSLO Mean: -0.3

PSLO 1: Uses medical terminology, jargon, and abbreviations correctly.

4.8
4.6
4.4
Fall 2010

4.2

Spring 2011
4
3.8
3.6
Mean
Figure 39: PSLO Mean Score Up 11.63%

PSLO 2: Demonstrates appropriate etiquette, ethics, office procedures, and professionalism in the
healthcare setting.
6
5
4
Fall 2010

3

Spring 2011
2
1
0
Mean
Figure 40: PSLO Mean Score Down 18.84%
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PSLO 3: Uses specialized medical computer applications.

5
4.8
4.6
Fall 2010

4.4

Spring 2011
4.2
4
3.8
Mean
Figure 41: PSLO Mean Score Down 11.63%

PSLO 4: Applies current trends in medical insurance, HIPAA guidelines, and coding systems.

4.3
4.25
4.2
4.15
4.1
Fall 2010

4.05

Spring 2011

4
3.95
3.9
3.85
3.8
Mean
Figure 42: PSLO Mean Score Down 4.97%
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LSC-PA Technical Program Student Learning Outcomes Rubric
Program: Medical Office Administration
PSLO
1. Use medical
terminology,
jargon, and
abbreviations
correctly.

2. Demonstrate
appropriate
etiquette, ethics,
and
professionalism
in the healthcare
setting.
3. Use
knowledge of
specialized
medical
computer
applications.
4. Apply current
trends in
medical
insurance, HIPAA
guidelines, and
coding systems.

Accomplished
(3)
Always define
terms correctly
with all prefixes,
word roots, and
suffixes used as
part of the
definition.
Always
differentiate
between good
ethical practices
and an ethical
lapse in a
healthcare
environment.
Always uses
medical office
software
features
successfully.
Exceptional
insight and
analysis of
insurance trends
and mastery of
the technique
for locating a
medical code.

Date:

Competent
(2)
Usually define
terms correctly
with most
prefixes, word
roots, and
suffixes used as
part of the
definition.
Usually
differentiate
between good
ethical practices
and an ethical
lapse in a
healthcare
environment.
Sometimes uses
medical office
software
features
successfully.

Developing
(1)
Occasionally
define terms
correctly with
some prefixes,
word roots, and
suffixes used as
part of the
definition.
Occasionally
differentiate
between good
ethical practices
and an ethical
lapse in a
healthcare
environment.
Occasionally
uses medical
office software
features
successfully.

Not Observed
(0)
Not enough
information
to assess.

Moderate
insight and
analysis of
insurance
trends and
usually able to
locate a code.

Occasional
insight of
insurance trends
and understands
current coding
systems.

Not enough
information
to assess.
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Not enough
information
to assess.

Not enough
information
to assess.

Rating

Network Specialist
While modest increases in scores for PSLO 2 and 4 indicate strength, scoring for PSLO 1 is
down by nearly 11% and scoring for PSLO 3 is down by over 20%.
Continued and perhaps more focused intervention in PSLOs 1 and 3 is strongly indicated.
7
6
5
PSLO 1

4

PSLO 2
3

PSLO 3
PSLO 4

2
1
0
Fall 2010

Spring 2011

Figure 43: Two PSLOs Up, Two PSLOs Down From Previous Assessment
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Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: PC Hardware
Degree/Certificate Award: Network Specialist

Assessment Summary

1 Key Assessment Findings

Students not getting
enough concepts for
troubleshooting and maintain
computer systems.

Results and Analysis
Change to a book that
contains both concepts and
hands-on troubleshooting and
computer maintenance

Related PSLO
PSLO #1: Maintain computer
and network systems
PSLO #2: Troubleshoot
computer and network
systems

2 Key Assessment Findings

Students not getting
enough practice on describing
new trends in computer and
network systems.

Evidence of Improvement
Evidence: Copy of cover of
book.

Results and Analysis
Change to an updated book
that better describes new
trends in computer and
network systems.

Related PSLO
PSLO #3 – Describes current
trends in computer and
network systems

3 Key Assessment Findings

Students need to improve
internet research skills and
technical writing skills.
Related PSLO
PSLO #3: Describe current
trends in computer and
network systems.

Changes Implemented
Changed ITSC 1325, PC
Hardware book to a book that
provides both concepts and
hands-on exercises to
troubleshoot and maintain
computer systems.

Changes Implemented
Changed ITSC 1325, PC
Hardware book to one that
provides more current trends
in computer and network
systems.
Evidence of Improvement
Evidence: Copy of cover of
book.

Results and Analysis
Increase the number of
research projects that stress
current trends and require
students to write essays to
improve technical writing
skills.
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Changes Implemented
Changed ITSC 1325, PC
Hardware class to include
more research and technical
writing.
Evidence of Improvement
Sample of research and
writing project.

Network Specialist Blue Sheet, Fall 2010

Lamar State College-Port Arthur

2009-2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Network Specialist
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS

Assessment Summary
Key Assessment
Program SLO’s
Students need to improve
internet research skills and
technical writing skills..

Results and Analysis
Modified class to include more
internet research and technical
writing.

PSLO #3: Describe current
trends in computer and network
systems.

Students were not getting
enough hands-on
troubleshooting and maintain
computer systems.
PSLO #1: Maintain computer
and network systems
PSLO #2: Troubleshoot
computer and network systems
Not enough classroom
observation of students working
on projects.

Implementation &
Evidence
of Improvement

Targeted internet research topics for
which students will write a technical
essay. For targeted topics, students
researched the topic on the internet
and write a short essay on what they
found.
Evidence: Assignments for research
and writing.

Change to a workbook that contains
hands-on troubleshooting and
computer maintenance.

Changed ITSC 1325, PC Hardware
book to a workbook that provides
hands-on exercises to troubleshoot
and maintain computer systems.
Evidence: Copy of cover of workbook
and an example of assignment.

Developed rubrics to demonstrate
ethics, professionalism, participation,
and teamwork.

PSLO #4: Demonstrate ethics
and professionalism within the
computer field

More rubrics for classroom
observations displaying ethics,
professionalism, participation, and
teamwork.
Evidence: Weekly chart of
observation rubrics.
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Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Improvement Summary
Educational Program: Introduction to PC Hardware
Degree/Certificate Award: Network Specialist
Fall 2010

Improvement Tracking Summary
Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Problem 1: Students need to
improve internet research skills
and technical stills

Changes Implemented: Modified
class to include more internet
research and technical writing.

Resolved? no
Continuing? yes

Related PSLO: #3: Describe
current trends in computer and
network systems

Evidence Used: Assignments for
research and writing.

Changed ITSC 1325, PC
Hardware class to include
more research and technical
writing.
4.75
Change in PSLO Mean: -1.25

PSLO Mean: 4.75

Fall 2010

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Problem 2: Students were not
getting enough hands-on
troubleshooting and maintaining
computer systems.

Changes Implemented: Changed to
a workbook that contains hands-on
troubleshooting and compute
maintenance.

Resolved? yes
Continuing? yes

Related PSLO:
Related PSLO #2 Troubleshoot
computer and network systems

Evidence Used: Copy of cover of
new book.

New PSLO Mean: 5.679
Change in PSLO Mean: +.079

PSLO Mean: 5.6

CFall 2010
Problem 3: Not enough
classroom observation of
students working on projects.
Related PSLO: #4 Demonstrate
ethics and professionalism within
the compute field.
PSLO Mean: 4.75

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Changes Implemented: Developed
rubrics to demonstrate ethics,
professionalism, participation, and
teamwork.

Resolved? yes
Continuing? no

Evidence Used: Week chart of
observation rubrics
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New PSLO Mean: 5.2
Change in PSLO Mean: + .45

PSLO 1: Maintains computer and network systems.
5.8
5.6
5.4
Fall 2010

5.2

Spring 2011
5
4.8
4.6
Mean
Figure 44: PSLO Mean Score Down 10.97%

PSLO 2: Troubleshoots computer and network systems.

5.7
5.68
5.66
5.64
Fall 2010
5.62

Spring 2011

5.6
5.58
5.56
Mean
Figure 45: PSLO Mean Score Up 1.3%
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PSLO 3: Describes current trends in computer and network systems.

7
6
5
4
Fall 2010
3

Spring 2011

2
1
0
Mean
Figure 46: PSLO Mean Score Down 20.9%

PSLO 4: Demonstrates ethics and professionalism within the computer field.

5.3
5.2
5.1
5
Fall 2010

4.9

Spring 2011

4.8
4.7
4.6
4.5
Mean
Figure 47: PSLO Mean Score Up 7.57%
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LSC-PA Technical Program Student Learning Outcomes Rubric
Name of Program: Networking Specialist
Accomplished
(3)
1. Maintain
Always apply
computer and
proper
network systems maintenance
processes for
computer and
network systems
2. Troubleshoot Always applies
computer and
processes for
network systems troubleshooting
computer and
network systems
successfully.
Repair most
computer and
network
systems.
PSLO

3. Describe
current trends in
computer and
network systems

4. Demonstrate
ethics and
professionalism
within the
computer field

Exceptional
insight to
current trends in
computer and
network
systems. Apply
most new
technologies
Always
differentiate
between good
ethical practices
and an ethical
lapse within the
computer field.

Date:

Competent
(2)
Usually apply
proper
maintenance
processes for
computer and
network systems
Sometimes
applies
processes for
troubleshooting
computer and
network systems
successfully.
Repair some
computer and
network
systems.
Moderate insight
to current trends
in computer and
networking
systems. Apply
some new
technologies.
Usually
differentiate
between good
ethical practices
and an ethical
lapse within the
computer field.
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Developing
(1)
Occasionally
apply proper
maintenance
processes for
computer and
network systems
Occasionally
applies
processes for
troubleshooting
computer and
network systems
successfully.
Repair few
computer and
network systems

Not
Observed (0)
Not enough
information
to assess

Occasionally
insight to
current trends in
computer and
networking
systems. Apply
few new
technologies.
Occasionally
differentiate
between good
ethical practices
and an ethical
lapse within the
computer field

Not enough
information
to assess

Not enough
information
to assess

Not enough
information
to assess.

Rating

Office Administration Findings, Spring 2011 Assessment
All PSLO mean scores are down from the last assessment round. Interventions in PSLOs 2, 3,
and 4 are strongly indicated.
6
5
4

PSLO 1
PSLO 2

3

PSLO 3
PSLO 4

2

PSLO 5

1
0
Fall 2010

Spring 2011

Figure 48: All PSLO Mean Scores Down From Previous Assessment
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Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Office Administration
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS Degree

Assessment Summary

1 Key Assessment Findings

Results and Analysis
Students will improve their Students will be given more
team building/teamwork skills. practice in team work
exercises.

Changes Implemented
Added more team building
exercises to the curriculum.

Related PSLO
2: Illustrates the ability to
work in a team environment.

Evidence of Improvement
Copy of a sampling of
teamwork assignments.

2 Key Assessment Findings

Students will practice and
exhibit their office procedure
skills.

Results and Analysis
Students need more practice
in producing and
demonstrating office
procedure skills.

Related PSLO
3: Uses office procedure skills.

Changes Implemented
Modified the curriculum to
include more exercises in
office procedure work.

Evidence of Improvement
Rubrics

3 Key Assessment Findings

Results and Analysis
Changes Implemented
Students need more
Began using an integrated
familiarity with using a variety software application course
of business software
to the curriculum.
programs.

Related PSLO
4: Uses word processing,
spreadsheet, database, and
presentation software.

Evidence of Improvement
Copy of textbook and pages
of table of contents.

Students will interpret and
manipulate raw data into
appropriate business
documents using a variety of
software programs.
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Office Administration Blue Sheet Fall 2010

Lamar State College-Port Arthur

2009-2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Office Administration
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS

Assessment Summary
Key Assessment
Program SLO’s
Students will improve their skills
in integrating information
among software applications.

Results and Analysis
Students need more experience in
software integration.

Implementation &
Evidence
of Improvement

Modified the curriculum to include a
course on software integration.
Evidence: Copy of textbook cover &
assignments

PSLO 4: Use word processing,
spreadsheet, database, and
presentation software.
Students will increase their
proofreading and grammar
capabilities.

Students need more familiarity with
proofreading and editing business
correspondence.

Modified the curriculum to include a
proofreading and editing course.

PSLO 5: Proofread, edit, and
apply basic rules of grammar to
general business
correspondence.
Students will demonstrate an
increase in the understanding of
office etiquette, ethical issues,
and professionalism.

Not enough observation of specific
assessments (e.g., etiquette, ethics,
professionalism) in the internship
course.

Modified student internship
evaluations to reflect a more targeted
assessment of etiquette, ethics, and
professionalism.

PSLO 1: Demonstrate
appropriate etiquette, ethics,
and professionalism in the
business office setting.

Evidence: Copy of textbook cover &
assignments

Evidence: Internship evaluations
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Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Improvement Summary
Educational Program: Office Administration
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS Degree
Fall 2010

Improvement Tracking Summary

Problem 1: Students will
improve their skills in integrating
information among software
applications.

Related PSLO: 4

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Changes Implemented: Modified
the curriculum to include a course
on software integration.

Continuing? X
The integration course was
just implemented in the fall
2011 semester.

Evidence Used: Copy of textbook
cover & assignments

New PSLO Mean: 3.575
Change in PSLO Mean: -1.125

PSLO Mean: 4.7

Fall 2010
Problem 2: Students will increase
their proofreading and grammar
capabilities.

Related PSLO: 5

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Changes Implemented: Modified
the curriculum to include a
proofreading and editing course.

Evidence Used: Copy of textbook
cover and assignments

PSLO Mean: 4.15

Fall 2010
Problem 3: Students will
demonstrate an increase in the
understanding of office
etiquette, ethical issues, and
professionalism.

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Changes Implemented: Modified
student internship evaluations to
reflect a more targeted assessment
of etiquette, ethics, and
professionalism.

Related PSLO: 1

PSLO Mean: 4.9

Evidence Used: Internship
evaluations
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Change
Resolved? X
Felt that raters did not
comprehend artifacts
presented. Determined new
way to present artifacts.

New PSLO Mean: 3.75
Change in PSLO Mean: -0.4

Change
Resolved? X
Another portion of the PSLO is
now being addressed.

New PSLO Mean: 4.47
Change in PSLO Mean: -0.43

PSLO 1: Demonstrates appropriate etiquette, ethics, and professionalism in the business
office setting.

5
4.9
4.8
4.7
Fall 2010

4.6

Spring 2011

4.5
4.4
4.3
4.2
Mean
Figure 49: PSLO Mean Score Down 10.17%

PSLO 2: Illustrates the ability to work in a team environment.

5.2
5
4.8
4.6

Fall 2010

4.4

Spring 2011

4.2
4
3.8
Mean
Figure 50: PSLO Mean Score Down 13.75%
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PSLO 3: Uses office procedure skills.
5.4
5.2
5
Fall 2010

4.8

Spring 2011
4.6
4.4
4.2
Mean
Figure 51: PSLO Mean Score Down 16.63%

PSLO 4: Uses word processing, spreadsheet, database, and presentation software.

5
4.5
4
3.5
3
Fall 2010

2.5

Spring 2011

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Mean
Figure 52: PSLO Mean Score Down 18.72%
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PSLO 5: Proofreads, edits, and applies basic rules of grammar to general business
correspondence.

4.2
4.1
4
3.9
Fall 2010
3.8

Spring 2011

3.7
3.6
3.5
Mean
Figure 53: PSLO Mean Scores Down 6.7%
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LSC-PA Technical Program Student Learning Outcomes Rubric
Program: Office Administration
PSLO
1. Demonstrate
appropriate
etiquette, ethics,
and
professionalism in
the business
office setting.
2. Illustrate the
ability to work in
a team
environment.
3. Use office
procedure skills.

4. Use word
processing,
spreadsheet,
database, and
presentation
software.

5. Proofread, edit,
and apply basic
rules of grammar
to general
business
correspondence.

Accomplished
(3)
Students can
always
differentiate
between good
ethical practices
and an ethical
lapse in a
business
environment.
Participates in
the majority of
team building
exercises and
oral/visual
presentations
Routinely uses
correct office
procedures to
accomplish
tasks.
Independently
locates and uses
all necessary
features of word
processing,
spreadsheet,
database, and
presentation
software.
Expresses and
organizes ideas,
grammar, and
spelling with a
high degree of
effectiveness.

Date:
Competent
(2)
Students can
sometimes
differentiate
between good
ethical practices
and an ethical
lapse in a
business
environment.
Participates in
some of the
team building
exercises and
oral/visual
presentations
Generally uses
correct office
procedures to
accomplish tasks.

Developing
(1)
Students can
occasionally
differentiate
between good
ethical practices
and an ethical
lapse in a
business
environment.
Participates in a
few of the team
building
exercises and
oral/visual
presentations
Seldom uses
correct office
procedures to
accomplish tasks.

Not
Observed (0)
Not enough
information
to assess.

Can locate and
use some
features of word
processing,
spreadsheet,
database, and
presentation
software.

Needs assistance
to use features
of word
processing,
spreadsheet,
database, and
presentation
software.

Not enough
information
to assess.

Expresses and
organizes ideas,
grammar, and
spelling with
some degree of
effectiveness.

Expresses and
organizes ideas,
grammar, and
spelling with
limited
effectiveness.

Not enough
information
to assess.
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Not enough
information
to assess.

Not enough
information
to assess.

Rating

Paralegal Assessment Findings Table, Spring 2011
Mean scores for PSLOs 2, 3, 4, and 5 are higher than those for the fall 2010 assessment. Only
PSLO 1 mean scores are lower.
Intervention is indicated for PLSO 1.
6
5
4

PSLO 1
PSLO 2

3

PSLO 3
PSLO 4

2

PSLO 5
1
0
Fall 2010

Spring 2011

Figure 54: Three of Four PSLO Mean Scores Up From Previous Assessment
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Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: PARALEGAL
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS

Assessment Summary

1 Key Assessment Findings

Paralegal students will be
required to take a new course
taught only by legal
professionals, to expand their
knowledge of legal terms.

Results and Analysis
Results of Spring ’11 student
artifacts meeting or exceeding
expectations were 30% lower
than preceding semester
indicating that students
needed more exposure to
legal terminology from legal
professionals.

Related PSLO
#1: Identifies legal terms,
structure of a law firm and the
paralegal’s role.

2 Key Assessment Findings

Evidence of Improvement
Copy of new Business Law
course outline required by our
program approval body, the
American Bar Association.

Results and Analysis

Related PSLO

3 Key Assessment Findings

Changes Implemented
Introduced a new, required
Business Law course to the
paralegal degree, to be taught
only by qualified legal
professionals, to increase the
student’s exposure to legal
terms.

Changes Implemented

Evidence of Improvement

Results and Analysis

Related PSLO

Changes Implemented

Evidence of Improvement
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Paralegal Blue Sheet Changes Fall 2010

Lamar State College-Port Arthur

2009-2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Paralegal
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS

Assessment Summary
Key Assessment
Program SLO’s

Results and Analysis

Students will acquire an
understanding of the Westlaw
online research program to
broaden their online legal
research computer ability.
PSLO 5: Illustrate the ability to
use computer, accounting, and
organizational skills.

Determined that students needed to
learn the Westlaw program for most
law offices.

Students will improve their
understanding of legal ethics.

Students need greater exposure to
ethical reading.

PSLO 3: Demonstrate
appropriate etiquette, ethics,
and professionalism in the legal
environment.
Students will improve their
document-drafting ability.
PSLO 2: Apply correct drafting
procedures to transactional and
court documents.

Implementation & Evidence
of Improvement
Purchased membership in the
Westlaw online legal research
program for our students.
Evidence: Copy of American Bar
Association-required (our Paralegal
Program approval body) course outline
for LGLA 1401 Legal Research and
Writing course.
Changed to a Real Property course
(LGLA 2309) textbook with ethics
material in every chapter.
Evidence: Copy of textbook cover

Students need additional documentdrafting ability early in their paralegal
education.

Added a form-drafting exercise to
their introductory paralegal course,
LGLA 1307.
Evidence: Copy of assignment.
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Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Improvement Summary
Educational Program: PARALEGAL
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS
Fall 2010

Improvement Tracking Summary
Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Problem 1: Students needed to,
also, learn the Westlaw legal
research program for most law
offices.

Changes Implemented:

Resolved? YES
Continuing?

Related PSLO: #5 – Illustrate the
ability to use computer,
accounting and organizational
skills.

Copy of American Bar Associationrequired course outline for Legal
Research and Writing course
indicating hands-on Westlaw
instruction.

Fall 2010

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Problem 2: Students needed
greater exposure to legal ethics
reading..
Related PSLO: #3 – Demonstrate
appropriate etiquette, ethics,
and professionalism in the legal
environment.

School purchased the Westlaw
online research program.

Changes Implemented:

Switched to a new Real Property
textbook with ethics material in
every chapter.

Copy of textbook cover.
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Change
Resolved? YES

Fall 2010

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Problem 3: Students needed
more document-drafting ability
early in their paralegal
education.

Changes Implemented:

Resolved? YES

Related PSLO: #2 – Apply correct
drafting procedures to
transactional and court
documents.

Added a form-drafting exercise to
their introductory paralegal course,
LGLA 1307.

Evidence Used:
Copy of the new assignment.
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PSLO 1: Identifies legal terms, structure of a law firm, and the paralegal’s role.

PSLO 1
4
3.5
3
2.5
2

PSLO 1

1.5
1
0.5
0
Fall 2010

Spring 2011

Figure 55: PSLO 1 Mean Score Down by 17.5%

PSLO 2: Applies correct drafting procedures to transactional and court documents.

PSLO 2
4.4
4.3
4.2
4.1
4
PSLO 2

3.9
3.8
3.7
3.6
3.5
Fall 2010

Spring 2011

Figure 56: PSLO 2 Mean Score Up by 8.37%
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PSLO 3: Demonstrates appropriate etiquette, ethics, and professionalism in the legal
environment.

PSLO 3
5
4.8
4.6
4.4

PSLO 3

4.2
4
3.8
Fall 2010

Spring 2011

Figure 57: PSLO 3 Mean Score Up by 10.83%

PSLO 4: Conducts proper client and witness interviews.

PSLO 4
6
5
4
3

PSLO 4

2
1
0
Fall 2010

Spring 2011

Figure 58: PSLO 4 Mean Score Up by 16.63%
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PSLO 5: Illustrates the ability to use computer, accounting, and organizational skills.

PSLO 5
6
5
4
3

PSLO 5

2
1
0
Fall 2010

Spring 2011

Figure 59: PSLO 5 Mean Score Up by 15.63%
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LSC-PA Technical Program Student Learning Outcomes Rubric
Program: Paralegal
Date:
PSLO
Accomplished
Competent
Developing
Not
(3)
(2)
(1)
Observed
(0)
1. Identify legal
Independently uses Frequently uses
Seldom uses
Not enough
terms, structure
correct legal
correct legal
correct legal
information
of a law firm, a
terminology and
terminology and
terminology and
to be
corporation,
consistently
often understands
rarely understands assessed.
government
understands the
the structure of a
the structure of a
entity and the
structure of a legal law firm, a
law firm, a
paralegal’s role
firm, corporation,
corporation,
corporation,
in each of these
government entity government entity government entity
areas.
and the role of a
and the role of the and the role of the
paralegal in each of paralegal in each of paralegal in each
these.
these.
of these.
2. Apply correct
drafting
procedures to
transactional and
court documents
3. Demonstrate
appropriate
etiquette, ethics,
and
professionalism
in the legal
environment.

4. Conduct
proper client and
witness
interviews.

Consistently
applies correct
procedures when
drafting both
transactional and
court documents.
Always
differentiates
between
appropriate ethical
practices and a
lapse in ethics in a
given legal
scenario. Polite
and respectful to
others and uses
appropriate
language and
manners in legal
situations.
Always applies
correct
interviewing
principles and
methods when
interviewing clients
and witnesses.

Usually applies
correct procedures
when drafting both
transactional and
court documents.

Seldom applies
correct procedures
when drafting both
transactional and
court documents.

Not enough
information
to be
assessed.

Usually
differentiates
between
appropriate ethical
practices and a
lapse in ethics in a
given legal
scenario. Usually
polite and
respectful to others
and as a rule uses
appropriate
language and
manners in legal
situations.
Usually applies
correct
interviewing
principles and
methods when
interviewing clients
and witnesses.

Occasionally
differentiates
between
appropriate ethical
practices and a
lapse in ethics in a
given legal
scenario.
Sporadically polite
and respectful to
others and rarely
uses appropriate
language and
manners in legal
situations.
Occasionally
applies correct
interviewing
principles and
methods when
interviewing
clients and
witnesses.

Not enough
information
to be
assessed.
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Not enough
information
to be
assessed.

Rating

PSLO
5. Illustrate the
ability to use
computer,
accounting, and
organizational
skills.

Accomplished
(3)

Competent
(2)

Developing
(1)

Always applies
correct commands
and file/disk
techniques using
computer software
Consistently
completes
assignments and
meets deadlines.

Often applies basic
commands to
software. Can
sometimes apply
appropriate
file/disk
management
techniques. Usually
completes
assignments on
time and meets
deadlines.

Occasionally
completes basic
commands on
software. Rarely
applies
appropriate file
and disk
management
techniques.
Seldom completes
assignments or
meets deadlines.
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Not
Observed
(0)
Not enough
information
to be
assessed.

Rating

Process Technology Findings, Spring 2011 Assessment
Scores for artifacts for PSLO 2 are down slightly from previous numbers, despite this PSLO
being targeted for improvement.
Despite slight improvements in other PSLOs, interventions are recommended to increase mean
scores.
7
6
5
PSLO 1

4

PSLO 2
3

PSLO 3
PSLO 4

2
1
0
Fall 2010

Spring 2011

Figure 60: 3 of 4 PSLO Mean Scores Up From Previous Assessment
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Lamar State College – Port Arthur
Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Process Technology
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS Degree
Assessment Summary
Key Assessment Findings
Results and Analysis
Changes Implemented
1
Students need to improve ability
Students needed more repetitive
New Distillation Tower training
to identify specific equipment and
training on identifying equipment.
model for hands on operation was
operating parameters.
purchased. Better classroom
utilization of internet available
video training program.
Related PSLO
PSLO 1- Use technology to access
Evidence of Improvement
Purchase Order for Distillation
operator-specific documentation
Trainer. Purchase Order for an
and training.
ELMO Projection system for
PSLO 2- Identify specific equipment
installation in second classroom.
and operating parameters to meet
industry standards.
PSLO 3- Identify and adjust controls
to meet product requirements for
safe and effective operation.
Key Assessment Findings
Students needed better
technology to access to operator
specific documentation and training.

2

Results and Analysis
Students needed more instructor
lead training on online specific
documentation and training.

Related PSLO
PSLO 1- Use technology to access
operator-specific documentation
and training.
PSLO 2- Identify specific equipment
and operating parameters to meet
industry standards.
PSLO 3- Identify and adjust controls
to meet product requirements for
safe and effective operation.
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Changes Implemented
New Distillation Tower training
model for hands on operation was
purchased. Better classroom
utilization of internet available
video training program.
Evidence of Improvement
Purchase Order for Distillation
Trainer. Purchase Order for an
ELMO Projection system for
installation in second classroom.

3

Key Assessment Findings
Students need to improve ability
to identify specific equipment and
operating parameters.

Results and Analysis
Students needed more specific
training to identify process
equipment and control schemes.

Related PSLO
PSLO 1- Use technology to access
operator-specific documentation
and training.
PSLO 2- Identify specific equipment
and operating parameters to meet
industry standards.
PSLO 3- Identify and adjust controls
to meet product requirements for
safe and effective operation.
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Changes Implemented
Purchase Order for Distillation
Trainer. Purchase Order for an
ELMO Projection system for
installation in second classroom.
New classroom tests developed for
online videos.
Evidence of Improvement
Purchase Order for Distillation
Trainer. Purchase Order for an
ELMO Projection system for
installation in second classroom.
Test with student grades.

Process Technology Blue Sheet Fall 2010

Lamar State College-Port Arthur

2009-2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Process Technology
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS Degree

Assessment Summary
Key Assessment Program
SLO’s

Results and Analysis

Implementation & Evidence
of Improvement

Students need to improve their
knowledge of process operating
requirements and methods.

Students needed more specific
training of process industry operating
procedures.

A new online training video displaying
common process industry operating
processes was created.

PSLO #1: Use technology to
access operator-specific
documentation and training.
Students need to improve
analysis skills of common
process industry operating
parameters.

Evidence: Purchase Order for online
training video.
Students needed more hands on
training in common operating
parameters, (pH, conductivity,
turbidity).

A new process analyzer trainer with
graphic analytical results displays was
purchased.

Students needed more specific
training to identify process industry
control schemes.

An overhead projector with an ELMO
was installed in the classroom.

PSLO #2: Identify specific
equipment and operating
parameters to meet industry
standards.
Students need to improve
capability to identify process
control schemes to meet
industry requirements.

Evidence: Purchase Order of analyzer
training equipment.

Evidence: Test with student grades.

PSLO #3: Identify and adjust
controls to meet product
requirements for safe and
effective operation.
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Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Improvement Summary
Educational Program: Process Technology
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS Degree
Fall 2010

Improvement Tracking Summary

Problem 1: Students need to
improve their knowledge of
process operating requirements
and methods.

Discussion of Problem
Resolution
Changes Implemented: A new
online training video displaying
common process industry
operating processes was
created.

Change
Resolved? Yes
Continuing? Yes

Related PSLO: PSLO 1- Use

technology to access
operator-specific
documentation and training.

PSLO Mean: 4.75

Evidence Used: Purchase Order for
online training video.

New PSLO Mean: 5.05
Change in PSLO Mean: +.03

Fall 2010

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Problem 2: Students need to
improve analysis skills of
common process industry
operating parameters.

Changes Implemented: A new
process analyzer trainer with
graphic analytical results displays
was purchased.

Resolved? No
Continuing? Yes

Related PSLO: PSLO 2- Identify

specific equipment and
operating parameters to meet
industry standards.

Evidence Used: Purchase Order of
analyzer training equipment.

PSLO Mean: 5.2
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New PSLO Mean: 5.0
Change in PSLO Mean: -0.2

Fall 2010
Problem 3: Students need to
improve capability to identify
process control schemes to meet
industry requirements.
Related PSLO: PSLO #3: Identify
and adjust controls to meet
product requirements for safe
and effective operation.

Discussion of Problem
Resolution
Changes Implemented: An
overhead projector with an
ELMO was installed in the
classroom.

Change

Evidence Used: Test with student
grades.

New PSLO Mean: 5.75
Change in PSLO Mean: +0.45

PSLO Mean: 5.3
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Resolved? Yes
Continuing? Yes

PSLO 1: Uses technology to access operator—specific documentation and training.

5.1
5.05
5
4.95
4.9
Fall 2010

4.85

Spring 2011

4.8
4.75
4.7
4.65
4.6
Mean
Figure 61: PSLO Mean Score Up 4.13%

PSLO 2: Identify specific equipment and operating parameters to meet industry standards.

5.25
5.2
5.15
5.1
Fall 2010
5.05

Spring 2011

5
4.95
4.9
Mean
Figure 62: PSLO Mean Score Down 3.34%
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PSLO 3: Identify and adjust controls to meet requirements for safe and effective operation.

5.8
5.7
5.6
5.5
Fall 2010

5.4

Spring 2011

5.3
5.2
5.1
5
Mean
Figure 63: PSLO Mean Score Up 2.53%

PSLO 4: Implements standard safety procedures as required in industry.
5.6
5.5
5.4
5.3
5.2

Fall 2010

5.1

Spring 2011

5
4.9
4.8
4.7
Mean
Figure 64: PSLO Mean Score Up 9.2%
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LSC-PA Technical Program Student Learning Outcomes Rubric
Program: Process Technology

1. Use
technology to
access operator
specific
documentation
and training

Accomplished
(3)
Ability to access
operator specific
documentation
and training
through the use
of technology

2. Identify
specific
equipment and
operating
parameters to
meet industry
standards.

Ability to identify
specific
equipment and
operating
parameters to
meet industry
standards.

3. Identify and
adjust controls
to meet
requirements
for safe and
effective
operation

Able to identify
and adjust
controls to meet
requirements for
safe and effective
operation

4. Implement
standard safety
procedures as
required in
industry

Understands and
implements all
standard safety
procedures as
required in
industry

PSLO

Date:
Competent
(2)
Ability to access
most operator
specific
documentation
and training
through the use
of technology
Usually able to
identify specific
equipment and
operating
parameters to
meet industry
standards.

Developing
(1)
Ability to access
some operator
specific
documentation
and training
through the use
of technology
Sometimes able
to identify
specific
equipment and
operating
parameters to
meet industry
standards.

Not
Observed (0)
Not enough
information
to assess.

Usually able to
identify and
adjust controls
to meet
requirements for
safe and
effective
operation
Usually
understands and
implements
most standard
safety
procedures as
required in
industry

Sometimes able
to identify and
adjust controls to
meet
requirements for
safe and effective
operation

Not enough
information
to assess.

Sometimes
understands and
implements some
standard safety
procedures as
required in
industry

Not enough
information
to assess.
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Not enough
information
to assess.

Rating

Software Developer Findings, Spring 2011 Assessment
Ratings for artifacts of PSLO 1 showed a significant increase. Ratings for PSLO 4 showed a
significant decrease.
Continued intervention for PSLOs 3 and 4 is indicated.
6
5
4
PSLO 1
PSLO 2

3

PSLO 3
PSLO 4

2
1
0
Fall 2010

Sprint 2011

Figure 65: Two PSLO Mean Scores Up, Two PSLO Mean Scores Down
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Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Software Developer
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS

Assessment Summary

1 Key Assessment Findings
Students need additional
hands-on programming
assignments.

Results and Analysis
Students need additional
hands-on programming
assignments requiring them
to develop and troubleshoot
software.

Related PSLO
PSLO #2 – Apply a software
development process to
develop and troubleshoot a
software product.

2 Key Assessment Findings

Students need a better
understanding of what types
of original graphics are
appropriate for inclusion in a
software product.

Evidence of Improvement
Hands-On Assignments

Results and Analysis
Students need assignments
requiring them to evaluate
their original graphics to
ensure they are appropriate
for inclusion in a software
product.

Related PSLO
PSLO #3 – Create computer
graphics for inclusion into a
software program.

3 Key Assessment Findings

Students need a more
comprehensive understanding
of ethics and professionalism.
Related PSLO
PSLO #4 – Demonstrate ethics
and professional within the
computer field.

Changes Implemented
Implemented additional
hands-on assignments that
require students to develop
and troubleshoot software.

Results and Analysis

Our program was redesigned
last semester to include a
capstone course and
professional development
course which will not be offered
for the first time until Spring
2012. Due to this our
assessment findings were based
on student evaluations by the
instructor. From this it was
determined that requiring
students to evaluate one
another working together in a
team environment would be a
more accurate assessment.
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Changes Implemented
Implemented assignments
that require the student to
evaluate their original
graphics to ensure they are
appropriate for inclusion in a
software product.
Evidence of Improvement
Assignments

Changes Implemented
Implemented group projects
that require peer evaluations.

Evidence of Improvement
Peer Evaluations

Software Developer Blue Sheet Fall 2010

Lamar State College-Port Arthur

2009-2011 Educational Programs Assessment Summary
Educational Program: Software Developer
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS

Assessment Summary
Key Assessment Program
SLO’s
Students need to understand
basic computer concepts and
apply them to programs.

Results and Analysis
Determined that students needed
additional assignments and chapter
pre-tests to evaluate incoming
knowledge of the material.

PSLO #1: Apply program design
processes to create computer
programs.

Students needed additional
assignments requiring original
graphics.

Implemented a pre-test/post-test
process to evaluate student
knowledge of computer program
design upon entering their advanced
programming class.
Evidence: sample pre-test/post-test
results for chapter 8.

Included additional assignments
requiring students to use their own
creativity and originality in applying
their knowledge of graphic software.

PSLO #3: Troubleshoot
computer and network systems
Using an Internship course did
not provide accurate
measurement of ethics and
professionalism.

Implementation & Evidence
of Improvement

Implemented additional assignments
asking students to produce original
graphics.
Evidence: Assignment/Rubric

It was determined that the program
needed to be redesigned to allow a
valid measurement of professionalism
and ethics.

PSLO #4: Demonstrate ethics
and professionalism within the
computer field
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The program was redesigned to
include a capstone course and a
course in professional development.
Evidence: Old program and new
program

Lamar State College – Port Arthur

Spring 2011 Educational Programs Improvement Summary
Educational Program: Software Developer
Degree/Certificate Award: AAS
Fall 2010

Improvement Tracking Summary

Problem 1: Students need to
understand basic computer
concepts and apply them to
programs.
Related PSLO: #1 – Apply
program design processes to
create computer programs.

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Changes Implemented:
Implemented a pre-test/post-test
process to evaluate student
knowledge of computer program
design upon entering their
advanced programming class.

Resolved? Yes

Evidence Used: Sample pretest/post-test results for chapter 8.

New PSLO Mean: 4.85
Change in PSLO Mean: +0.9

PSLO Mean: 4.85

Fall 2010
Problem 2: Students needed
additional assignments requiring
original graphics.
Related PSLO: #3 – Create
computer graphics for inclusion
into a software product.

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Changes Implemented:
Implemented additional
assignments asking students to
produce original graphics.
Evidence Used: Assignment/Rubric

Problem 3: Using an Internship
course did not provide accurate
measurement of ethics and
professionalism.
Related PSLO: #4 – Demonstrate
ethics and professionalism
within the computer field.

Continuing? Yes

New intervention needed?
Implemented assignments
that require the student to
evaluate their original
graphics to ensure they are
appropriate for inclusion in a
software product.
New PSLO Mean: 5.0
Change in PSLO Mean: -0.3

PSLO Mean: 5.0

Fall 2010

Change

Discussion of Problem
Resolution

Change

Changes Implemented: The
program was redesigned to include
a capstone course and a course in
professional development.

Continuing? Yes

Evidence Used: Old program and
new program

New intervention needed?
Implemented group projects
that require peer evaluations.
New PSLO Mean: 5.0
Change in PSLO Mean: -0.65

PSLO Mean: 5.0
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PSLO 1: Applies program design processes to create computer programs.

6
5
4
Fall 2010

3

Sprint 2011

2
1
0
Mean
Figure 66: PSLO Mean Score Up 15.03%

PSLO 2: Applies a software-development process to develop and troubleshoot a software
product.

5
4.9
4.8
4.7

Fall 2010

4.6

Spring 2011

4.5
4.4
4.3
Mean
Figure 67: PSLO Mean Score up 4.97%
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PSLO 3: Creates computer graphics for inclusion into a software product.

5.35
5.3
5.25
5.2
5.15
Fall 2010

5.1

Spring 2011

5.05
5
4.95
4.9
4.85
Mean
Figure 68: PSLO Mean Score Down 4.97%

PSLO 4: Demonstrates ethics and professionalism within the computer field.

5.8
5.6
5.4
Fall 2010

5.2

Spring 2011

5
4.8
4.6
Mean
Figure 69: PSLO Mean Score Down 10.87%
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LSC-PA Technical Program Student Learning Outcomes Rubric
Name of Program: Software Developer

Date:

Accomplished
(3)
Always
develop
complete
processes of
planning,
implementing,
testing, and
documenting
computer
programs
Always design,
write, and
implement
computer
programs
successfully

Competent
(2)
Usually
develop
processes of
planning,
implementing,
testing, and
documenting
computer
programs.

Developing
(1)
Occasionally
develop
processes of
planning,
implementing,
testing, and
documenting
computer
programs

Not
Observed (0)
Not enough
information
to assess

Usually design,
write, and
implement
computer
programs
successfully,
however may
have some
errors.

Not enough
information
to assess

3. Create
computer
graphics for
inclusion into a
software
product

Creates
graphics to be
included in a
software
product.

Usually creates
graphics to be
included in a
software
product.

Occasionally
design, write,
and implement
computer
programs
successfully.
Often
programs have
errors that
prevent
running
Occasionally
creates
graphics to be
included in a
software
product.

4. Demonstrate
ethics and
professionalism
within the
computer field

Always
demonstrate
good, ethical
practices.

PSLO
1. Apply
program design
processes to
create computer
programs.

2. Apply a
software
development
process to
develop and
troubleshoot a
software
product

Usually
demonstrate
good, ethical
practices.
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Occasionally
demonstrate
good, ethical
practices.

Not enough
information
to assess

Not enough
information
to assess.

Rating

INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
CAMPUS ANNUAL PLANNING

The Planning and Assessment Process defined the College Unit Planning procedure for all
administrative, educational support and educational services units. Given the plans are annual and to
keep up-to-date planning as part of the College’s ongoing process, information sessions are held at the
beginning of the time period for submission of unit Institutional Effectiveness Plans. The following
pages include one set of the PowerPoint slides presented to key, lead persons in administrative and
departmental areas on the campus. The organizational charts for the whole campus as well as for
Academic Affairs specifically are included to depict all the relevant planning units. In addition, for
selected units, the purpose and desired outcomes, strategies for achieving those outcomes, assessment
methods and other pertinent components of institutional effectiveness planning are laid out.

*
Administrative and Educational Support Units
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* Administrative

* Physical Plant
* Human Resources
* Business Office
* Institutional Effectiveness

* Educational Support

* IT Services
* Library Services
* Student Services
* Student Success Center
* Athletics
* Special Pops.

*
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* Are we supporting and helping achieve the
mission of LSC-PA?

* What is the integral part we play in achieving
the mission?

* What and how are we doing it?
* What resources do we need to satisfy our
expected outcomes?

*

* Aligning the unit’s purpose and expected
outcomes with the College’s mission

* Improving and enhancing services to academic
programs, students and other college
constituents

* Ensuring efficient and effective use of the
College’s Resources

*
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* One Unit Objective per page of the IE Planning
form

* More than just a “To Do” list
* Complete and turn in to IE Office by April 1
* Contact Dr. Cammack with any questions
* Planning and Budget Hearing in late April

*
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Planning, Budget and Assessment Timeline

February March

Submit drafts of administrative, educational support and educational
services unit plans

April

Distribution of budget worksheets to account managers
Campus Planning/Budget Hearings
Submission of revised unit plans

May

Submit budget worksheets to President and VPAA
Curriculum review/evidence gathered from educational units
Develop assessment reports for educational units

June

Vice President for Academic Affairs reviews and revises proposed
budgets
President reviews and revises proposed budgets
Finance Office reviews budgets as approved by President and VPAA
Printed budget submitted to TSUS Office

August

Approval of budgets by Board of Regents
Development of action plans for program improvement by educational
units

September –
October

Evaluation of annual plans for administrative, educational support and
educational services units for previous year

November –
December

Review of campus planning documents by President’s Council and
Planning & Assessment Committee (every three to five years)
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PLANNING & ASSESSMENT CYCLE
Evaluation of
Annual Plans
(September-October)

President’s
Council

Review planning documents
every 3 to 5 years
(November - December)

Establish Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(August)

Adopted
Budget

Planning &
Assessment
Committee

Assessment Reports &
Budget Worksheet Reviews
(May - June)

Operational Planning
(February - March)

Program &
Curriculum
Review

Gather evidence for assessment
of all campus Units
(May)
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Mapping to Resource
Allocation and Integration to
Campus Budget
(April - June)

Program Student Learning Outcomes
Master List
Associate of Arts
1. Communicates with appropriate modes of expression to individuals or groups.
A. Demonstrates thesis clarity
B. Organizes information
C. Uses support
D. Presents ideas in appropriate mode of expression
2. Demonstrates awareness of cultural differences and similarities.
A. Identifies cultural characteristics (beliefs, values, perspectives, or practices)
B. Interprets works of human expression within cultural context
C. Shows awareness of one’s own culture in relation to others
3. Uses critical thinking skills
A. Identifies problem, argument, or issue (to determine extent of information needed)
B. Differentiates the facts from opinions as relates to situation
C. Constructs possible solutions or prediction or consequences
D. Uses logical, sound reasoning to justify conclusion
4. Demonstrates technology literacy
A. Locates needed information using the appropriate technological tool or device
B. Displays organizational skills with the use of technology
C. Presents information using the appropriate technological tool or device
5. Transfers to a baccalaureate program
A. Exhibits student contact hours completed at LSC-PA
B. Number of AA majors who graduate
C. Number of AA graduates who request transcripts sent to other universities
6. Applies mathematical and scientific principles
A. Identifies mathematical or scientific principles needed to complete task
B. Uses mathematical or scientific principles needed to complete task
C. Applies problem-solving skills in mathematical or scientific principles needed to
complete task
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Associate of Arts in Teaching
1. Communicates with appropriate modes of expression to individuals or groups.
A. Demonstrates thesis clarity
B. Organizes information
C. Uses support
D. Presents ideas in appropriate mode of expression
2. Demonstrates awareness of cultural differences and similarities.
A. Identifies cultural characteristics (beliefs, values, perspectives, or practices)
B. Interprets works of human expression within cultural context
C. Shows awareness of one’s own culture in relation to others
3. Uses critical thinking skills
A. Identifies problem, argument, or issue (to determine extent of information needed)
B. Differentiates the facts from opinions as relates to situation
C. Constructs possible solutions or prediction or consequences
D. Uses logical, sound reasoning to justify conclusion
4. Demonstrates technology literacy
A. Locates needed information using the appropriate technological tool or device
B. Displays organizational skills with the use of technology
C. Presents information using the appropriate technological tool or device
5. Transfers to a baccalaureate program
A. Exhibits student contact hours completed at LSC-PA
B. Number of AA majors who graduate
C. Number of AA graduates who request transcripts sent to other universities
6. Applies mathematical and scientific principles
A. Identifies mathematical or scientific principles needed to complete task
B. Uses mathematical or scientific principles needed to complete task
C. Applies problem-solving skills in mathematical or scientific principles needed to
complete task
7. Analyzes learning communities
A. Identifies characteristic of diverse populations within an educational setting
B. Identifies diverse teaching styles
C. Presents information about learning communities (strategies) in appropriate mode of
expression
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Automotive
1. Demonstrates personal and environmental safety practices.
2. Uses appropriate tools, testing, and measurement equipment.
3. Uses current reference and training materials from accepted industry publications.
4. Performs routine automobile maintenance to industry standards.

Commercial Music: Performance
1. Applies commercial music performance techniques to professional practice.
A. Demonstrates a professional tone quality
B. Demonstrates a secure and accurate rhythm for the style of music being performed.
C. Demonstrates pitch accuracy.
D. Demonstrates dynamic levels that are appropriate for the style of music being
performed.
E. Demonstrates phrasing that is appropriate for the style of music being performed.
F. Demonstrates a creative nuance in response to the arrangement.
G. Performs correct notes as required
H. Performs music from memory.
I. Exhibits appropriate facial expression and body movement during performance.
2. Applies commercial music sound engineering technology to support performance practices.
A. Applies appropriate microphone technique to performance.
B. Conducts sound check for the venue, systems, and performance.
3. Applies basic music industry principles to professional practice.
A. Demonstrates an understanding of basic performance rights.
B. Applies appropriate microphone, staging, and set-list protocol for the venue and
audience.
C. Promotes performances.
D. Demonstrates an understanding of legal issues by signing waivers for performances
and collaborative work.
4. Demonstrates professional behavior as characterized by a commitment to the profession.
A. Demonstrates a commitment to the profession with attendance, persistence in the
program, and timeliness to classes, rehearsals, and performances.
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Commercial Music: Sound Engineer
1. Applies commercial music sound technology to professional practice.
A. Demonstrates an understanding of the role, duties, and responsibilities of the
producer.
B. Demonstrates proper microphone placement and use of room acoustics in a
recording session.
C. Utilizes editing techniques that are effective and appropriate.
D. Utilizes mixing techniques that are effective and appropriate.
E. Develops a production budget for recording projects.
F. Applies sound technology techniques to projects, reflecting specific markets.
G. Develops a signal flow for instrument, microphone, preamp, and input.
H. Manages session time.
2. Applies commercial music performance skill to support sound engineering practice.
A. Utilizes theory skills in the recording, editing, and mixing process.
B. Utilizes keyboard skills in the recording, in relation to the quality of the recording
process.
3. Applies basic music industry principles to professional practice.
A. Demonstrates an understanding of basic performance rights.
B. Applies microphone, staging, and set-list protocol for the venue and audience.
C. Demonstrates an understanding of legal issues by securing necessary session
agreements prior to recording.
4. Demonstrates professional behavior as characterized by a commitment to the profession.
A. Demonstrates a commitment to the profession with attendance, persistence in the
program, timeliness to classes and recording sessions.

Cosmetology
1. Shows professional and ethical behavior.
2. Practices all sanitary and safety measures that protect individual and public health.
3. Demonstrates proficiency in all cosmetology skills.
4. Demonstrates appropriate workforce behaviors.
5. Prepares to pass the State Board requirements.
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Esthetics
1. Shows professional and ethical behavior.
2. Practices all sanitary and safety measures that protect individual and public health.
3. Demonstrates proficiency in all esthetics skills.
4. Demonstrates appropriate workforce behaviors.
5. Prepares to pass the State Board requirements.

CAD
1. Uses a computer-aided drafting program to create accurate architectural documents to meet
professional drafting standards.
2. Selects appropriate architectural components to develop buildable assemblies.
3. Uses problem-solving and critical thinking skills to design and document solutions.
4. Participates in class activities and group projects in a professional manner.

HVAC
1. Demonstrates environmental safety practices.
2. Troubleshoots, services, and repairs air conditioning, heating, and refrigeration systems.
3. Performs technician duties safely.
4. Works effectively as a team member.
Instrumentation
1. Identifies control panel indicators, calibration tools, electrical parts, and how they work.
2. Analyzes temperature and flow results to determine proper operating parameters of specific
process computerized and electronic equipment.
3. Analyzes level and gas measurements to determine proper operating parameters of specific
process and electrical equipment.
4. Demonstrates standard safety procedures as required in industry.
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Medical Office Administration
1. Uses medical terminology, jargon, and abbreviations correctly.
2. Demonstrates appropriate etiquette, ethics, office procedures, and professionalism in the
healthcare setting.
3. Uses specialized medical computer applications.
4. Applies current trends in medical insurance, HIPAA guidelines, and coding systems.
Office Administration
1. Demonstrates appropriate etiquette, ethics, and professionalism in the business office setting.
2. Illustrates the ability to work in a team environment.
3. Uses office procedure skills.
4. Uses word processing, spreadsheet, database, and presentation software.
5. Proofreads, edits, and applies basic rules of grammar to general business correspondence.

Paralegal
1. Identifies legal terms, structure of a law firm, and the paralegal’s role.
2. Applies correct drafting procedures to transactional and court documents.
3. Demonstrates appropriate etiquette, ethics, and professionalism in the legal environment.
4. Conducts proper client and witness interviews.
5. Illustrates the ability to use computer, accounting, and organizational skills.

Process Technology
1. Uses technology to access operator-specific documentation and training.
2. Identify specific equipment and operating parameters to meet industry standards.
3. Identify and adjust controls to meet requirements for safe and effective operation.
4. Implements standard safety procedures as required in industry.
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Software Developer
1. Applies program design processes to create computer programs.
2. Applies a software-development process to develop and troubleshoot a software product.
3. Creates computer graphics for inclusion into a software product.
4. Demonstrates ethics and professionalism within the computer field.
Networking Specialist
1. Maintains computer and network systems.
2. Troubleshoots computer and network systems.
3. Describes current trends in computer and network systems.
4. Demonstrates ethics and professionalism within the computer field.
Surgical Technology
1. Uses appropriate terminology related to anatomy and physiology, instruments, suturing,
accessory equipment, and specialized equipment associated with surgical procedures.
2. Operates as a surgical technologist in the scrub role during all basic surgical procedures.
3. Demonstrates a surgical consciousness that promotes maintenance of a sterile field.
4. Practices within the legal and ethical framework of the surgical technologist.
Upward Mobility Nursing
1. Practices within the legal, ethical and regulatory standards for the professional nurse.
2. Uses a systematic problem-solving process to provide individualized, evidence-based nursing
care and coordinate care for a limited number of patients who have complex needs in various
health care settings.
3. Employs an approach to nursing practice that promotes safety for patients, significant others,
self, and members of the healthcare team.
4. Collaborates with members of the interdisciplinary health care team to provide optimum,
evidence-based, and safe care to patients.
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Vocational Nursing
1. Functions within the legal, ethical, and regulatory standards of the nursing profession.
2. Uses a systematic, problem-solving process in the care of multiple patients who have
predictable health care needs to provide safe, individualized, goal-directed nursing care.
3. Adopts an approach to nursing practice that promotes safety for patients, significant others,
self, and members of the health care team.
4. Cooperates with members of the interdisciplinary health care team to provide optimum,
evidence-based, safe care to patients.
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Board of Regents
Texas State University System

Chancellor
Dr. Brian McCall

President
Dr. Sam Monroe

Executive Assistant

Campus Planning

Donna Schion

Lee Moore

Vice President for Academic
Affairs

Vice President for
Finance

Vice President for
Student Sevices

Dr. Gary Stretcher

Gwen Reck

Tom Neal

Academic Programs
Division &
Continuing
Education

Physical Plant Director

Athletics Director

Human Resources

Museum of the Gulf Coast

Steve Arnold

Scott Street

Linda McGee

Shannon Harris

Accounting

Admissions & Records

Building Maintenance

Basketball

Property
Management

Advising

Disaster Plan

Softball

Cash
Management

Contract Services

Fleet Management

Carl Parker Center

Payroll

Financial Aid

Grounds
Maintenance

Fitness Center

Purchasing

Campus Security

Technical Programs
division

Inmate
Instruction

Information
Technology Services

Library Services
Public Information
Small Business
Development Center
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Student Activities

Institutional
Effectiveness

Vice President for Academic Affairs
Dr. Gary Stretcher

Senior Secretary
Mary Lou Camarena

Academic Programs
Division & Continuing
Education
Dr. Charles Gongre, Dean

Technical Programs
Division

Inmate Instruction
Department

Dr. Janis Hutchins, Dean

Dr. Barbara Huval, Director

Business, Math &
Science Department

Allied Health
Department

Dr. Percy Jordan

Janet Hamilton

Developmental
Education
Department

Business &
Technology
Department

Sherry Steele

Michael Trahan

Health, Fitness &
Sports Department

Special Populations

Advising &

Andrea Munoz

Registration

External Programs

Prison/College
Relations

Scott Street

Liberal Arts
Department
Dr. Barbara Huval

Student Success
Center
Sherry Steele

Commercial Music
Department
Dr. Kristel Kemmerer

Carl Perkins Grant

Instruction

Testing &
Placement

IT Services

Library Services

Samir Ghorayeb, Director

Peter Kaatrude, Dean

Information
Services
Donna Dunigan
Assistant Director

Institutional Research
& Reporting

User Services

Open Computer Lab,

Network & Systems

Application &
Database Admin

Distance Education/
Co-Enrollment

Continuing
Education Program
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Small Business
Development Center
Linda Tait, Director

Institutional Effectiveness
Dr. Nancy Cammack,
Director

Circulation

Counseling

Assessment
Dr. David Sorrells,
Coordinator

Reference &
Access Services

Training

Distance Learning
Dr. Beau Duncan,
Coordinator

Information

Technical

LIteracy

Assistance

Records
Management

Economic
Development

Public Services

UNIT MISSION/PURPOSE STATEMENTS
EXECUTIVE SERVICES
Office of the President
Lamar State College - Port Arthur, a member of The Texas State University System, is an open-access,
comprehensive public two-year college offering quality and affordable instruction leading to associate
degrees and a variety of certificates. The College embraces the premise that education is an ongoing
process that enhances career potential, broadens intellectual horizons, and enriches life.

Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
The purpose of the Office of Academic Affairs is to provide leadership for the delivery and support of the
College’s instructional programs, selected student support and administrative services, and its efforts to
support economic development and recovery in Southeast Texas.

Office of the Vice President for Finance
The Lamar State College - Port Arthur Business and Finance Division is committed to supporting the
educational efforts of the college in all aspects of financial services; Accounts Payable, Accounts
Receivable, Payroll, Property Management and Inventory, and Purchasing. The office additionally is
dedicated to producing accurate and timely financial reporting which is in compliance with campus and
Texas State University System (TSUS) policies, as well as state and federal regulations. The office is
committed to serving faculty, staff and students courteously and quickly. The Business and Finance
Division commits to providing close scrutiny of Internal Controls for the campus and to act as a liaison
with auditors.

Finance & Accounting
Accounts Payable
The LSCPA Accounts Payable department operates in compliance with campus and TSUS policies, as
well as state and federal regulations. The department strives for compliance with the Prompt Payment Act
by processing all vouchers in an accurate and timely manner. The department commits to courteous and
efficient operations.
Accounts Receivable
The LSCPA Accounts Receivable Department strives to maintain the accuracy and integrity of receivable
balances by producing timely, accurate invoices and refund disbursements. Additionally the department
operates in compliance with campus and TSUS policies, as well as state and federal regulations. The
department is committed to treating students courteously and efficiently.
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Purchasing
The Purchasing office is committed to maximizing customer service by assisting all departments with the
procurement of goods and services that support the educational mission of the college. We strive to
provide the most efficient operations while adhering to all federal, state, Texas State University System,
and college laws, rules, policies and procedures.

Payroll
The Payroll Office is committed to supporting the efforts of the college by generating accurate and timely
compensation for faculty, staff and student employees in accordance with college and Texas State
University System policies and in compliance with federal and state regulations. The Payroll office is also
dedicated to providing state and federal agencies with accurate and timely reporting, as well as remittance
of funds for deductions, benefits, and taxes. The office is committed to the fair and courteous treatment of
faculty, staff and student employees, while ensuring that all questions are answered timely and accurately.

Office of the Vice President for Student Services
The primary purpose is to promote individual student development, provide services, and foster a sense of
campus community. The Office encourages student organizations to develop leadership and community
responsibility skills while encouraging students to become involved in the life of the campus.
The Office also promotes a user-friendly environment to help students, faculty and staff receive quality
and timely service through a one-stop shopping delivery system of student services under the heading of
admission and records, financial aid and advising. The office also coordinates the functions of other
offices within the Division of Student Services to effectively serve the needs of our students, faculty, staff
and institution as well.
The Division of Student Services’ primary responsibilities are to provide services and programs that
enhance the general education and development of students, enrich the quality of student life, and support
the teaching, service and research missions of the college.

Advising
The Advising office is dedicated to providing students with a high level of support to reach their
educational goals. The advising staff provides students tools to be successful with advising, orientation,
scholarships and course scheduling. The office also works closely with and coordinates between other
offices on campus to deliver successful educational careers for students. The advising staff works closely
with area high schools through Go Centers helping students understand college admissions and financial
aid. The college offers advising to all students on the third floor of the Student Center Building. The
advising staff will help students with course selections, registration and TSI (Texas Success Initiative)
requirements and questions regarding programs. All new students and those that have not completed TSI
requirements must be advised, however all students are encouraged to visit with an advisor. The college
also assigns faculty advisors to give each student additional support.
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Admission and Records
The purpose of the Admission & Records Office is to provide service to students from enrollment to
graduation. The Admission & Records Office serves as the focal point for all student records including
production of student schedules, faculty class rolls, evaluation of transfer hours, production of official
transcripts and certification of official institutional reports. The office also works in conjunction with the
Advising Office in campus recruiting, the production of the course schedule each semester as well as
maintaining a close relationship with campus departments to provide a strong level of support. The office
also works closely with the Financial Aid office in verification of student information.

Financial Aid
The purpose of the Financial Aid Department is to serve the students by providing financial aid to all
eligible students using the guidelines of the US Department of Education, the State of Texas and the
policies of Lamar State College-Port Arthur. The Financial Aid Office provides personal advisement in
all aspects of the financial aid process to assist students toward their educational goals. The office also
plays a critical role in the recruitment mission of the College and dissemination of information to
prospective students, their parents and the training and support extended to area high school counselors.

Student Activities
The Office of Student Activities at Lamar State College - Port Arthur is the center of non-academic
activities that go on at the College. Student Activities provides many services to students on a daily basis
and plans and coordinates major events that are open to students and usually to the community as a
whole. The Student Activities Office facilitates the creation and maintenance of various student
organizations. These organizations vary in interest from purely academic, relating to specific technical
and academic programs, to more peculiar interests, such as addressing the needs and interests of the older
than average students or interests in area history. The Director of Student Activities serves as the sponsor
to the Student Government Association, which serves as the umbrella organization for all recognized
student organizations.

Campus Security
The purpose of Campus Security is to help provide a safe and pleasant environment for the students,
faculty, staff, visitors and guests on campus. The campus through its experience has demonstrated that the
presence and high visibility of our security staff (off-duty P.A.P.D. Officers, Security Coordinator,
Community Service Officers, and Student Community Service Officers) helps to deter the occurrence of
infractions by those in the general community population. The Office's patrolling system and campus
escort service afford the security team the opportunity to see and be seen, thus providing a sense of
closeness to the subjects and institution they are serving.

Public Information
The Public Information Office continuously seeks to communicate news about Lamar State College-Port
Arthur services, programs and special events to the general public through press releases and photographs
sent to all available area newspapers, television, radio, cable and news websites. The office develops and
maintains a close relationship with area, media representatives to encourage them to provide positive
news coverage of the college and its activities.
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The Public Information Office also is responsible for the production of both external and internal
newsletters, the annual campus catalog, the annual President's Report and other special publications. The
PIO also consults with the Vice President for Student Affairs on advertising, planning and emergency
preparedness strategies.

EDUCATIONAL/ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
Physical Plant
The purpose of the Physical Plant Department is to preserve the campus facilities while creating and
sustaining an environment that will attract, retain and support our students, faculty and staff. The Physical
Plant staff will provide an environment that is functional, safe, clean and aesthetically pleasing. We will
respond to service requests from students and employees in a timely fashion, accomplishing the work in
an efficient manner with a minimum of interruption to educational activities. We will review all
construction and renovation projects to determine the most appropriate method of delivery and to assure
that applicable codes and best construction practices are followed.

Human Resources
The function of the Human Resources Office is to design, implement, and maintain a program of
personnel administration for the institution; a program which adequately defined and explained for each
employee of the college and operates with dignity and respect for all individuals. Under the direction of
the President, the Director of Human Resources is responsible for the development and administration of
sound personnel statutes, regulations, and policies. Major functional areas include benefits, records
maintenance, employment, classification/compensation, workers compensation, safety, risk management,
and employee relations.

Small Business Development Center
The Lamar State College Small Business Development Center (SBDC) is an integral element of the
College's mission of community service. The SBDC provides small businesses with the practical
assistance needed to survive, grow, and prosper. The SBDC works to support economic development in
Port Arthur, Groves, Nederland, and Port Neches by providing counseling, training, and technical
assistance to owners and managers of new and existing small businesses.

Information Technology Services
The purpose of the Office of Information Technology Services is to support the College's commitment to
student learning, success, and achievement. OITS is charged with ensuring the proper use of the college's
communications and computing resources, participating in institutional research, and reporting
institutional information to external agencies.
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Library Services
The purpose of Library Services is to provide essential resources and services -- collections, instruction in
library usage, access, facilities, and personnel -- to our students, faculty, and staff in support of the
educational program.

Athletics
The College has two Division I intercollegiate sports programs – the Seahawks men’s basketball team and
the Seahawks women’s softball team, which compete in Region XIV, a Division I conference of the
National Junior College Athletic Association.

Museum of the Gulf Coast
It is the mission of the Museum of the Gulf Coast to collect, preserve, display and interpret the history of
the coastal region between Houston and New Orleans.

Institutional Effectiveness
The Office of Institutional Effectiveness serves to provide current information including campus strategic
planning processes; assessment reports of student learning outcomes in degree program offerings; survey
summaries of student, faculty and staff perceptions of all areas of the college; development and
administration of the campus distance learning program, inclusive of online and hybrid course offerings;
and compilation of institutional and demographic data that enables the faculty, staff and administration to
fulfill the goals of the mission statement.

Student Success Center (formerly the Learning Center)
The purpose of the Learning Center is to help students of Lamar State College-Port Arthur achieve
academic success. It is an integral component of the College's compensatory education programs and
assists the College in fulfilling its commitment to students with diverse goals and backgrounds. Services
offered by the Center are focused on helping students to develop basic academic skills necessary for
beginning college-level work, which allows them to succeed in technical education programs or to
complete the core curriculum. The Learning Center also assists students to successfully complete courses
and programs of study, to prepare for and pass a range of standardized exams, and to develop and
improve academic skills essential for success in a baccalaureate program. It is also home to the College's
testing services.

Special Populations/Disabilities
The purpose of the Office for Special Populations/Disability Services is to support the College's
commitment to accommodate students possessing diverse goals and backgrounds. The Office assists
students who are members of special populations, or who have a documented disability, to receive
services that supplement basic student services and will help students to achieve successful performance
in instructional programs as well as attain their individual goals.
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ACADEMIC/STUDENT SERVICES
Inmate Education
The purpose of the Inmate Education Program is to support the college's philosophy that education is an
ongoing process that enhances career potential, broadens intellectual horizons, and enriches life. The
Department provides inmates residing in area penal institutions with compensatory education, technical
education programs, and a core curriculum for students planning to pursue a baccalaureate degree or
simply desiring self-improvement.

Academic Programs Division and
Continuing Education
This Division is responsible for scheduling and administering the courses that transfer to four-year
institutions, allied health programs that lead to certification or licensure, non-credit continuing courses,
on-line courses, and courses conducted for dual credit in area high schools.

Continuing Education
Lamar State College-Port Arthur recognizes that providing lifelong learning opportunities is an integral
part of its primary mission of teaching and community service. Continuing Education courses and
programs are an extension of the traditional college learning process, available to community residents in
appropriate subject areas where there is sufficient interest.

Business, Math & Science Department
The Department of Business, Mathematics, and Science provides instruction in a variety of business,
mathematics, social science and laboratory science courses leading to the Associate of Science and
Associate of Arts degrees. These courses are designed to meet the requirements of the college’s Core
Curriculum and to provide students with the background necessary to enable them to succeed following
transfer to a baccalaureate program.

Developmental Education Department
The Department of Developmental Education provides a comprehensive program of preparatory courses
in composition, mathematics and reading to help students acquire the basic skills necessary to complete a
college-level course of study. The department assists the college in its commitment to accommodating
students with diverse goals and backgrounds.
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Health, Fitness & Sports Department
The Department of Health, Fitness, and Sport provides a broad series of programs that enhance the
mental, social, and physical well-being of the students, faculty, and staff. Courses offered from within the
department fulfill the requirements for an Associate of Arts degree in Health and Kinesiology. Physical
activity classes offer a wide variety of courses which fulfill the core curriculum requirements. Personal
enrichment courses and sport activities enrich the lives of everyone associated with the Lamar State
College-Port Arthur community.

Liberal Arts Department
The Liberal Arts Department accepts as a fundamental premise that the productivity and happiness of the
educated person will be enhanced by an acquaintance with the traditional liberal arts, that a knowledge of
the literature, history, philosophy, and fine arts which form a basis for our civilization will better enable
us to understand the complexities of the world in which we live. Accordingly, the Liberal Arts
Department endeavors to present quality instruction in a broad range of disciplines such as English,
foreign languages, history, philosophy, political science, communication, and the fine arts. These courses
satisfy some core curriculum requirements for a baccalaureate degree at Lamar University and are readily
transferable to other universities.

Commercial Music Department
The Department of Commercial Music provides instruction in a variety of music and music-related
courses leading to two-year Associate of Applied Science degrees and one-year certificates of completion.

Technical Programs Division
The Technical Programs Division is responsible for the planning, supervision, and evaluation of all
instructional programs preparing students for immediate entry into the workforce. Workforce
development grants funded through the State, as well as federally funded grants to support students with
special needs, are administered through the Technical Programs office. The Dean of Technical Programs
coordinates all Tech Prep activities and facilitates student articulation between the high school and
college program.

Allied Health Department
The Allied Health Department believes that learning is a continuous life-long process and maintains that
each student has dignity and worth and brings unique experiences to the educational environment. The
curriculum is based on clearly-stated objectives, relevant content and experiences, and evaluation of
program components and outcomes. The Department is dedicated to produce well educated health care
providers with the skills, knowledge, dedication, philosophy and competence to meet the needs of the
community.
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Business & Technology Department
The Department of Business and Technology reflects and builds upon the instructional as well as the
college’s service mission. A component of the instructional mission is to provide the finest vocationaltechnical education possible within the available physical and financial resources. To accomplish this
goal, each Business and Technology program is a carefully-sequenced set of courses designed around
student outcomes. The programs prepare associate degree and certificate students who have, in addition to
technical skills, the ability to work effectively with others, solve problems, make decisions, and adapt to
change.
The humanities educational component develops the skills and attitudes necessary for students to succeed
in a complex and dynamic work environment and the ability to make judgments reflective of human
values.
To amplify the college's service mission, the Business and Technology student organizational activities
endeavor to encourage civic pride and responsible citizenship through community service and to produce
a well-rounded individual who appreciates the value of diverse cultures.
Moreover, it is the mission of the Business and Technology Department to maintain a highly-qualified
faculty committed to teaching excellence and professional development; a faculty who will continually
update and strengthen programs with advisory committee involvement to develop programs that are
responsive to the employment needs of business, industry, public agencies, and entrepreneurship.
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ANNUAL INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS PLANS
2009-2010
Unit planning is achieved through completion of Annual Institutional Effectiveness Plans. The
2009-2010 plans are inclusive of unit objectives, the supporting activities, performance measure(s), and
links to budget planning. The unit objectives were aligned with the College’s institutional goals as
guidelines for unit plans. After completion of the fiscal (or academic) year, the Institutional Effectiveness
Plans are evaluated to determine whether objectives were achieved. Action plan(s) were defined for
improving the services of the unit.
*Only those campus units highlighted below are provided for review in this Handbook. All operational
plans are available as a separate resource.
Executive Services
Office of the President
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
Office of Business and Finance
Finance & Accounting
Purchasing
Payroll
Office of the Vice President for Student Services
Admission and Records / Advising
Financial Aid
Student Activities
Campus Security
Public Information
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Educational/Administrative Support
Physical Plant
Human Resources
Small Business Development Center
Information Technology Services
Library Services
Athletics
Museum of the Gulf Coast
Performing Arts / Theatrical Productions
Institutional Effectiveness
Assessment
Distance Learning
Student Success Center (formerly the Learning Center)
Special Populations/Disabilities
Academic/Student Services
Inmate Education
Academic Programs Division & Continuing Education
Continuing Education
Business, Math & Science Department
Developmental Educational Department
Health, Fitness & Sports Department
Liberal Arts Department
Commercial Music Department
Technical Programs
Allied Health Department
Business & Technology Department
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LAMAR STATE COLLEGE-PORT ARTHUR
Institutional Effectiveness Plan for Year: 2009-2010
Division/Department: Academic Affairs

Related Institutional Goal: Educational Services
Division/Department Goal (formerly Unit Objective)
Improve student satisfaction with the effectiveness of the instructional programs and student support services
Supporting Activity
Develop and/or implement method(s) of notifying students of course progress. Base findings of student satisfaction on continued use of
surveys including but not limited to Noel-Levitz Student Satisfaction Inventory (SSI)
Performance Measure(s)
75 percent of surveys, including Noel-Levitz and others, are completed
Noel-Levitz: Performance gap (difference between student ranking for importance and student ranking for satisfaction) on the Noel-Levitz
SSI survey items and scales will be lower than 1.0
75 percent of all survey items will rank 5 or better (somewhat satisfied - very satisfied)
Summa: Average of all rankings will be greater than or equal to 4 (1 = Strongly disagree; 5 = Strong agree)
Assigned Responsibility for Meeting Goal

Expected Completion Date:

VPAA; Director of IE; Faculty

May 2010
Budget Impact (requires justification for equipment purchase or adding
new position)
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Evaluation
Findings (formerly Outcome)
• 77 percent of the Noel-Levitz SSI were
completed and returned
• 38 percent of the scales and 54 percent
of the survey items had a performance gap
less than 1.00
• 84 percent of the survey items ranked 5.00
or better
• The mean rankings for Summa evaluation
were greater than 4.00
(institutional mean equal 4.35 and item mean
equal 4.29)

Action Plan
(How will results of evaluation be used for improvement and/or future
decision-making?)
Modify, when possible, the scheduling of courses. A challenge item was
“Sufficient availability of courses within program of study”; 6.35 in
importance and 5.32 in satisfaction
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Related Institutional Goal: General Education / Core Curriculum
Division/Department Goal (formerly Unit Objective)
1. Provide a core curriculum to students planning to transfer that meets the requirements of the Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board
2. Offer as many options for transfer courses as feasible to area students
Supporting Activity
Collect data on writing ability, reading, science reasoning, mathematics and critical thinking using a standardized test like CAAP
(Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency)
Performance Measure(s)
1. Administer CAAP or similar standardized test recognized for assessing student learning in writing ability, reading, science reasoning,
mathematics and/or critical thinking
2. Determination of all applicable field of study curriculum for academic degrees, developed and approved by the appropriate campus
committee, in time for catalog publication
Published degree plans and/or table of field of study courses for each year's catalog
Assigned Responsibility for Meeting Goal

Expected Completion Date:

Director of IE; Faculty

May 2010
Budget Impact (requires justification for equipment purchase or adding
new position)
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Evaluation
Findings (formerly Outcome)
• CAAP (or other standardized test) has not
been administered; the assessment process
has received significant attention in
preparation for a SACS monitoring report and
compliance with the Principles of Accreditation
• All additions and revisions to degree plans
have been included in the College’s catalog

Action Plan
(How will results of evaluation be used for improvement and/or future
decision-making?)
As the assessment process is refined, the plans for assessing general
education/core curriculum courses are to include standardized testing.
The theme for the Quality Enhancement Plan has been decided and will
be increased reading comprehension and vocabulary. This theme
selection requires testing of some sort to measure student reading
comprehension and understanding of vocabulary.
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Related Institutional Goal: Employment Services
Division/Department Goal (formerly Unit Objective)
Improve effectiveness and efficiency of AA, AAS, and Certificate programs
Supporting Activity
Evaluate AAS and Certificate programs for viability and need for redirection of resources
Performance Measure(s)
Program evaluation and other means useful in determination and organization of program goals, student learning outcomes and
objectives, and providing evidence of improvement on an analysis of measured outcome results
80% of programs evaluated by Academic Standards Committee with positive results
Assigned Responsibility for Meeting Goal

Expected Completion Date:

Deans, Department Chairs, Program Coordinators

August 2010
Budget Impact (requires justification for equipment purchase or adding
new position)

Evaluation
Findings (formerly Outcome)
The modified assessment process for all programs
has resulted in effective, ongoing evaluation. An
Assessment Report is generated each semester with
plans for improvement, especially for goals that were
not met within a given program area

Action Plan
(How will results of evaluation be used for improvement and/or future
decision-making?)
Backing will continue for the Office of Institutional Effectiveness to
continue enhancement of the assessment process and to maintain the
integrity of the academic and technical programs
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Related Institutional Goal: Institution Planning & Evaluation
Division/Department Goal (formerly Unit Objective)
Successful experience with SACS reaffirmation of accreditation in 2013
Supporting Activity
Provide and interpret document and research materials as needed in determining SACS compliance. Assist Compliance Certification
Committee as requested. Examine personnel files of all faculty to ensure compliance on faculty credentials
Performance Measure(s)
Assure that all faculty credentials are as expected and compliant with SACS Core Requirements and Comprehensive Standards.
Reaccreditation confirmed, with no recommendations
Assigned Responsibility for Meeting Goal

Expected Completion Date:

VPAA, all other administrators and staff, SACS Coordinator,
SACS Leadership Team

August 2010
Budget Impact (requires justification for equipment purchase or adding
new position)

Evaluation
Findings (formerly Outcome)
Organizing of data is underway to begin
the drafting of a faculty roster, outlining
faculty credentials and qualifications in
accordance with SACS Principles

Action Plan
(How will results of evaluation be used for improvement and/or future
decision-making?)
Collaborate with Human Resources in the organization of faculty
credentials and advise on the presentation of the information.
Review the SACS Principles handbooks and suggested supporting
documentation to fulfill compliance with the requirements and
standards
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Related Institutional Goal: Institution Planning & Evaluation
Division/Department Goal (formerly Unit Objective)
Make information about student enrollment and outcomes available for planning and evaluation
Supporting Activity
Prepare and maintain Institutional Fact Book with 5 years of data. Faculty and staff to be trained on the meaning of and use of
information/data available in Fact Book as well as THECB PREP (Profile Reports) on the Internet
Performance Measure(s)
Fact book distributed in hard copy to relevant campus personnel as well as posted on LSCPA Web site
Fact Book with most recent 5 years of data published on LSCPA Web site and distributed to key offices
Assigned Responsibility for Meeting Goal

Expected Completion Date:

Director of IE; Coordinator of Institutional Research

August 2010
Budget Impact (requires justification for equipment purchase or adding
new position)

Evaluation
Findings (formerly Outcome)
Drafting and updates completed in summer 2010

Action Plan
(How will results of evaluation be used for improvement and/or future
decision-making?)
Pending final draft approval the Institutional Fact Book will posted on
the College’s Web site and submitted to key personnel in Fall 2010
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LAMAR STATE COLLEGE-PORT ARTHUR
Institutional Effectiveness Plan for Year: 2009-2010
Division/Department: Academic Programs Division, Dean
Related Institutional Goal: Instruction
Division/Department Goal (formerly Unit Objective)
To continue to offer academic instructional programs and services via non-traditional delivery methods, and revise/expand/delete
those offerings as needed. These non-traditional methods include online courses and co-enrollment courses
Supporting Activity
Evaluate demand for online courses and co-enrollment courses
Performance Measure(s)
At least ten students enrolled in each of these non-traditional classes, as shown on 12th Day Class Rolls
Assigned Responsibility for Meeting Goal

Expected Completion Date:

VPAA, Dean, Department Heads, Faculty,
Information Services personnel and appropriate
personnel in ISD's

Ongoing
Budget Impact (requires justification for equipment purchase or adding new
position)
$12,070 for 10 new online courses
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Evaluation
Findings (formerly Outcome)
Online Courses
Fall 09
25 courses offered, 2 cancelled, 3 continued with less
than 10 students; 441 enrollments
Spring 10
25 courses offered, 1 cancelled, 5 continued with less
than 10 students; 523 enrollments
Hybrid Courses
Fall 09
14 courses offered, 1 cancelled, 4 continued with less
than 10; 270 enrollments
Spring 10
15 courses offered, 2 cancelled, 1 continued with less
than 10; 280 enrollments
Off-Campus evening courses
Fall 09
3 classes offered, 1 continued with less than 10; 34
enrollments
Spring 10
6 classes offered, 2 cancelled, 2 continued with less than
10; 45 enrollments
Co-Enrollment PAISD
Fall 09
116 students, 180 enrollments
Spring 10
93 students, 137 enrollments
Co-Enrollment Nederland HS
Fall 09
204 students, 249 enrollments
Spring 10
188 students, 255 enrollments

Action Plan
(How will results of evaluation be used for improvement and/or future
decision-making?)
Overall, campus plans/policies for non-traditional and distance
education courses are effective and will not change. A few sections
continued with low enrollment for various reasons: students enrolled
who needed the course to graduate or the course was part of an
instructor’s regular load rather than an overload. The off-campus
evening classes have not been as successful as anticipated and offerings
will be reduced or discontinued.
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Related Institutional Goal: Instruction
Division/Department Goal (formerly Unit Objective)
To ensure that courses offered via non-traditional means are equivalent to campus-based courses and that students in these
courses perform at a level equivalent to on-campus students
Supporting Activity
Require locally created student evaluations of all online
Performance Measure(s)
On students evaluations at least 70% of respondents will indicate that they would enroll in another online class
Assigned Responsibility for Meeting Goal
Dean; Faculty

Expected Completion Date:
Fall '08 data will be collected
Budget Impact (requires justification for equipment purchase or adding
new position)
0
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Evaluation
Findings (formerly Outcome)
Of students in online classes who responded to the
online course evaluation instrument, nearly all indicated
that they considered taking the course online a positive
experience and would take another online course.
However, only about one-third of online faculty members
made the evaluation instrument available to their
students, and less than half of those students
responded.
In some of the hybrid classes, students were given the
opportunity to evaluate the course via SUMMA, but not
in all the hybrid courses. PAISD students taking coenrollment classes on campus evaluated their course via
SUMMA. Students at Nederland evaluated their coenrollment courses via SUMMA.

Action Plan
(How will results of evaluation be used for improvement and/or future
decision-making?)
We will expand our online and hybrid offerings, and we will continue our
co-enrollment arrangements with area high schools. We need to increase
our efforts to evaluate all these courses consistently.
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Related Institutional Goal: General Education / Core Curriculum
Division/Department Goal (formerly Unit Objective)
Improve effectiveness of Developmental Education and Testing
Supporting Activity
1. Improve the rate of completion of students enrolled in developmental courses
2. Provide additional instructional time for developmental students by enforcing attendance policy
Performance Measure(s)
1. The percentage of students who complete developmental courses will increase by at least 2%
2. Percentage of students who successfully complete LC will increase by 2%
Assigned Responsibility for Meeting Goal

Expected Completion Date:

Chair of Developmental Education; Dean of
Academic Programs

Fall '07 figures will be compared to Fall '08
Budget Impact (requires justification for equipment purchase or adding
new position)
0
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Evaluation
Findings (formerly Outcome)
1. For calendar 2008, 64% of students enrolled in MATH
0312 completed the course. For calendar 2008, 76% of
students completed MATH 0312.
MATH 0313 - 63% completed in 2008, 81% in 2009
MATH 0332 - 63% completed in 2008, 78% in 2009
ENGL 0301 - 69% completed in 2008, 87% in 2009
ENGL 0302 - 89% completed in 2008, 92% in 2009
ENGL 0310 - 69% completed in 2008, 92 % in 2009
ENGL 0317 - 91% completed in 2008, 89% in 2009
2. For calendar 2008, 53% of students completed LC
101. For calendar 2009, 100% completed LC 101.
LC 102 - 70% completed in 2008, 68% in 2009
LC 103 - 81% completed in 2008, 83% in 2009

Action Plan
(How will results of evaluation be used for improvement and/or future
decision-making?)
1. Overall, current policies are clearly effective and no changes are
planned.

2. Overall, current policies are clearly effective and no changes are
planned.
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LAMAR STATE COLLEGE-PORT ARTHUR
Institutional Effectiveness Plan for Year: 2009-2010
Division/Department: Technical Division

Related Institutional Goal: Instruction
Division/Department Goal (formerly Unit Objective)
To provide services that will enable economically disadvantaged students to enter technical programs
Supporting Activity
a. Students will contact Technical Programs office concerning childcare assistance.
b. Students will contact Special Populations Office concerning accommodations
Performance Measure(s)
a. Coordinate services with TWC-funded program operated by Catholic Charities by referring 100 percent of the technical students
who need child care services
b. Provide interpreter services for 100 percent of the eligible students.
Assigned Responsibility for Meeting Goal

Expected Completion Date:

Dean

August 2010
Budget Impact (requires justification for equipment purchase or adding
new position)
a. No budget impact
b. $40,000 (Perkins)
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Evaluation
Findings (formerly Outcome)
a. Students who inquired about child care services were
provided with contact information for Catholic Charities.
b. The actual budget impact for interpreter services for
FY’10 was $45,513, an increase of 14 percent. A midyear increase in Perkins funds provided for the increase.

Action Plan
(How will results of evaluation be used for improvement and/or future
decision-making?)
a. The Dean’s office will continue to provide this information to
students; however, no coordination of services takes place, and
the activity is not deemed to be a planning item for future I/E
plans.
b. Perkins funds provide services ONLY for technical majors. The
actual need for interpreter services can’t be determined until
students contact the Special Populations/Disability office each
semester to request services. These requests occur AFTER the
Perkins budget has been submitted to the Coordinating Board.
To ensure adequate funding for these services, the following
actions will be taken:
1. Apply mid-year re-allocations (increases) in Perkins funds to
the budget line item for interpreters IF the documented need
for these services is larger than the budgeted amount.
2. Use the results of an analysis of new students registering
with the Special Populations/Disability during the fall
semester to forecast the need for services to be provided
through the successive Perkins budget, which is prepared
during the spring semester. (Thirty-one new students have
registered with the office during the fall semester; 71 percent
are technical majors. This represents an increase of 107
percent over last fall.)
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Related Institutional Goal: Instruction
Division/Department Goal (formerly Unit Objective)
To provide services that will increase the retention and graduation of academically/economically disadvantaged students in
technical programs and students with documented disabilities
Supporting Activity
Provide tutors, note takers, and signers for eligible students
Performance Measure(s)
Ninety percent of the students who receive the services will be retained
Assigned Responsibility for Meeting Goal

Expected Completion Date:

Dean/ Special Populations-Disability Coordinator

August 2010
Budget Impact (requires justification for equipment purchase or adding
new position)
$40,000 (Perkins)
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Evaluation
Findings (formerly Outcome)
Eighty percent of the students who received the services
of tutors, note takers, and signers were retained from the
spring to the fall semesters. Data indicates that the
students who did not return were funded by agencies
that did not require assessment of skills to determine
college readiness prior to enrollment. The students who
did benefit from the services of tutors, note takers, and
signers had documented basic skills prior to enrollment.

Action Plan
(How will results of evaluation be used for improvement and/or future
decision-making?)
The Special Populations/Disability Coordinator will continue to meet
monthly with the Southeast Texas Disability Consortium, which
represents all Lamar institutions, and the various agencies that sponsor
the students who access the tutoring, note taking, and signing services.
She will provide additional counseling based on IQ scores and gradelevel scores of agency evaluations. She will counsel with the students
and parents and will provide information about the chosen technical
career and the requirements/expectations of the career as well as the
college program.
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Related Institutional Goal: Instruction
Division/Department Goal (formerly Unit Objective)
Increase the retention and graduation rates in all technical programs
Supporting Activity
Design course schedules that are accessible to students who work and/or have family responsibilities
Performance Measure(s)
1. Offer a minimum of two courses during the fall and spring semesters at Nederland High School
2. Increase online and hybrid course offerings by 20 percent
Assigned Responsibility for Meeting Goal

Expected Completion Date:

Dean & Department Chairs

May 2010
Budget Impact (requires justification for equipment purchase or adding
new position)
0
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Evaluation
Findings (formerly Outcome)
1. Two legal assistant courses were taught at Nederland
High School during the fall and spring semesters.
2. On-line and hybrid courses offerings in the Business
& Technology Department increased 10 percent over the
Fall 2009 semester. On-line offerings in the Allied
Health Department increased 100 percent due to the
implementation of the on-line Upward Mobility program.

Action Plan
(How will results of evaluation be used for improvement and/or future
decision-making?)
1. The legal assistant courses remain the only courses in the
technical division that draw the required number of students to
evening classes on the Nederland campus.
2. Continue the on-line program and work toward increasing
enrollment. Consider hiring a full-time coordinator for the online program.
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Related Institutional Goal: Employer Needs and Community Involvement
Division/Department Goal (formerly Unit Objective)
To identify occupational training possibilities which justify new (credit) program submission
Supporting Activity
1.
2.

Gather current and forecasted labor market data
Seek advisory committee input

Performance Measure(s)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Develop and submit to Coordinating Board occupational programs that meet local labor market needs
Complete on-line application process for current programs that meet WIA criteria
Develop 3 new program brochures to market technical programs and increase enrollment in those programs
Access additional $100,000 EDC grant funds to improve PTAC/Instrumentation Programs

Assigned Responsibility for Meeting Goal

Expected Completion Date:

Dean, Department Chairs & Program Coordinators

August 2010
Budget Impact (requires justification for equipment purchase or adding
new position)
0
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Evaluation
Findings (formerly Outcome)
1. Local labor market surveys did not indicate the need
for a new program submission to the Coordinating
Board. The following program revisions were completed:
a. The Upward Mobility curriculum was reorganized
to make it more conducive to on-line instruction.
b. Contact hours were reduced in some LVN courses
to facilitate instruction during summer terms.
c. An on-line Upward Mobility program was initiated
in January.
2. Completed on-line submission of the Process
Technology program for WIA approval.
3. Program brochures were developed for the Paralegal,
Medical Office Administration, and Network Specialist
programs. Enrollment increased in all three programs.
4. A comprehensive report detailing the
accomplishments during the second year of the threeyear EDC grant was submitted to the Port Arthur
Economic Development Corporation. Funding for year
three was received.

Action Plan
(How will results of evaluation be used for improvement and/or future
decision-making?)
1. a. Review WECM on-line curriculum for each program area to
determine revisions, additions, and deletions of WECM courses
that may initiate curriculum reviews.
b. See above
c. Hire a full-time coordinator for the on-line Upward Mobility
nursing program. Coordinate marketing efforts with Higher
Education Holdings to expand the program.
2.

Review the Southeast Texas Workforce Development Board’s
targeted occupations list to determine whether WIA applications
for technical programs should be submitted.
3. Develop two additional program brochures. Distribute program
brochures at Career Day in October and during campus visits.
4. Utilize the final $100,000 of the EDC grant to expand and
support the Instrumentation and Process Technology programs.
a. Complete the remodeling of the auto body lab for the use of
the instrumentation and process technology programs.
b. Plan additional equipment purchases to support the
programs.
c. Conduct an open house of the new facility.
d. Develop two additional web-based training videos in
partnership with three petro-chemical companies.
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Related Institutional Goal: Employer Needs and Community Involvement
Division/Department Goal (formerly Unit Objective)
To identify occupational training possibilities (non-credit) which justify partnerships with area industries and TWC (Workforce
Solutions)
Supporting Activity
1. Conduct industry needs assessment
2. Gather current and forecasted labor market data, including wage and salary data
Performance Measure(s)
1. Respond to 100 percent of the requests from area business and industry representatives to determine the eligibility for Skills
Development Grant funding
2. Develop grant applications for 100 percent of the projects meeting the eligibility requirements
3. Increase non-credit course offerings by 20 percent; offer four Week-end Warrior classes during Fall 2009 term
Assigned Responsibility for Meeting Goal

Expected Completion Date:

Dean

August 2010
Budget Impact (requires justification for equipment purchase or adding
new position)
0
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Evaluation
Findings (formerly Outcome)
1. One area company (Total) requested information
about Skills Development Grants. Two meetings were
conducted to explore options for training.
2. Representatives of Total have not requested the
College to develop a Skills Development Grant
application.
3. Two Week-end Warrior classes were conducted
during the fall semester. Additional classes did not
materialize. Non-credit offerings in cosmetology have
significantly increased.

Action Plan
(How will results of evaluation be used for improvement and/or future
decision-making?)
1. The College will concentrate on alternative grant opportunities such
as CBJT, JET, and Perkins to address training and equipment needs.
2. See above.
3. Additional Week-end Warrior classes will not be offered. Offer noncredit classes for high school and post-secondary cosmetology students
for the purpose of attaining the prerequisite clock hours to qualify for
the state exam. Offer the cosmetology instructor program on a noncredit basis.
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Related Institutional Goal: Employer Needs and Community Involvement
Division/Department Goal (formerly Unit Objective)
Facilitate program linkages between area secondary schools and LSC-PA to promote articulation and concurrent enrollment
programs for students
Supporting Activity
1. Canvass statewide articulation guide to determine revisions
2. Conduct needs assessment by area high schools to determine co-enrollment opportunities
Performance Measure(s)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Evaluate and re-print the annual articulation brochure
Conduct annual Tech Prep orientation with academic advisors and registrars
Conduct orientation for area high schools and administrators as requested
Apply for a minimum of one tech prep grant from the Southeast Texas Tech Prep Consortium to supplement marketing activities
Develop co-enrollment agreements in Instrumentation and Process Technology with area high schools

Assigned Responsibility for Meeting Goal

Expected Completion Date:

Dean

August 2010
Budget Impact (requires justification for equipment purchase or adding
new position)
N/A
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Evaluation
Findings (formerly Outcome)
1. The cost of the initial articulation brochure was
covered by a Tech-Prep grant from the Southeast Texas
Tech Prep Consortium. The grant was not approved
again for FY’10.
2. The on-line articulation guide was summarized to
reflect courses offered at the College. The document was
forwarded to admissions advisors.
3. One all-day orientation was conducted for junior and
senior students of Memorial High School. Information
About careers, articulated credit, and co-enrollment was
presented.
4. One application for a Tech-Prep grant was submitted.
The grant was not funded.

5. Co-enrollment/articulation plans for the
Instrumentation and the Process Technology
programs were developed and presented to students
at Memorial and Nederland high schools.

Action Plan
(How will results of evaluation be used for improvement and/or future
decision-making?)
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Review the on-line state-wide ATC Articulated Course Crosswalk
to determine changes that will affect local secondary courses
that are typically articulated into LSC-PA programs. Revise local
cross-walk to reflect changes. Submit revised cross-walk to
admissions advisors.
See Item 1 above.
Provide information for instructors and counselors during career
fairs, school tours, the annual counselors' luncheon, Career and
Technical Administrators monthly luncheons, and quarter Tech
Prep luncheons.
Apply for additional grants as the RFP’s are announced. Use
Perkins administrative funds to supplement marketing activities
in the absence of grant funds.
An “engineer in residence” provided by Motiva for a two-year
period will assist with team teaching of selected courses in the
Process Technology program, provide technical expertise for
web-based video training applications, attend career fairs, and
help with recruiting efforts.
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ANNUAL INSTITUTIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS
PLANS
2010-2011
Unit planning is achieved through completion of Annual Institutional Effectiveness Plans. The
format of 2010-2011 plans were modified to better demonstrate achievement of the College’s mission
with more focus on outcomes and use of data to evaluate findings for continuous improvement. These
new formatted plans are inclusive of desired outcomes and targets, strategies for accomplishing the
outcomes, assessment methods, and links to budget planning. The unit objectives were aligned with the
College’s outline of strategic focus and institutional goals as guidelines for unit plans. After completion
of the fiscal (or academic) year, the Institutional Effectiveness Plans are evaluated for result of the unit’s
progress (the findings) to determine whether objectives were achieved. Use of results is then defined for
improving the services of the unit and for achieving future desired outcomes.
*Only those campus units highlighted below are provided for review in this Handbook. All operational
plans are available as a separate resource.
Executive Services
Office of the President
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
Office of Business and Finance
Finance & Accounting
Purchasing
Payroll
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Office of the Vice President for Student Services
Admission and Records / Advising
Financial Aid
Student Activities
Campus Security
Public Information
Educational/Administrative Support
Physical Plant
Human Resources
Small Business Development Center
Information Technology Services
Library Services
Athletics
Museum of the Gulf Coast
Performing Arts / Theatrical Productions
Institutional Effectiveness
Assessment
Distance Learning
Student Success Center (formerly the Learning Center)
Special Populations/Disabilities
Academic/Student Services
Inmate Education
Academic Programs Division & Continuing Education
Continuing Education
Business, Math & Science Department
Developmental Educational Department
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Health, Fitness & Sports Department
Liberal Arts Department
Commercial Music Department
Technical Programs
Allied Health Department
Business & Technology Department
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Planning Unit:

Office of the President

Year:

2011

Unit Type:

Executive

Report Period:

September 1, 2010 through August 31, 2011

(Choose One: Administrative Support; Academic/Student Support; Academic Services; Educational Program)

(1) Unit Mission:
Lamar State College-Port Arthur will continue and intensify its efforts toward becoming a distinguished, comprehensive two-year college recognized for its
quality instruction, related educational services, and proactive strategies for meeting student and community needs.
(2)
Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

SF II.H

CG XI & XII

(3)
Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

(4)
Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

(5)
Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Contribute and participate
in the economic and
cultural development of the
community by providing
quality of life events and
assisting business and
industry by providing
training

• Produce one joint production
with Port Arthur Little Theatre
(community theatre) during the
year
• Assist Museum of the Gulf
Coast in hosting two
fundraising events during the
year i.e. Gulf Coast Gala and
Solid Gold Show
• Secure two nationally known
personalities to present lectures
during the year for the
Distinguished Lecture Series
• Increase Alumni Association
membership, participation, and
scholarship contributions of
former students by 10%
• Respond to 100% of the
Continuing Education requests
for specialized training by
business and industry
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(6)
Assessment
Method/
Instrument

Theatrical
production
Fundraising
events: Gulf
Coast Gala &
Solid Rock-n-Roll
Show
Distinguished
Lecture Series
Alumni
Association
events

(7)
Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)
Findings
• The summer musical joint
production with the Port Arthur
Little Theater was held in late July
and early August. The Wizard of Oz
was presented eight times to soldout audiences with approximately
3,000 combined attendance.
• The 8th Annual Gulf Coast Gala
was held April 30, 2011 with 558 in
attendance with a net income of
$99,000.
• Jeanette Walls, best-selling author,
appeared on October 21, 2010 with
1,400 present and Jack Hanna,
Naturalist, appeared March 22,
2011 with 2,000 in attendance.
• Alumni Association membership
increased by 50 to 192 active and
life members.

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Assessment
Method/
Instrument

• Increase Endowed Scholarship
Fund by adding at least one
new endowment
• Raise new funding for athletic
scholarships

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)
• There were no requests for
continuing education or customized
training. The Federal and State
Inmate Instruction Programs did
make changes by adding new
courses, as requested.
• Endowment funds increased by
$222,480 in 2010-2011 which
included the following additions or
new funds:
a. TOTAL Port Arthur Refinery Fund
- $70,000
b. B. C. Pryor Fund - $50,000
c. Mary Schlesinger Fund - $51,000
• Funds raised for Athletic
Scholarships totaled $21,000
primarily through the Seahawks
Booster Club.
Use of Results for Improvement
• Support and host the joint
production with local community
theatre.
• Fundraising events –seek talent (at
a reasonable cost) with drawing
power for the audience we attract.
Maintain the high quality of the
production, food, and service.
• Cooperate with Lecture Series
Committee in support of their efforts
to bring interesting speakers to the
campus. Then work to make the
campus an inviting place for the
event.
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Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

(cont’d)

SF I.A, II.A, II.E,
II.F, III.A
CG III

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

(cont’d)

Offer educational
opportunities to existing
and potential students

Assessment
Method/
Instrument

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

Develop new delivery methods
and new programs to maintain
positive growth of the institution
• 1. Identify courses to be taught
through alternative delivery
methods and traditional
methods
• 2. Additions to Tech Prep
Agreements and new
Articulation Agreements with
local high schools
• 3. At least one new program to
be implemented in program
inventory
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Methods of
course delivery
and location
Articulation
agreements
Program Review

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)
• Team up with the Alumni President
and Board to expand membership
i.e. letter of invitation to graduates
and include the membership in
campus events.
• Pursue opportunities for continuing
education courses or customized
training.
• Seek out endowment fund gifts
through donor cultivation and
recognition i.e. Scholarship
Luncheon.
• Join forces with Seahawks Booster
Club members and add to the base
of the organization. Seek further
outreach for athletic program i.e.
broadcast of basketball games.
Findings
• 1. The On-line Nursing Program
continues to reach an expanding
state-wide market. Current Fall
2011 enrollment is 463. New
courses offered on-line as a part of
the program include:
a. Human Anatomy and Physiology I
& II
b. Microbiology
c. Human Growth and Development

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion
(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired
Outcome

Budget
Link

Assessment
Method/ Instrument

(Yes or
No)

(Use bullets)

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)
• 2. No new Tech Prep or
Articulation Agreements.
• 3. A new program prepared in
2010-2011 and offered in the
Fall of 2011 is a re-activated
Welding Program taught at the
Federal Prison with an initial
enrollment of 17. The course is
taught with a simulator.

(cont’d)

SF IV.B, IV.C
CG XI

(cont’d)

Maintain the existing
positive relationship
between the institution, its
sister campuses and
community
•Meet with area campus
administrators
•Sponsor social events for
overall participation of
pertinent groups

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

• 1. Meet quarterly with the
Council of Presidents
• 2. Encourage faculty and
staff to become community
involved
• 3. Hold Christmas
Barbecue for individuals
and organizations that
support the institution
during the year
• 4. Hold Alumni, Faculty
and Staff Picnic
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Community/Campus
social events
Council of Presidents
meetings

Use of Results for Improvement
• 1. Work with the Vice President
for Academic Affairs in
developing courses suitable for
on-line delivery.
• 2. Support co-enrollment as
Tech Prep Agreement goals have
been met.
• 3. Work with the Vice President
for Academic Affairs and Deans
to develop new programs or new
delivery methods for existing
programs i.e. evening classes.
Findings
• Met on a quarterly basis with the
President of Lamar-Orange,
Lamar Institute of Technology,
and Lamar University and
discussed topics of mutual
interest.

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)
•

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)
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Faculty and Staff are
currently serving the
community in a variety of
capacities. Dues for civic
and service clubs
memberships are paid by
the school. A partial list
follows:
o Downtown
Revitalization
Committee
o Board of Directors
Greater Port Arthur
Chamber
o Kiwanis Club of Port
Arthur
o Rotary Club of Port
Arthur
o Board of Directors Port
Arthur YMCA
o North Port Arthur
Rotary Club
o United Way of South
Jefferson County
o Sertoma Club of Port
Arthur
o Board of Directors Port
Arthur Historical
Society
o Vision 2020 Committee
City of Port Arthur
o Board of Directors
Southeast Texas Arts
Council
o Port Arthur Industrial
Group Community
Leaders

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)
•

•

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)
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Christmas Barbeque was
held on December 8, 2010
at the Parker Center. A
Faculty/Staff Committee
made the arrangements
with approximately 400 in
attendance.
The Faculty/Staff Picnic
was held on May 13, 2011
with approximately 250
faculty and staff attending.
The event has evolved as a
time to present service
awards, promotion, and
tenure recognition.

Use of Results for Improvement
• Support the Lamar Council of
Presidents to stay abreast of
issues of mutual interest.
• Motivate faculty and staff
involvement in community
activities i.e. pay club dues.
• Appoint committees to
organize the Christmas
Barbeque and provide
funding for the event.
• Fund and support the
Faculty/Staff Picnic and work
with the Human Resource
Department and Campus
Committee.

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

SF I.D, II.G, II.I
CG I

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Support funding requests
for special and exceptional
campus needs
Provide documentation and
testimonial support for the
legislative appropriation
request

• 1. Fund Small Business
Development Center again as
Special Item Request
• 2. Secure Exceptional Item
Requests for property
insurance coverage, Small
Business Development Center
budget increase, and Tuition
Revenue Bond for Allied
Health expansion
• 3. Further develop the
College’s outreach through
community relations,
advertising, and campus
publications i.e. “President’s
Report to the Community”
and the “The Seahawk Scene”
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Assessment
Method/ Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)

State Funding
Community Outreach

Findings
• 1. Small Business Development
Center was funded by the
Texas Legislature at $210,000
and by the Small Business
Administration at $36,000;
(same level as the prior year)
• 2. Exceptional Item Requests
for property insurance coverage
and Tuition Revenue Bonds
were not funded during the
2011 Session of the Texas
Legislature. The College’s
overall appropriation was
reduced by 15% as were all
institutions across the state.
• 3. College outreach is an
ongoing effort. Advertising to
support enrollment is placed on
radio, television, cable,
billboards, and in both the Port
Arthur News and Beaumont
Enterprise. Campus
publications, such as the
“President’s Report to the
Community” are mailed to 1200
community leaders, elected
officials, faculty, staff, alumni,
business leaders, and patrons
of the college. The Vice
President for Student Services
and the Public Information
Officer are responsible for the
outreach effort.

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

(cont’d)

SF I.D, II.G, II.I
CG I

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

(cont’d)

Continued growth and
renovation of campus
facilities

Assessment
Method/ Instrument

(Use bullets)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

• 1. Maintain real property
acquisition program within
guidelines established by the
Board of Regents
• 2. Construct new Learning
Center Building
• 3. Re-locate overhead utility
lines, replace street lighting,
and add newly designed street
cross-walks
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Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement

Campus 10-Year
Master Plan

Use of Results for Improvement
• 1. Advocate for the Small
Business Development Center
with the Texas Legislature and
Small Business Administration.
• 2. Pursue state support or
other sources of funding i.e.
Federal funds and private gifts
to meet campus needs.
• 3. Maintain current efforts and
seek new methods of extending
campus outreach and image
enhancement.
Findings
• 1. One lot at 1624 6th Street
was acquired with the purchase
price of $2,000. Three other
parcels; one on Procter Street
and two on 5th Street, are
currently in negotiations.
• 2. The new Learning Center
Building, renamed the Student
Success Center, was completed
in August 2011 on time and
within the budget. A ribbon
cutting was held on August
22nd. The $2.1 million dollar
building contains 7,400 sq. ft.
and will facilitate the
developmental education
mission of the college.

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Assessment
Method/ Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)
• 3. A purchase order was issued
for $236,000 in July 2011 to
re-locate overhead utility lines,
replace street lighting, and add
new street cross-walks. This
project over an eight block area
is supported by a grant from
the City of Port Arthur in the
amount of $59,000 and will be
completed in October 2011.

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)
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Use of Results for Improvement
• 1. Intensify efforts to purchase
property within the Campus
Master Planning area.
Negotiations already
undertaken for lots on Procter
Street and 5th Street.
• 2. Follow-up with Physical
Plant Director on building
adjustments and modifications
at the weekly Physical Plant
Committee meeting.
• 3. Modernize campus utility
delivery and strengthen
conservation initiatives

Planning Unit:

Finance / Business Office

Year:

Unit Type:

Administrative Support

Report Period:

2011
September 1, 2010 through August 31, 2011

(Choose One: Administrative Support; Academic/Student Support; Academic Services; Educational Program)

(1) Unit Mission:
The Lamar State College - Port Arthur Business and Finance Division is committed to supporting the educational efforts of the college in all aspects of financial
services; Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Payroll, Property Management and Inventory, and Purchasing. The office additionally is dedicated to
producing accurate and timely financial reporting which is in compliance with campus and Texas State University System (TSUS) policies, as well as state and
federal regulations. The office is committed to serving faculty, staff and students courteously and quickly. The Business and Finance Division commits to
providing close scrutiny of Internal Controls for the campus and to act as a liaison with auditors.
(2)
Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

SF III.C

CG I & IX

(3)
Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

(4)
Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

(5)
Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Cashier Services/
Implement Red Flag
requirements

• Monitor and complete requests
on Red Flag Rules
• Implement campus training
system
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(6)
Assessment Method/
Instrument

(7)
Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)

Campus training
program
TSUS auditor approval

Findings

• The campus training
program was created
according to the criteria and
timeline established by the
System Internal Auditors.
• The campus plan for training
was implemented with all
faculty and staff completing
the training and
documenting the completion
through the Human
Resource Office.
• The System Auditor
approved the plan and
program implementation.

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

(cont’d)

SF I.B, III.B,
III.C
CG IX & X

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

(cont’d)

Cashier Services/
Efficient registration and
refunding of students with
minimal student complaints or
auditor comments

(cont’d)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

(Use bullets)

(cont’d)

• Implement Banner 8 Cashier
System and TouchNet
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Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement

Registration and
refunding of students

Use of Results for
Improvement
• During the process the
program was reviewed widely
across campus and
suggestions incorporated to
improve the program before
it was released to the
campus.
• The next training session to
be improved by suggestions
obtained during the first
session.
• Training on this subject area
to be used to update the
program before the next
campus submission is due.
Findings
• The software was
successfully implemented
and the campus was able to
achieve payments for
registration.
• The refunding process also
went smoothly during
implementation. There were
minimal students
complaints or problems
associated with the cashier
area during registration.

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

(cont’d)

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)

(cont’d)

• The Noel-Levitz survey results
for Spring 2011 did not
indicate student
dissatisfaction with the
cashier area.
--Responses to the question:
“There are convenient ways of
paying my school bill.”
(Registration effectiveness
6.37/5.72).
--Satisfaction was listed as
5.42 even during this time of
implementation and listed on
the campus strength list.
• At this time there have been
no auditor comments
concerning the cashier system.
Use of Results for Improvement
• With the software
implemented, work to improve
the process and make the
software available for
additional uses beyond
registrations such as athletics
and campus events.
• Fundraising through the
president’s office to be added
to future plans.
• The cashier office to develop
and implement plans for cross
training on various aspects of
the cashier office.
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Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

CG IX

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Payroll/
Produce monthly payroll and
associated reports, with
minimal complaints or auditor
comments

• Successful implementation of
Banner 8 Payroll System

Assessment Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)

Payroll and related
reports

Findings

• The payroll area successfully
implemented the Banner 8
payroll system, with very few
problems and no complaints.
• All deadlines were met and
no auditor’s comments have
been received concerning the
payroll system.
• Any problems in the system
were researched and
corrected as they were
discovered.
Use of Results for
Improvement
• The payroll area work to
make the reports more
“user” friendly and
accessible to specific
management employees to
improve budgeting and
account review.
• Work beginning to further
automate the system and
produce reports which allow
for ease of payroll reporting
responsibilities.
• The payroll section
developing and
implementing cross training
plans.
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Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

CG IX

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Purchasing/
Produce purchase orders and
monitor campus purchasing for
adherence to rules, with
minimal campus complaints or
auditor comments

• Successful implementation of
Banner 8 and purchasing
backup software
• Implement use of online
purchase requisitions

Assessment Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)

Timely purchase
orders
Online purchase
requisitions

Findings
• The purchasing department
successfully implemented
the Banner 8 system. There
were very few problems and
no complaints.
• All deadlines were met and
no auditor comments have
been received concerning the
purchasing system.
• The campus also
implemented on-line
requisitions successfully.
On-line requisitions provide
better budget control and
more understanding and
monitoring of accounts by
the campus community.
• The few negative comments
that were received were
persons who did not attend
the training sessions.
Use of Results for
Improvement
• The training manual was
very well received and
changes in the process and
improvements to be
incorporated into to the
manual to provide for
improvement of the
document.
• User manuals and
procedures to be updated to
reflect current operations.
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Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

(cont’d)

CG IX

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

(cont’d)

Treasury Officer/
Provide efficiency of system
and compliance with
investment laws, with minimal
auditor comments and
compliance with deadlines

(cont’d)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

(Use bullets)

(cont’d)

Update of all processes
and procedures for
implementation of
Banner 8

• Produce required reports
• Set up new TexPool and
Common Fund account

Incorporate audit
recommendations into
current procedures
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Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement

• With the software
implemented, work to
improve the process and to
make the software available
for additional uses.
• The purchasing office to
develop and implement
plans for cross training on
various aspects of the
purchasing office.
Findings
• The treasury department
was able to update all
processes and procedures to
accommodate the software
upgrades to Banner 8 and
the new Touchnet Cashier
system successfully.
• Accounting work and
reconciliations are all
current.
• Recent audit
recommendations for
improvement were all
incorporated into the current
procedures.
• The campus did finally get
the new Texpool account setup and operating. The
Common Fund account did
not get set-up.

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

(cont’d)

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

(Use bullets)

(cont’d)
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Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement

Use of Results for
Improvement
• While lack of time was
partially to blame for lack of
implementation of a common
fund account, the decision
was also made to reduce the
priority of this goal as the
economy is still very sluggish
for investment returns. It
was determined that the
safety of Texpool might be
preferable to losses in the
Common Fund. This task
will roll forward to the new
year as a new goal.
• Cross training in the
treasury department will be
a priority in the upcoming
year.
• With a new banking partner
to be implemented, new
software for checks will also
need to be purchased and
implemented.
• Improvements in the
investing alternatives to be
explored possible with the
inclusion of the common
fund or other alternatives.
• Preparation for the
upcoming bi-annual
Investment Act will also be a
high priority for the
department.

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

CG IX

CG I & IX

Strategic

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Accounting/
Produce reports successfully
within Banner 8 system, with
minimal auditor comments and
compliance with deadlines

• Produce various required each
year in accurate and timely
manner

Accounting/
Provide campus community
with reports and training on
budget and budget monitoring,
with successful
implementation of Banner 8

• Provide monthly reports on
budget
• Monitor accounts for budget
allowances
• Provide assistance and
training on budget process at
campus unit levels

Desired Outcome &

Strategy

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)

Develop reports to
ease strain on
accounting
department while
producing data and
information required
for all deadlines

Budget objectives
met and timely
response to campus
needs

Budget
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Assessment
Method/ Instrument

Assessment

Findings
• The department has been able
to meet deadlines and
produced the reports needed.
The audit department has not
received negative comments
concerning the department or
the reports produced.
Use of Results for Improvement
• The department working to
refine the reporting and
information flow from the
system to provide more efficient
reporting.
• Efforts to produce reports to
assist management in the
monitoring of accounts will be a
high priority.
• The department currently
needs to fill one position and
efforts to be made to
accomplish that and to provide
cross training for various
duties.
Findings
• The budget was produced in a
timely manner; all deadlines
were met.
• Budget documents were
successfully improved and
training was provided to the
campus community to
understand and make use of
the budget on-line.

Findings &

Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

Target/Criterion

To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Method/ Instrument

Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)
• A training manual was
developed for the training of online requisitions for the campus
community which served to
start the departments in the
training of how to use the
Banner system.

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)
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Use of Results for Improvement
• Next year the plan is to use online preparation of the budget
to allow the departments to
electronically input the budget
information for each account.
• The training manual can be
developed from the requisition
manual. This should greatly
reduce the chance for errors
and speed up the preparation
time for the budget.
• Cross training on the budget
preparation and monitoring
needs to be accomplished as
the new accountant I position
is filled.

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

CG I

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

VP/Finance Office/
Successfully complete required
financial elements for
upcoming SACS reaffirmation

• Obtain reports from other
campuses to review
• Meet with internal system
auditor and state auditor to
compile data needed for
financial report, as required
by SACSCOC

Assessment
Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement

Financial elements
as required for
SACS compliance
documentation

Findings
• This is a two year project which
will be finalized either in May
2012 when the preliminary
report is obtained or in October
2012 when the campus visit
takes place.
• The office has taken the steps
of obtaining reports from other
campuses to review, the CFO
attended the SAC’s Leadership
Orientation in Atlanta to learn
of requirements for compliance
documentation, and contact
was made with the internal
auditor and the state auditor to
prepare for completion of the
report due in March 2012.
• Meeting the goal had a setback
in that a key member of the
staff left the office so remaining
staff had to double workloads
as there was not enough time
to retrain a replacement.
However, the project is on track
at this time to start working
with the auditors in Nov. 2011.

(Use bullets)

Use of Results for Improvement
• Actual report will not be
completed until March 2012
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Planning Unit:

Athletics
Health, Fitness & Sports Department

Year:

Unit Type:

Academic Services

Report Period:

2011
September 1, 2010 through August 31, 2011

(Choose One: Administrative Support; Academic/Student Support; Academic Services; Educational Program)

(1) Unit Mission:
Athletics: The College has two Division I intercollegiate sports programs – the Seahawks men’s basketball team and the Seahawks women’s softball team,
which compete in Region XIV, a Division I conference of the National Junior College Athletic Association.
The Department of Health, Fitness, and Sport provides a broad series of programs that enhance the mental, social, and physical well-being of the students,
faculty, and staff. Courses offered from within the department fulfill the requirements for an Associate of Arts degree in Health and Kinesiology. Physical
activity classes offer a wide variety of courses which fulfill the core curriculum requirements. Personal enrichment courses and sport activities enrich the lives
of everyone associated with the Lamar State College-Port Arthur community.
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Strategic
Desired Outcome &
Strategy
Budget
Assessment Method/
Findings &
Focus/College
Target/Criterion
To Accomplish Desired Outcome
Link
Instrument
Use of Results for Improvement
Goal
(Outcome begins with verb,
(Use bullets)
(Yes or
(Use bullets)
Target numerically measurable)
(SF# and/or
No)
CG#)

SF III.B, III.D
CG VII & X

Athletics/Provide atmosphere
for student-athletes to succeed
academically with minimum of
2.0 GPA

GPA

• Monitor student-athlete
coursework, class attendance
and degree audits

Graduation rates

Findings
• Average GPA:
Softball—3.07
Basketball—2.03
• Graduates:
Softball—1
Basketball—5
• AD Honor Roll:
Fall 2010—17
Spring 2011—1

• One student-athlete received
highest academic award, the
NJCAA Pinnacle Award, as
well as honors recognition
from Region IV
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Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

(cont’d)
SF IV.C
CG I & IX

SF IV.B, IV.C,
IV.D
CG XI & XIII

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

(Use bullets)

(cont’d)

Athletics/Adherence to
National Junior College
Athletes Association (NJCAA)
rules, with no violations

• Education/training for
coaches and staff as to ensure
knowledge of NJCAA rules

Athletics/Promote awareness
of Lamar State College-Port
Arthur and Seahawk Athletics,
by attendance count at athletic
events, number of hits on web
page, and heightened public
awareness

• A market plan will be
developed to promote
Seahawk Athletics to include
marketing, promotions,
community service, public
speaking, and media
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Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement

NJCAA Rules

Advertisement—
media//newspapers
and radio

Use of Results for Improvement
• Increase GPA of student-athletes
(basketball), utilizing resources
available on campus
Findings
• No cited violations of NJCAA
Rules

Use of Results for Improvement
• Support and seek funding of
educational opportunities for
coaches and staff to stay
abreast of NJCAA Rules
Findings
• Public Awareness:
--Produced 250 Basketball
Posters,250 Softball Posters,
10,000 schedule cards for
Basketball and 5,000
schedule cards for Softball
that were distributed to local
businesses throughout the
area.
--Region XIV Championship
was broadcast live over the
internet.
--National Championship first
game was live on KLVI.
--Secured advertising with the
Port Arthur News for two ads
per week to promote
Seahawk Athletics Nov.
2010-April 2011.

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)
• Attendance:
--Established baseline of 300
for softball for 5 games and
2032 for basketball
• Web Page:
--ITS was unable to track hits

(cont’d)

SF II.I, IV.C
CG XI & XIII

(cont’d)

Athletics/Increase fundraising
amount by $1,500

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

• Promotion of Seahawk Club,

corporate sponsor solicitation,
and donor solicitation

Amount of funding
raised

Use of Results for Improvement
• Utilize schedule cards, posters
and newspaper advertisements
to promote Seahawk Athletics
• Add radio advertising through
Clear Channel and Internet
Broadcasting for conference
games
Findings
• 2009-2010
Booster Club: $1,075
Donations: $1,750
Basketball Tickets: $707
Softball Tickets: $0
Corporate Sponsor cash: $0
Corporate Sponsor trade: $0
• 2010-2011
Booster Club: $2,725
Donations: $1,515
Basketball Tickets: $3,207
Softball Tickets: $742
Corporate Sponsor cash:
$3,600
Corporate Sponsor trade:
$20,000
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Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion
(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically
measurable)

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired
Outcome
(Use bullets)

Budget
Link

Assessment Method/
Instrument

(Yes or
No)

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)
• Increase of $4,657 in ticket sales, Booster
Club and donations

(cont’d)

SF I.A, II.C,
III.A
CG III & VII

SF II.H, II.I
CG VII

(cont’d)

HFS Dept/Maintain and
update curricula and
programs, with approval
of campus committees

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

• Curriculum revised
and approved by
Academic Standards
and Curriculum
Committee
• Revise, add and/or
drop courses for
Kinesiology degree

Minutes from
Academic Standards &
Curriculum Committee

• Utilize web pages,
HFS Dept./Increase
creation of
recruitment efforts
brochures, and
thereby increasing number
active participation
of kinesiology majors by 2
in career fairs and
percent
campus activities

Recruitment efforts

Use of Results for Improvement
• Improve all aspects of fundraising
• Encourage further soliciting of corporate
sponsorships
Findings
• The Academic Standards and Curriculum
Committee met on July 13, 2011, and
approved the addition of a kinesiology/
physical education course that added
curriculum on sports injury care
Use of Results for Improvement
• Review curriculum to enhance and keep
current department’s offered degrees
Findings
• Fall 2009—32 majors
• Spring 2010—27 majors
• Fall 2010—35 majors
• Spring 2011—29 majors
Although increase in majors did not meet 2
percent, an increase did occur
Use of Results for Improvement
• Promote & recruit for kinesiology
program, with ongoing goal of 2% increase
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Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

SF I.C

CG VII & X

SF IV.B
CG X & XII

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion
(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically
measurable)

Fitness/Maintain current
knowledge (staff) and
Fitness Center equipment

Fitness/Promote
awareness and use of
Fitness Center, through
fitness activities available
to faculty/staff and
students

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired
Outcome
(Use bullets)

Budget
Link

Assessment Method/
Instrument

(Yes or
No)

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)

• Research
appropriate and
currently used
equipment for
student and
faculty/staff
utilization
• Possible acquisition
of new or updated
workout equipment
• Research and assign
training options for
Fitness Center staff

Equipment acquisition
and/or renovation, if
possible, of existing
equipment

• Increase
participation of
students and
faculty/staff through
new programs
and/or classes

Activities to provide
fun and innovative
opportunities for
fitness

Professional
development
opportunities

Findings
• TRX Suspension Training system added
and incorporated in PHED classes,
recreation, and Fit and Fun classes.
• Staff trained and increased knowledge of
the TRX Suspension Training System.
• The TRX Suspension System made
available for daily work-outs and
incorporated into circuit training for
larger group
Use of Results for Improvement
• Seek ways to maintain current knowledge
and equipment
Findings
• Offered free “Killer Bunz” & “Killer Abz”
classes MWF in Fall and Spring
• Held incentive games involving basketball
shooting games (free-throws, 3 point, etc.)
each Wednesday in February. Prizes were
awarded.
• Incentive game to increase fitness center
use; in March 2011, participants logging
the most minutes received prizes.
• Hosted a bowling tournament, but not
enough participants
• Developed baseline number of
participants
Use of Results for Improvement
• Activities need more promotion and
advertising to faculty/staff
• Maintain activities that promote
interaction with campus community
• 2010-2011 participation: 3,649
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Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

SF IV.B, IV.D

CG X, XI & XIII

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion
(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

Parker Center Management/
Support campus and
community events, measured
by baseline number of total
events

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired
Outcome

Budget
Link

Assessment Method/
Instrument

(Yes or
No)

(Use bullets)

(Use bullets)
Tracking of events held
throughout academic
year

• Provide use and/or set up
of facilities for campus
events, community events,
measured by baseline
number of total events

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement

Findings
• Established baseline of events:
College:
63
Community:
53
Use of Results for Improvement
• Promote use of Parker Center
for campus and community
events
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Planning Unit:

Commercial Music Department

Year: 2011

Unit Type:

Educational Services

Report Period: September 1, 2010 to August 31, 2011

(Choose One: Executive, Educational/Administrative Support, Educational Services)

(1) Unit Mission:
The Department of Commercial Music provides instruction in a variety of music and music-related courses. The Department offers Associate of Applied
Science degrees in Performance (Session Musician) and Sound Engineer and Entertainment Business Level 1 certificate. These degrees prepare students
for jobs as musicians and recording engineers in the entertainment industry.
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Strategic
Desired Outcome &
Strategy To Accomplish
Budget Assessment Method/
Findings &
Focus/College
Target/Criterion
Desired Outcome
Link
Instrument
Use of Results
(Outcome begins with verb,
Goal
(Yes or
for Improvement
(Use bullets)
Target numerically
(SF# and/or CG#)
No)
(Use bullets)
SF II.I
CG I

measurable)

Increase program
enrollment by 20 percent
(total of 85 to 100 students)

• Increase program
visibility via on and off
campus performances
and selected avenues of
public contact
• Update hard-copy
recruitment materials
• Update and maintain
program-specific Web
site

• Touring Band public
concerts
• Student group
ensembles
performing at oncampus events
• Attendance at
College Fairs
• Launch social
network site
(Facebook)
• Survey to incoming
class to query “How
did you hear about
us?”
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• In fall 2011, 104 students enrolled
o 63 enrolled in classes
o 41 not currently enrolled
• In fall 2011, 95% response rate to
survey, with 60% learning of
program from family/friends. Zero
percent learned of program from
hard-copy brochures, admission
fairs, or Touring Band public
concerts
• Results further indicate a need to
devote more energy to electronic
mediums
• While 0% response was given for
having heard of program from
Touring Band concerts, anecdotal
evidence suggest the performances
attract attention from perspective
students outside immediate service
area
• Campus housing options (currently
being researched by LSC-PA) will be
an outreach opportunity and
important recruitment link

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal

(SF# and/or CG#)

SF II.B, III.A, III.B
CG VII

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy To Accomplish
Desired Outcome
(Use bullets)

Retain students in
Commercial Music programs
at 80% from fall to fall
semester

• Assign all students to a
Commercial Music
faculty mentor.
Mentors and students
are responsible for
--Meeting prior to the
college advising process,
to keep students on an
appropriate academic
track,
--"Keeping tabs" on
students of concern,
and bringing those
concerns to the
attention of the rest of
the faculty,
--Maintaining
communication with
regards to academic,
financial, social, etc.
pressures.
•Maintain scholarship
program to assist
students with financial
needs

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically
measurable)

Budget
Link
(Yes or
No)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

Faculty mentor/
student relationships
Scholarship program

Findings &
Use of Results
for Improvement
(Use bullets)
Findings

• At the end of spring 2011 there were
66 Commercial Music students
enrolled in classes. Of those 66, 45
(about 68%) Commercial Music
students returned in fall 2011.
• Of the students who did not return,
• 8 were placed on academic
probation/suspension
• 6 are “intermittent” students,
meaning they enroll in courses
periodically
• 3 have personal/family concerns
• 2 are performing on the road
• 1 transferred to another college
• 1 is unknown

Use of Results for Improvement
• Support the faculty mentor process,

in an ongoing effort to meet our goal
of 80% retention.
• To improve the mentor relationship,
we are introducing students to their
faculty mentor earlier in the
semester and encouraging dialogue
before the actually course advising/
enrollment period.
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Strategic
Focus/College
Goal

(SF# and/or CG#)

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

Strategy To Accomplish
Desired Outcome
(Use bullets)

Budget
Link
(Yes or
No)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results
for Improvement
(Use bullets)
• To improve retention of

(cont’d)

SF II.H, II.I
CG XI, XII, XIII

SF I.A, I.J, III.A,
III.B
CG III & VII

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

Increase visibility of College
through Touring Band concerts
and compilation and mail outs
of 20 press kits

• Touring Band will perform
at community events in
southeast Texas in order
to provide cultural
enrichment opportunities
for the campus and
surrounding communities.
• Prepare and mail press
kits to fairs, festivals,
schools, and other
performance venues;
follow up telephone calls
to all
• Audition and accept
Performance students to
populate at least 3 bands,
including a Touring Band
• Purchase or write the lead
sheets
• Staff the Music Hall with
student sound engineering
majors so they get handson experience with audio
• Generate publicity for
performances
• Present monthly concerts
in a Port Arthur Live!
concert series in the Music
Hall

Provide performance
opportunities for students;
increase visibility of
Commercial Music
department, with each
student band performing or
participating in at least one
Port Arthur Live! concert per
month

(cont’d)
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Touring Band
performances

academically successful
students, we will better screen
students in the initial interview
process, by making them aware
of the challenges of being an
audio engineer or commercial
music performer.
Findings
• Twenty press kits were compiled
and mailed to performance
venues. In spring 2011, Touring
Band performed at six off-campus
festivals/events
Use of Results for Improvement
• Plans are to update our press kit
for distribution to booking agents
for venue performances

Live performances,
open to the public

Findings
• Each of the three Commercial
Music ensembles presented one
Port Arthur Live! in March, April,
and May 2011
Use of Results for Improvement
• Hosting band auditions over the
summer (rather than after the
academic year starts), so
rehearsals can begin earlier in the
semester. That can enable the
department to begin public
performances earlier in the
semester and encourage
additional performance
opportunities

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal

(SF# and/or CG#)

SF I.A, II.C
CG VII

SF I.A, II.C, III.B
CG III & VII

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy To Accomplish
Desired Outcome
(Use bullets)

Ensure adequate and
appropriate use of existing
resources in program and
certification tracks
• Complete review of
available resources versus
degree and course
offerings.
• Recommend changes to
degree and certificate
programs.
• Eliminate programs that
are underenrolled

• Review each of the six,
existing degree and
certification tracks offered:
Associate in Music;
Associate in Commercial
Music: Performance;
Associate in Commercial
Music: Sound
Engineering; Associate in
Teaching; Certificate I in
Sound Engineering;
Certificate I in Live Sound.
•Recommend modifications
or elimination of programs
that are under enrolled

Program/course
reviews

Ensure currency of program
curriculum with WECM
course goals and objectives

• Review WECM standards

• Course goals and

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

Budget
Link
(Yes or
No)

for currency and
compliance
• Review course catalog and
make changes to reflect
inaccuracies
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Assessment Method/
Instrument

outcomes will be
updated to reflect
MUSC course
modifications
• Catalog updates to
reflect correct
WECM standards

Findings &
Use of Results
for Improvement
(Use bullets)

Findings
• A review of resources led to
--the restructuring of teaching
assignments
--the deletion of the Live Sound
and Sound Engineering
certificates, and the Associate in
Music degree; and
--the proposed addition of the
Entertainment Business
certificate.
Use of Results for Improvement
• After discussion of same and
approval by the Academic
Standards and Curriculum
Committee, Entertainment
Business certificate will be
implemented in spring 2012
Findings
• Course goals and outcomes were
updated and incorporate into
course and department outcomes
measures
• Catalog was updated to reflect
correct WECM standards
Use of Results for Improvement
• Changes in course descriptions,
lecture/lab loads, and
prerequisites as mandated by
WECM will be updated in the
catalog
• WECM standards to be
monitored for accuracy

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal

(SF# and/or CG#)

SF I.C, III.A
CG VII

SF I.C
CG IX

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

Strategy To Accomplish
Desired Outcome
(Use bullets)

Budget
Link
(Yes or
No)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

Hire two additional staff to
support growing,
increasingly visible
department

• Hire full-time lighting and
sound technician, in
conjunction with Liberal
Arts and Student Services
• Hire full-time department
secretary

Search committee/
Human Resources—
hiring process

Protect and build upon the
college investment in
equipment, materials,
musical instruments, and
software

• Purchase a copy machine
for the department
• Install a security camera
system in the PAC "office
suite", recording studios,
and Music Hall.
• Purchase a laptop for
department use/lighting in
Music Hall
• Purchase stage (acoustic)
rugs for Music Hall
• Install acoustic materials
to instructor offices so
private lessons don't
disturb other classes
• Move piano studio into PAC
and move percussion
studio into Student Center

Equipment
acquisitions
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Resource allocation

Findings &
Use of Results
for Improvement
(Use bullets)

Findings
• No additional staff members
hired
Use of Results for Improvement
• Employ student workers to
perform secretarial functions for
the department.
• Hire lighting consultant for
workshops with select audio
students, so they can perform
basic lighting tasks at shows
Findings
• Copy machine purchased.
• Security cameras spec’ed and
bids taken, but budget and
privacy concerns prevented
purchase.
• Laptop purchased.
• Stage rugs purchased/installed.
• Acoustic materials purchased.
• Piano lab moved to PAC 122; the
percussion studio moved into the
Music Hall
Use of Results for Improvement
• Purchase of key items
significantly aided daily
operations.
• Plans for ongoing improvement
include
--purchase of iPads for students’
use – in both classroom and
studios
– the addition of faculty office
carved out of PAC 137, for the
new audio engineer faculty

Planning Unit:

Business & Technology Department

Year: 2011

Unit Type:

Academic Support

Report Period: September 1, 2010 through August 31, 2011

(Choose One: Administrative Support; Academic/Student Support; Academic Services; Educational Program)

(1) Unit Mission:
The Department of Business and Technology reflects and builds upon the instructional as well as the College’s service mission. A component of the
instructional mission is to provide the finest vocational-technical education possible within the available physical and financial resources. To amplify the
college's service mission, the Business and Technology student organizational activities endeavor to encourage civic pride and responsible citizenship through
community service and to produce a well-rounded individual who appreciates the value of diverse cultures. Moreover, it is the mission of the Business and
Technology Department to maintain a highly-qualified faculty committed to teaching excellence and professional development
(2)
Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

SF II.D/
College
Goal VI

(3)
Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

(4)
Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

(5)
Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Maintain and update
curricula and programs to
meet employment needs of
area business & industry
• LGLA's advisory
committee will meet twice
a year. AUMT, CIS, CSME,
INTC, OA, and PTAC will
meet once a year.
• Direct various recruiting
activities to increase
program enrollment.
• Complete an annual
WECM curriculum review
for 100% of program area
degree plans
• Vendor-specific contracts
will be reviewed annually

• Program Advisory
Committees will verify
curriculum objectives as well
as give input on changes in
technology and industry
needs.
• Participate in College and
Career Fairs/nights for high
school students in
Beaumont, South Jefferson
County, and Orange County.
• Revise (add and/or delete)
courses in degree plans
• Revise degree plans to reflect
changes in curriculum
• Microsoft and Cisco
contracts will be reviewed
and renewed
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(6)
Assessment Method/
Instrument

(7)
Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)

Each program's
Advisory Committee
will meet in
accordance with
guidelines and
recommendation of
the program Advisory
Committee.
Faculty members will
represent the
department at each
campus recruiting
event.

Findings

• All advisory committees met
as required except
Automotive.
• CIS, Cosmetology,
Instrumentation, Office
Administration, and Process
Technology met 4/6/11,
5/9/11, 4/28/11, 4/12/11,
and 4/19/11, respectively.
• Paralegal met twice 11/4/10
and 2/24/11.
• The department participated
in eight College and Career
Fairs/nights for area high
school students.

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

(cont’d)

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

(Use bullets)

(cont’d)
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Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement

• 100% of adopted program
courses were reviewed
through WECM for
additions, revisions, and
deletions. While no additions
or deletions were required,
several course descriptions,
end-of-course outcomes, and
minimum contact hours
were revised.
• Degree plans were revised to
reflect all WECM changes
and advisory committee
recommendations and
incorporated into the
subsequent catalog. Based
on advisory committee
recommendations the A.A.S.
Network Specialist, Network
Specialist level one
Certificate, A.A.S. Software
Developer, Computer
Programmer level one
Certificate, and A.A.S.
Paralegal were revised to
reduce the total number of
credit hours
• Microsoft and Cisco
contracts were reviewed and
renewed. Lamar State
College is a Microsoft IT
Academy and a Cisco Local
Academy

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

(cont’d)

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

(Use bullets)

(cont’d)
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Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement

Use of Results for Improvement
• Program advisory committees
meet as required. New
program advisory committee
members will be recruited as
necessary.
• Establish an Automotive
advisory committee.
• The department to participate
in College and Career
Fairs/nights. Faculty to
accompany advisors to area
high schools for recruiting.
• Program courses and degree
plans reviewed through
WECM and revised to equip
students with the tools
necessary to succeed in their
chosen career field by staying
abreast of technology trends.
• The Microsoft contract was
renewed, providing access to
free software downloads of
programs for students,
faculty, and staff use.

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

SF II.C, II.E
CG VIII

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Increase the number of
degrees, certificates, and
other identifiable student
successes from all B&T
programs, by 3 percent

• Perform degree audits for all
B&T majors to determine
whether students are eligible
to apply for a certificate
• Follow up with advising
session with identified
students to encourage the
declaration and application to
graduate with certificate,
while continuing to satisfy the
requirements of an Associate
of Applied Science

Assessment Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)

Degree audits

Findings
Award – Graduates
A.A.S./Accounting - 5
A.A.S./Software Developer - 7
A.A.S./Cosmetology
Instructor - 1
Certificate/Administrative
Assistant - 1
Certificate/Receptionist – 2
Certificate/Welding -1
• Certificate/Automotive
Technology showed an
increase of 40%
• Certificate/Cosmetology
Operator increased 62%
• A.A.S./Instrumentation
increased 75%
• A.A.S./Paralegal increased
37.5%
• A.A.S./Medical Office
Administration increased
75%
• Certificate/Medical Office
Assistant increased 50%
• A.A.S./Administrative
Assistant showed a decrease
of 50%
• A.A.S./Process Technology
showed a decrease of 71.5%
• Certificate/Esthetician
showed a decrease of 75%
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Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)
• Certificate/Process
Technology decreased by
33.4%

(cont’d)

SF II.C, II.E
CG VII

(cont’d)

Meet established guidelines
of program-related
accrediting/approving
agencies.
The Paralegal program is
approved by the American
Bar Association (ABA). While
not certified by the Gulf
Coast Process Technology
Association (GCPTA), the
Process Technology program
is complying with the
organization’s recommended
courses.

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

• Compliance with Guidelines
for Approval of Paralegal
Education Programs
• Compliance with all
recommended GCPTA courses
and material
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ABA and GCPTA
compliance

• As a whole, the Business &
Technology department had
an increase of 66.7% over
FY10
Use of Results for Improvement
• The Business and Technology
department recruit students
into the different programs
stressing those programs with
decreased numbers.
Findings
• Maintained compliance with
the ABA Guidelines and all
recommended GCPTA courses
and material.
Use of Results for Improvement
• The Paralegal program must
complete a re-approval report
and site visit every seven
years. An interim report is
completed three years after
the site visit.

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

SF III.B
CG X

SF II.E
CG VIII

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Sponsor appropriate
recognized honors-based
organizations and program
intereste-based clubs for
increase in students’
campus life as well as to
enhance their employability

• (1) ABG, a business honor
society, will be available to
qualifying students
• (2) LSCPA Tech Club will
strive to support and enhance
the skills of CIS majors
• (3) ISA will strive to support
and enhance the skills of
Instrumentation majors

Organization and
club sponsorships

• 100 percent of the faculty will
complete a professional
developmetn plan outlining
outcome criteria
• 100 percent of faculty (fulltime and adjunct) will be
evaluated by students using a
standard instrument which
includes students’ comments
• 100 percent of faculty will
meet licensure/certification
requirements for vendorspecific courses

Approved evaluation
forms—full-time and
adjunct

•(1) Alpha Beta Gamma
(ABG) will recruit at least
25 new members each year
•(2) LSCPA Tech Club will
recruit 10 new members
and participate in
conferences and activities
that best fit the
organization's mission.
•(3) International Society of
Automation (ISA) will
recruit at least 5 new
members
(1) The B&T faculty
members will upgrade skills,
maintain certification
credentials, develop their
technological competencies,
and will participate in
campus and community
affairs, with 100%
participation and success.
(2) Evaluate the
effectiveness of adjunct
instructors
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Assessment Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)

Student involvement
in student activities

Findings
• ABG recruited 31 new
members
• LSCPA Tech Club is
reorganizing
• ISA is actively recruiting
Use of Results for Improvement
• ABG, LSCPA Tech Club and
ISA to recruit new members.
Members to be recruited via
campus organization days
and during class

Student and faculty
evaluation
instruments
Training and
maintenance of
certification
credentials, skills
and competencies as
required for delivery
of curriculum

Findings
• 100% of the faculty
completed a professional
development plan.
• 100% of faculty were
evaluated by administration
and students via prepared
instruments reflecting
student comments.

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)
• 100% of faculty met
certifications and/or
credentials required for
vendor-specific courses.
Current certifications and/or
credentials include Cisco
Certified Network
Administrator (CCNA),
Microsoft Certified Systems
Engineer (MCSE), Certified
Professional Secretary (CPS),
Certified Administrative
Professional (CAP), and
Certified Public Accountant
(CPA).

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

(cont’d)
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Use of Results for Improvement
• Utilize student and faculty
evaluation instruments, with
follow up by administrators to
discuss complete evaluation
results with faculty members
individually
• Monitor faculty completion of
professional development
plans, discussing same with
evaluation instrument results
• Coordinating review of
curriculum for need of vendor
specific credentials,
maintaining record of faculty
certification credentials

Strategic
Focus/College
Goal
(SF# and/or
CG#)

SF I.C

CG VIII

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Integrate the latest
technology with up-to-date
equipment and instruction
by trained faculty

• Review the B&T Technology
Plan as needed.
• Maintain schedules for
replacing obsolete equipment
and identify necessary
software purchases and
upgrades for the instructional
network
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Assessment Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement
(Use bullets)

Business &
Technology
Department
Technology Plan,
with annual update
by Committee

Findings
• Outdated classroom
equipment was replaced and
software upgrades were
purchased to maintain up-todate training for students
Use of Results for Improvement
• Review as needed to maintain
equipment replacement
schedules and software
purchases and upgrades.
• Having input from the faculty
as to necessary equipment
and software works well

ANNUAL INSTITUTIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS
PLANS
2011-2012
Unit planning is achieved through completion of Annual Institutional Effectiveness Plans. The
2011-2012 plans are inclusive of desired outcomes and targets, strategies for accomplishing the outcomes,
assessment methods, and links to budget planning. The unit outcomes were aligned with the College’s
outline of strategic focus and institutional goals as guidelines for unit plans and supported with
measurable targets. The planning and assessment cycle for 2011-2012 is in the planning phase. After
completion of the fiscal (or academic) year, the Institutional Effectiveness Plans will be evaluated for
result of the unit’s progress (the findings) to determine whether objectives were achieved. Use of the
results will be defined for improving the services of the unit and for achieving future desired outcomes.
*Only those campus units highlighted below are provided for review in this Handbook. All operational
plans are available as a separate resource.
Executive Services
Office of the President
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs
Office of Business and Finance
Finance & Accounting
Purchasing
Payroll
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Office of the Vice President for Student Services
Admission and Records / Advising
Financial Aid
Student Activities
Campus Security
Public Information
Educational/Administrative Support
Physical Plant
Human Resources
Small Business Development Center
Information Technology Services
Library Services
Athletics
Museum of the Gulf Coast
Performing Arts / Theatrical Productions
Institutional Effectiveness
Assessment
Distance Learning
Student Success Center (formerly the Learning Center)
Special Populations/Disabilities
Academic/Student Services
Inmate Education
Academic Programs Division & Continuing Education
Continuing Education
Business, Math & Science Department
Developmental Educational Department
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Health, Fitness & Sports Department
Liberal Arts Department
Commercial Music Department
Technical Programs
Allied Health Department
Business & Technology Department
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Planning Unit:

Student Services

Year:

Unit Type:

Executive Services
Academic/Student Services

Report Period:

2012
September 1, 2011 through August 31, 2012

(Choose One: Executive Services; Educational/Administrative Support; Academic/Student Services; Educational Program)

(1) Unit Mission: Vice President
The primary purpose is to promote individual student development, provide services, and foster a sense of campus community. The Office encourages
student organizations to develop leadership and community responsibility skills while encouraging students to become involved in the life of the
campus. The Division of Student Services’ primary responsibilities are to provide services and programs that enhance the general education and
development of students, enrich the quality of student life, and support the teaching, service and research missions of the college.
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Strategic
Desired Outcome &
Strategy
Budget
Assessment Method/
Findings &
Focus/
Target/Criterion
To Accomplish Desired Outcome
Link
Instrument
Use of Results
Institutional
for
(Outcome begins with verb,
Improvement
(Use bullets)
(Yes or
Goal
Target numerically
No)
measurable)
(SF# and/or
(Use bullets)
IG#)

SF I.D, II.F,
II.G, IV.D
IG V & VI

Recruitment/
Carry the College’s
recruitment message to
entire population of
region and service area

•

Targets:
• 95% of reported data
for immediate area
reflected in THECB
report
• 95% of designated
division staff attend
recruitment activities
in the community

•

•

•

•

Support recruitment efforts through public
information, advertising and image
campaigns
Support institutional job fairs and the
dissemination of job and military
information
Work closely with local ethnic groups and
agencies to assure contact with total
population
Participate in area programs to target nontraditional students and those who need
assistance from a needs based or special
circumstance standpoint
Assist Student Activities in presentation of
variety of community service activities
directed at appealing to general population
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Performance measured
on a comparison of area
population data to THECB
headcount report
Recruitment activities for
area high school, middle
school and private school
counselors and principals,
as well as counselors and
case workers from area
agencies

Strategic
Focus/
Institutional
Goal
(SF# and/or
IG#)

SF I.C, II.F,
II.G, III.A, III.B,
III.C, III.D
IG V

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically
measurable)

(Use bullets)

Contract Services/
Facilitate the attainment
of educational goals and
encourage the efficient
use of resources
Target:
• Full provision of
faculty, staff and
student educational
and support
opportunities

•
•

Budget Link
(Yes or No)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for
Improvement
(Use bullets)

Oversee and monitor contract
services inclusive of Snack Bar
and vending machines
Oversee and survey the College’s
bookstore for effectiveness of
the services offered
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Coordinate with leaders in all
noted service units to provide
faculty, staff and students
with opportunities/services
available on campus

(1) Unit Mission: Advising
The Advising office is dedicated to providing students with a high level of support to reach their educational goals. The advising staff provides students tools to
be successful with advising, orientation, scholarships and course scheduling. The advising staff will help students with course selections, registration and TSI
(Texas Success Initiative) requirements and questions regarding programs.
(2)
Strategic
Focus/
Institutional
Goal

(3)
Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

(4)
Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

(5)
Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

(SF# and/or
IG#)

SF I.A, I.D, II.G, Encourage retention of fullIII.B, III.C
time and part-time students
through provision of support
services
IG V
Targets:
• Reported retention for
full-time students at a
minimum of 70 percent;
part-time students at a
minimum of 50 percent
• Measure success based
on student satisfaction
surveys (i.e., Noel-Levitz
SSI) indicating sound and
supportive program and
service offerings

•

•
•

Collaborate with Institutional
Effectiveness and Academic
Affairs to survey students
each fall and spring semester
to determine how to
continuously improve
satisfaction
Provide responsive and
friendly service to students,
current and new
Contribute to a college
environment more appealing
and conducive to learning
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(6)
Assessment Method/
Instrument

(7)
Findings &
Use of Results for
Improvement
(Use bullets)

Deliver services in a manner to
properly support current needs
of student population

(1) Unit Mission: Admissions/Advising/Registration/Financial Aid
The purpose of the Admission & Records Office is to provide service to students from enrollment to graduation. The Admission & Records Office serves as the
focal point for all student records including production of student schedules, faculty class rolls, evaluation of transfer hours, production of official transcripts
and certification of official institutional reports
The purpose of the Financial Aid Department is to serve the students by providing financial aid to all eligible students using the guidelines of the US
Department of Education, the State of Texas and the policies of Lamar State College-Port Arthur. The Financial Aid Office provides personal advisement in all
aspects of the financial aid process to assist students toward their educational goals.
(2)
Strategic
Focus/
Institutional
Goal
(SF# and/or
IG#)

SF I.A, I.D, II.C,
III.B, III.C
IG V

(3)
Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

(4)
Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

(5)
Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Admissions/Advising/
Registration/Financial Aid
• Provide programs and services
to help students overcome
educational or economic
barriers in reaching their
educational and career goals
Targets:
• Freshman retention rate
meets or exceeds state
average
• Measurable success based on
student satisfaction surveys
(i.e., Noel-Levitz SSI) indicating
sound and supportive program
and service offerings

Admissions/Advising
• Update Admission Advisors Procedures
Manual
• Establish formal advising period, inclusive
of faculty mentor participation
• Advise incoming and existing students for
optimal progression through course work
• Disseminate class schedules across
campus and make available to all
prospective students in timely manner for
proper planning and advising
• Support the inmate education program by
on-site advising and career counseling
• Integrate the implementation of Banner
for admissions and records and the
financial aid system
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(6)
Assessment Method/
Instrument

(7)
Findings &
Use of
Results for
Improvement
(Use bullets)

Advising
Provide support of process
through registration and
timely dissemination of
information
Registration
Seek new and effective
methods of communicating
registration procedures, and
Financial Aid
Provide and monitor
financial aid delivery system

Strategic
Focus/
Institutional
Goal
(SF# and/or
IG#)

•

(cont’d)

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Registration
Increase percentage of
students participating in
• Assist students on course work
student development activities
registration culminating in successful
annually
degree or certificate completion
Financial Aid
Provide federal, state and local assistance;
facilitate and streamline delivery system to
remain responsive to student needs
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Assessment Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of
Results for
Improvement
(Use bullets)

(cont’d)

(1) Unit Mission: Student Activities
The Office of Student Activities at Lamar State College - Port Arthur is the center of non-academic activities that go on at the College. Student Activities
provides many services to students on a daily basis and plans and coordinates major events that are open to students and usually to the community as a
whole. The Student Activities Office facilitates the creation and maintenance of various student organizations. The Director of Student Activities serves as the
sponsor to the Student Government Association, which serves as the umbrella organization for all recognized student organizations.
(2)
Strategic
Focus/
Institutional
Goal
(SF# and/or
IG#)

SF I.A, I.D, II.F,
III.B, III.D, IV.D
IG I, IV & V

(3)
Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

(4)
Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

(5)
Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Increase number of students
participating in student
development activities
Targets:
• Measurable success
based on student
satisfaction surveys (i.e.,
Noel-Levitz SSI) indicating
sound and supportive
program and service
offerings
Number of students actively
participating in campusplanned student activities/
events equals approximately
3% of on-campus student
headcount

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide quality student activities on
campus and community to raise level of
awareness of student activities
Generate student involvement in
community service
Support and assist in activities before
and during the Distinguished Lecture
Series
Enable student participation in local
area parades with LSC-PA float
Work closely with Distinguished Lecture
Committee to provide adequate funding
and logistical
Assist Advising in facilitating summer
orientations for new students
Facilitate annual Leadership Workshop
for all student organization officers and
sponsors
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(6)
Assessment Method/
Instrument

(7)
Findings &
Use of Results
for
Improvement
(Use bullets)

Extensive planning, surveys and
broad participation of
representative cross section of
student population

(1) Unit Mission: Campus Security
The purpose of Campus Security is to help provide a safe and pleasant environment for the students, faculty, staff, visitors and guests on campus. The campus
through its experience has demonstrated that the presence and high visibility of our security staff (off-duty P.A.P.D. Officers, Security Coordinator, Community
Service Officers, and Student Community Service Officers) helps to deter the occurrence of infractions by those in the general community population. The
Office's patrolling system and campus escort service afford the security team the opportunity to see and be seen, thus providing a sense of closeness to the
subjects and institution they are serving.
(2)
Strategic
Focus/
Institutional
Goal
(SF# and/or
IG#)

SF III.B, III.C
IG V

(3)
Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

(4)
Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

(5)
Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Offer and facilitate security
services responsive to
campus needs through
continued communication,
training and management
Target:
• At least three security
officers available during
campus’s open hours
with minimal negative, if
any, incidents reported
by any faculty, staff,
student or campus visitor

•
•
•

Oversee and monitor campus
parking needs
Assign and distribute parking
tags to give accurate picture
of parking needs
Maintain secure environment
for all faculty, staff and
students utilizing the services
offered by this department
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(6)
Assessment Method/ Instrument

(7)
Findings &
Use of Results for
Improvement
(Use bullets)

Campus security officers to work
closely with off-duty Port Arthur
Police Department officers to
review procedures and assist in
management and training for fulltime and student security staff

(1) Unit Mission: Public Information
The Public Information Office continuously seeks to communicate news about Lamar State College-Port Arthur services, programs and special events to the
general public through press releases and photographs sent to all available area newspapers, television, radio, cable and news websites. The office develops
and maintains a close relationship with area, media representatives to encourage them to provide positive news coverage of the college and its activities.
The PIO also consults with the Vice President for Student Affairs on advertising, planning and emergency preparedness strategies.
(2)
Strategic
Focus/
Institutional
Goal
(SF# and/or
IG#)

SF I.D, II.F,
II.G, IV.D, IV.E
IG V & VI

(3)
Desired Outcome & Target/Criterion
(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)
Optimize public information
communication, advertising and
recruitment to internal and external
constituents
Target:
• Production of both external and
internal newsletters, the annual
campus catalog, the annual President's
Report and other special publications

SF I.D, IV.D
IG V & VI

(4)
Strategy
To Accomplish Desired
Outcome

Assure the College does not discriminate
through any of the admission or
employment policies
Target:
• All publications and advertisements on
campus must have Equal Opportunity
Employment (EOE) statement included

•

•

•

•

Target special recruitment
efforts to potential
students from minority
sectors
Utilize various means of
public information services
by area newspapers,
television, radio and cable
entities
Promote special events
newsletters to internal and
external constituents with
program brochures, class
schedules and annual
college catalog
Verify all publications,
brochures and
advertisements prior to
dissemination to keep the
College are in total EOE
publication compliance
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(5)
Budget
Link

(6)
Assessment Method/
Instrument

(Yes or
No)

(7)
Findings &
Use of Results
for Improvement
(Use bullets)

Present comprehensive and
diverse message of the
College and its many
programs and services to
faculty, staff and community
via targeted campus and offcampus, public media

Full compliance with all
federal and state laws as
well as campus policies and
procedures

Planning Unit:

Physical Plant

Year:

Unit Type:

Administrative Support

Report Period:

2012
September 1, 2011 through August 31, 2012

(Choose One: Administrative Support; Academic/Student Support; Academic Services; Educational Program)

(1) Unit Mission:
The purpose of the Physical Plant Department is to preserve the campus facilities while creating and sustaining an environment that will attract, retain and
support our students, faculty and staff. The Physical Plant staff will provide an environment that is functional, safe, clean and aesthetically pleasing. We will
respond to service requests from students and employees in a timely fashion, accomplishing the work in an efficient manner with a minimum of interruption
to educational activities. We will review all construction and renovation projects to determine the most appropriate method of delivery and to assure that
applicable codes and best construction practices are followed.
(2)
Strategic
Focus/
Institutional
Goal
(SF# and/or
IG#)

SF I.C
IG V

(3)
Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

(4)
Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

(5)
Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Manage the development and
maintenance outlined in a 10year Campus Master Plan for
facilities and grounds

• Complete Student Success
Center as partial fulfillment of
Campus Master Plan
• Design and maintain landscaping
needs
• Plan phase one for new central
plant facility
• Complete removal of overhead
power, telephone and
cablevision lines along Procter
Street

Target:
• Satisfactory ratings for the
campus will indicate the
campus is fully functional
and aesthetically pleasing
while being conducive to
teaching and learning.
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(6)
Assessment Method/
Instrument

(Use bullets)

Annual review of
current Campus Master
plan

Yes

(7)
Findings &
Use of Results for Improvement

Assure applicable
codes and following of
best practices in
completion of Student
Success Center and
Phase One of the new
central plant

Strategic
Focus/
Institutional
Goal
(SF# and/or
IG#)

IG V

Desired Outcome & Target/Criterion
(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

Prioritize all necessary equipment and
services necessary for campus needs
reported by instructional and support
services and allocate available
resources accordingly
Targets:
• 100 percent of top priority repairs
and facility function setups
reported and completed
• High satisfaction results from
survey data completed by
students, faculty, staff, and
administration

•

•
•

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Establish annual contracts and
plans for facilities and equipment
maintenance (emergency,
preventive, and routine)
Routine custodial functions
Maintenance of campus-owned
motor vehicles

Assessment Method/
Instrument

(Use bullets)
Disaster Recovery Plan
established and
periodically reviewed
Daily routine as well as
special event-driven
tasks of custodial staff
Facility inventory,
audit, and inspections
conducted routinely by
deans, department
chairs and program
directors
Division and
departmental work
order requests

SF I.C
IG V

Provide a safe, clean environment and
a campus atmosphere conducive to
learning
Target:
• Surveys all campus should meet or
exceed 85% rating of excellent or
satisfactory

•

•

Maintain general appearance and
cleanliness of campus facilities
for aesthetically pleasing, healthy
and safe environment
Maintain safe and clean
appearance of classrooms and
hallways
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Findings &
Use of Results for
Improvement

Fleet management plan
established and
implemented, inclusive
of providing training
for vehicular operation
General maintenance
of facilities and
grounds
Safety training

Strategic
Focus/
Institutional
Goal

Desired Outcome & Target/Criterion
(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

(SF# and/or
IG#)

•
•

(cont’d)

SF I.C
IG V

(cont’d)

Provide distribution center for
supplies, equipment, goods and
services
Targets:
• 100 percent of items available 100
percent of the time
• Rapid turnaround from time of
supply request to physical
distribution of item(s) to
requesting faculty or staff

•

•

•
•

Sustain classroom and office
temperatures at adequate
comfort levels
Maintain security and outdoor
campus lighting; maintain parking
lots and sidewalks; strive to
reduce or eliminate safety
hazards; keep all restrooms
clean; keep common areas clean
Establish and implement Hazard
Communication "Right to Know"
program; establish and
implement key control policy;
establish and implement security
building access; establish and
implement fire extinguisher
training
Maintain an inventory of
routinely requested office
supplies for immediate
distribution, order and restock as
needed
Fulfill orders for supplies not
immediately on hand
Operate and maintain receiving
bay, inclusive of property tag
assignments for capitol
purchases
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Assessment Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for
Improvement
(Use bullets)

(cont’d)

Regular inventory
checks on commonly
stocked items
Work order and email
communication
requests for items not
part of supply center
routine inventory
Purchase orders for
capitol purchases

Planning Unit:

Technical Programs Division, Dean

Year:

Unit Type:

Educational/Administrative Support

Report Period:

2012
September 1, 2011 through August 31, 2012

(Choose One: Executive Services; Educational/Administrative Support; Academic/Student Services; Educational Program)

(1) Unit Mission:
The Technical Programs Division is responsible for the planning, supervision, and evaluation of all instructional programs preparing students for immediate
entry into the workforce. Workforce development grants funded through the State, as well as federally funded grants to support students with special needs,
are administered through the Technical Programs office. The Dean of Technical Programs coordinates all Tech Prep activities and facilitates student
articulation between the high school and college program.
(2)
Strategic
Focus/
Institutional
Goal
(SF# and/or
IG#)

SF I.C, I.D, I.F,
II.H, III.D
IG IV & V

(3)
Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

(4)
Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

(5)
Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Develop and maintain workforce
education degree programs that
are relevant to student interests
and labor market demand

Workforce education programs
will
• Provide a trained workforce to
meet the needs of regional
employers;
• Demonstrate program success
factors for enrollment,
graduation, licensure, and
placement;
• Validate program need and
adequate faculty support

Targets:

• Each of the formal program
reviews will indicate, at a
minimum,
 a graduate placement rate
of 85 percent or better;
 15 graduates over the
previous 3-year period;
 95 percent licensure rate;
 nontraditional
participation and
completion rates to meet
Coordinating Board
standards.
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(6)
Assessment Method/
Instrument

(7)
Findings &
Use of Results for
Improvement
(Use bullets)

Formal evaluation of four AAS
programs and related
certificates
Support for program advisory
committees
Distribution of advisory
meeting minutes to members
within two weeks of meeting
Special item instructional
support

Strategic
Focus/
Institutional
Goal

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

(SF# and/or
IG#)

(cont’d)

SF I.A, II.C
IG IV & V

SF I.C, II.C,
II.H, III.D
IG IV

• Each program advisory
committee will meet at least
once during the academic
year, with at least 75
percent of the members in
attendance, to validate
curriculum revisions
Monitor resources and related
educational opportunities to
adequately prepare students
for licensure exams
Target:
• Student pass rate meets or
exceeds 95 percent (based
on number of students
attempting exam and
passing exam within one
calendar year)
Facilitate placement for
workforce education program
completers to meet or exceed
state performance measures
for two-year colleges
Target:
• 85 percent of workforce
education program
completers (3-year average)
are employed or pursuing
additional education within
one year of graduation

(cont’d)

Assessment Method/
Instrument

(Use bullets)

(cont’d)

•

Provide faculty, curriculum
and resources in appropriate
programs, i.e., Allied Health
and Cosmetology, to promote
student success with licensure
exams

Gather information on pass
rate on licensure exams

•

Track graduates, completers
and non-returners for
employment and/or additional
education through the
Automated Student and Adult
Learner Follow-Up System
(ASALFS) and the CB 116
Supplemental Follow-Up

Document placement rate for
workforce education program
completers
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Findings &
Use of Results for
Improvement

Strategic
Focus/
Institutional
Goal
(SF# and/or
IG#)

SF I.A, III.B
IG V

SF I.A, II.E
IG I

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Oversee and monitor the
provision of services for
qualifying students in Special
Populations
Targets:
• 100 percent of the eligible
students will receive
assistance from Perkins
funds
• 70 percent of students
receiving accommodations
during a fall semester will
be retained through the
following spring semester
or will complete degree /
certificate requirements
and graduate
Facilitate program linkages
between area secondary
schools and LSC-PA
Targets:
• Increase articulated credit
awarded by 5 percent over
the previous academic
year
• Increase number of
students enrolled in dual
credit programs by 5
percent

Assessment Method/
Instrument

(Use bullets)

•

Enable students with disabilities and
those economically / academically
disadvantaged to participate in
workforce education programs

Utilize Perkins funds to provide
accommodations to eligible
students

•

Review web-based state-wide
ATC Articulated Course
Crosswalk to determine changes
that will affect local secondary
courses that are typically
articulated into LSC-PA
programs
Revise local cross-walk to reflect
changes and submit revised
cross-walk to admissions
advisors and faculty
Participate in quarterly meetings
of the Southeast Texas Tech Prep
Consortium.
Participate in monthly meetings
of the Career and Technical
Administrators

Promote articulation and
concurrent enrollment
programs for students

•

•
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Findings &
Use of Results for
Improvement

Planning Unit:

Allied Health Department

Year:

Unit Type:

Academic/Student Services

Report Period:

2012
September 1, 2011 through August 31, 2012

(Choose One: Executive Services; Educational/Administrative Support; Academic/Student Services; Educational Program)

(1) Unit Mission:
The Allied Health Department believes that learning is a continuous life-long process and maintains that each student has dignity and worth and brings unique
experiences to the educational environment. The curriculum is based on clearly-stated objectives, relevant content and experiences, and evaluation of
program components and outcomes. The Department is dedicated to produce well educated health care providers with the skills, knowledge, dedication,
philosophy and competence to meet the needs of the community.
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Strategic
Desired Outcome &
Strategy
Budget
Assessment Method/
Findings &
Focus/
Target/Criterion
To Accomplish Desired Outcome
Link
Instrument
Use of Results for
Institutional
Improvement
(Outcome begins with verb,
(Use bullets)
(Yes or
Goal
Target numerically measurable)
No)
(Use bullets)
(SF# and/or
IG#)

SF I.A, II.C,
II.G, II.H, III.B
IG I & V

Model programs and services
continuously to respond to
needs of students, employers
and the community

•

Targets:
• Faculty involvement in
college and career fairs for
area high school students
• 100 percent of program
and course curricula
reviewed and revised, with
updates incorporated into
subsequent campus
catalogs

•

•

•

Collaborate with Dean of
Technical Programs to provide
requested or required
workforce training for area
health care providers
Create, revise and update
department’s program
curricula to meet needs of the
area health care industry
Oversee each program’s
annual review of Workforce
Education Curriculum Manual
(WECM) curriculum
Direct various recruiting
activities to increase program
enrollment
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Verify curriculum objectives
with program Advisory
Committees
Compare program courses to
WECM courses and revise as
necessary

Strategic
Focus/
Institutional
Goal
(SF# and/or
IG#)

SF I.A, I.H, II.C
IG I, IV & V

SF I.A, I.C, II.C
IG I, IV & V

SF I.A, I.C, II.C
IG I & V

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Maintain success rates for
students on licensing and
certification exams which meet
the standards of accrediting
agencies
Target:
• 80 percent or better annual
pass rates for first time test
takers of NCLEX-RN, NCLEXPN, Surgical Technologist
certification exams
Maintain up-to-date resources
to provide opportunities for
students to receive instruction
in areas of patient care where
there is limited availability in
the clinical setting
Target:
80% of course syllabi will reflect
requirements for students to
use computer software to
achieve objectives of courses
Assign faculty who are up-todate on the changes in the
healthcare system and who
maintain the
licensure/certification
credentials to teach AH courses

Assessment Method/
Instrument

(Use bullets)

•

Collaborate with faculty to
provide instruction in test
taking and opportunities to
practice taking similar types of
examination questions

Review of results from
exams

•

Students will use up-to-date
software to supplement or
replace limited clinical
experiences

Updated software installed
in the Allied Health
Computer Lab

•

100% of faculty will set goals
for upgrading skills,
certification credentials, and
involvement in conferences,
workshops, and campus
affairs

Verify that faculty attended
conferences and have
current
licensure/certification
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Findings &
Use of Results for
Improvement

Strategic
Focus/
Institutional
Goal
(SF# and/or
IG#)

(cont’d)
SF II.C, II.D,
II.G, III.D
IG I & IV

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Target:
100% of faculty hold current
licensure/ certification in their
health care field
Increase the number of
degrees, certificates, and other
identifiable student successes
in Allied Health Programs
Targets:
• Increase the number of
awards within the Allied
Health Department by 5%
compared to FY ’06
• Increase by 8% over 3 years
the total number of
degrees and certificates
awarded in the Allied
Health Department.
Baseline number
established in 2003-2004 is
141. An increase of 8%
represents 12 additional
credentials or 153 total in
the 2011-2012 academic
year

(cont’d)
•
•

•

•

Assessment Method/
Instrument

(Use bullets)

(cont’d)

Faculty will attend career days
at local schools to recruit
students.
Students from area local
schools will be given tours of
the LSC-PA Allied Health
Department facilities and
encouraged to take courses in
science and math to prepare
for success in Allied Health
Programs.
Perform degree audits for AAS
majors to determine if they
are eligible to first apply for a
certificate
Monitor graduation rates from
Allied Health Programs
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Findings &
Use of Results for
Improvement

Increase the number of
certificates and degrees
awarded to students in the
Allied Health Programs

Strategic
Focus/
Institutional
Goal
(SF# and/or
IG#)

SF I.A, II.C,
III.B
IG I & V

Desired Outcome &
Target/Criterion

Strategy
To Accomplish Desired Outcome

Budget
Link

(Outcome begins with verb,
Target numerically measurable)

(Use bullets)

(Yes or
No)

Supply instructional
experiences that prepare
students to safely provide
care to patients in various
healthcare settings
Target:
Equipment needed in the
nursing and surgical
technology skills labs is
identified and purchased

•

Students will have sufficient
resources to develop
psychomotor skills in the
laboratory setting prior to
providing care to patients in
the clinical setting
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Assessment Method/
Instrument

Findings &
Use of Results for
Improvement
(Use bullets)

Purchase needed equipment
for skills labs

